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Heard Tm [ate rt# John F"'Walvmrd' ffi What Is;a Good Church?
John MacArthur
Does His Homework So
YouCanDolburs.
The multi-volume MacArthur New
Testament Commentary is the ideal
resource for active laymen, pastors, and
scholars. All from one of America's
leading expositors.
See your local Christian bookseller
and take advantage ofJohn MacArthur's
homework' 
r-_., mooDv PREss
ll!/ rxe NAME You ca.N Trrusr
The MacArthur Neu Testament Commentary, at !our Christion bookstore
sinal McGuffds
Readers were different.
They were Chrlstian
Nour they're qaailoble again
ofter 725 years. You can get the
fu/J set here and SAVE $70
Rev. William McGuffey published his legendary Readers in the 1830s.
Later editions, from 1857 on, were revised without his approval, and ex-
purgated most references to religion. They were still excellent texts, but
no longer Christian texts.
Now a Christian publisher, Mott Media, has reprinted the originals. We
are offering them, with pride and admiration, for parents, godparents
and gandparenh who care nough to teach at home, or atleasttohelp,
the children they love.
The Ori$nal McGuffeys: 7 superb texts
Pictodrl Eclectic Primer for Young Childnn. For kindergarten or pre-
kindergarten: the alphabet, simple sentences and stories, charming
original engravings.
Eclectic Primer. More advanced. For first-graden and bright
kindergarteners.
Eclertic lint Rerder for Young Childrcn. For second-graders or bright
first-graders. Lots of spelling, and the words get as hard as "would" and
"stalked" and "deranged."
Eclectic Second Rerder. 85 lessons, each a well written story with a
moral, some from Scripture or American history. Each lesson is fol-
lowed by l) questions drawn from it (e.g., How did Washingon receive
Lafayette? What is the Fifth Commandment? What is emulation?) and
by 2) spelling words ("believed," "myrrh," "forsook"). When your
children master this book, they'll be years ahead of their peers.
Eclctic Third Rerder. Authors like Addison, Irving, Byron...Bible
selections...excursions int  hi$ory like the marvelous "Alexander the
Great" - adults can read this book with pleasure. After your child of 8
FREE B00K Free wlth each s ert Mclutley and His Readers: Piety, Motatity and
Educati\n i lgth Centuty Anerlca by John H. Woatorhofl ltl
or 9 frnishes it, he's reading better, and understanding more, than most
high schoolers.
Echctic fourth Rerder. Quite beyond the average collegian today, yet
within the reach of well trained l0{o-12-year-olds. Dozens of authors
they should meet: Johnson, Webster, Milton, Jefferson, Schiller, Bacon,
Southey, Bryant, Shakespeare, etc.
Eclectic Progressive Spelling Book. "Progressive" because it starts with
basics and builds to an advanced vocabulary worthy of a graduate stu-
dent, Not only definitions but pronunciations and usage in good
senrcnces,
Mark Sullivan, in his 6-volume history, Orr Times, ranks McGuffey up
with Washington a d Lincoln in influence. And a wonderful influence it
was. Do your children deserve l ss?
Startling call from eminent profesor of English
"Let's bring back McGuffey's Reader - to College" is how Carl Bode,
University of Maryland, titled his article in lhe Ghronicle of Higher
Education. Wrote Bode: "l guarantee that regular doses of McGuffey will
brighten their eyes and bring roses totheir cheeks. . teach them to con-
centrate on the printed page...give them some of the memorable
poetry and prose of our AngloAmerican nheritance. . . make them bet
ter men and women, ot to mention better-spoken m and women."
How to get this $79.95 slipcased set for 0llLY $9.95!
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nly Norway-"The Land of
the Midnight Sun"-could of-
fer such a picture-perfect
setting for what some are de-
scribing as one of this century's most
important gatherings of independent
Baptists. In fact, many are convinced
that Eurofokus '86 has the potential
to change the course of worldwide
evangelism as we know it today.
The speakers and schedule, includ-
ing the "Focus on Europe" discussion
sessions, mission seminars, ladies' and
M.K. meetings, have all been carefully
and prayerfully selected to produce the
best possible results.
And much more than that, Euro-
fokus '86 has been specifically designed
to provide that much needed "R & R"
that our frontline "soldiers" in
America, Europe and around the
worid so de;perately need and deserve.
If cruising up one of Norway's most
majestic fords doesn't do the trick,
there's an entire day at Kings Park,
Scandinavia's largest and newest
amusement park; plus the BBQ grill
parry; "tricycle rally-cross;" evening
afterglows; international banquet;
shopping trips; and much more.
Most importantly, you can count
on hean-srirring preaching, singing.
fellowship and a once-in-a-lifetime op-
porn:nity to have an impact on devel-
oping strategy for reaching an entirc
continent for Christ. All this for a
price as low as $1,223.00.
Dates: August 5,10, 1986
In the U.S. write: GWG Travel,
8101 \ilhitder Blvd., Bethesda,MD 20817,
or phone: l0l-120-4599.
In Europe write: Phil Brown,
Eurofokus'86, Postboks 81, 4051 SOLA,
Norway, or phone: 0II4i-4-651408
or 011-47-4-651435.
okus
ur Gocll is Simple...Supply rhe
Highest Queiliry Equipment for
rhe lowest possible price.
Write for
FREE
| 986
full- l ine
colclog.
(3f.OO lor po.lca.
would br cpprrclctrdl
ust ccrll fay Cole
for prices thct cre
wholescle ...enrd
technology rhcrrts
lree!
So, if it's a Panasonic 3-
tube professional broadcast
camera, proj e ction T1/, a com-
plete editing system, special
effects generator, cassette
tape duplicator, cassette tape
player, or just 100 C-60 cass-
ette tapes that you need, just
call Jay, (501) 521-1758
Three Tube Comeror
Each camera listed comes with standard
2 kne enhancement andcostis without lens
wv 555 s
a 1/2" Saticon'" tubes
o 600 lines
a 80 lux min.(Retai l) .  
. .(Your Cost). . $3,390
wv 555Bil (rlgtrr ncwkt il.3
a 1/2" Newuicon@ tubesIf lihe other Christian minis-
tries or Christian workers,
your budget is limited, you
want to spend euery dime
wisely.
Jay has spent the last 18
years buying and prouiding
audio and uideo equipment
at wholesale prices. Why?
To help you reach the world
with the sauing message of
Christ.
. 600 lines
a 20 lux min.( R e t a i L ) . . . .
(Iour Cost)
wv 888
o 2/3" Saticon" tubes
o 650 lines
a 40 lw mim.( R e t a i l ) .  
. . . . . $ 7 , 4 0 0(Your Cost) . .84'990
wv 89O
c 2/3" Puumbicon@ tuoes
$4,995
$3,600
. 600 Lines
a 40 Lux min.( R e t a i L ) .  . . . . . $ 9 , 7 0 0(Your Cost). . 86,990
'  o o t^- t . r f f*nf l ;fiIISSIOfl SETVIGE*SUL-,
Rt.4  Box 384 /  Foyet tev i l le ,  Arkonsos 72701 /  (5Ol l521-1758
Shimei's Dust
Everyone is into church renewal
these days. I read a book recently by
Howard Snyder where he maps out a
road to church renewal through some
pretty rough territory. He talks about
sacrifice, suffering, commitment, cost,
servanthood, and poverty. I have a
much better idea. It's called incentives-
perks for preachers.
Why are enrollments down in sem-
inaries? Why are there more trained
ministers selling insurance than pastor-
ing churches? Why is the pastor's
enthusiasm measurable in inches in-
stead of miles? lack of incentive!
Most churches assume that the
preacher gets paid to be good. Everyone
else is good for nothing. Nothing could
be further from the truth. Why should
the preacher invite new members into
the church? He's going to get the same
salary with 100 members as with 200.
That means twice as much work for the
same pay. Why bother? So the name of
the game is "coast."
Industry has the right idea. Reward
initiative with incentives. These are
called "perks." Things like car
allowances, televisions, vacation trips,
seminars in the Bahamas, new office
furniture, and so on. Just think of what
this could do for church renewal. We
could give the preacher an extra bonus
for every 2,000 miles he puts on his car
doing church visitation, or a free trip to
Disney World for accumulating 500
parking receipts from the local hospital.
For every 10 new converts we could pre-
sent him with a diamond ring during the
morning service. For every 100 we could
flv him to the vacation spot of his choice.
Every g1,000 of new giving he generates
could give him his choice of a one-month
tithe exemption or a donation to his IRA
of equal value.
With the right incentives more col-
lege students would be encouraged to go
into the ministry. Pastors would be
more diligent, and just think what this
would do for the averase church. You
could even run a contest between all the
churches in town for the greatest in-
crease in volume each month. At the end
of the year the winning church would
be honored at a specially televised rally
and its pastor given a new Cadillac. Now
that, my friend, would spark renewal!
All this talk about stripes, im-
prisonments, perils, weariness, pain,
fasting, weakness, infirmities. Where do
people get the idea that the ministry is
supposed to be like that? Take up my
cross? Not me, man, unless it happens
to be on a gold chainl
Shimei
Deeply moved.. .
I was deeply moved to learn about
John Jasper (February), ablack preacher
who served the Lord in slavery and out
of slavery. I had never heard of him
before, but I wept openly on reading
Single Couple Family
Ase2e 39.37 92.94 L29.38
Age4e 64.57 130.76 182.95
Major medical rates including full maternity
(cost area 3 medical only rates)
Christian Medical Association of fers;
.1007o Coverage for medical services rendered
in a Humana hospital.
.Comprehenisve coverage for non-Humana
hospitals and other medical services.
.Fully insured medical plan by Humana Ins.
Co., an affiliate of Humana Inc.
. Very low rates guaranteed for 12 months.
. Professional Christian staff.
Call or write today for more information 1-800-331-5525
Louisiana resident s call 1-318-221-6572
P.O. BOX 18380. Shreveport, LA7LI38
April ]986 7
of his life. His sole aim was singing
praises for Jesus-never mind the cir'
cumstances, just singing the praises
of Jesus.
Thank you for this moving testimony.
E. Kendall
Concord, North Carolina
A gold mlne.. .
I wish to commend you on your
magazine and the clear, forthright, and
unemotional stance for biblical Funda-
mentalism. I have especially appre-
ciated the section on "Preaching &
Pastoring"-a gold mine to learn from
other men in the ministry!
Mark D. Cain, Pastor
Emmanuel Bible Chapel
Berwick, Pennsylvania
Luxurlous Contemporary
Custom llornes
ihat rutell for
S1 7.00 Per Sq. Ft.
fien &ffiqy, ex@brrt dalwursliD ald
AM*n hgpt uily h# rcsited in a lpAing design
with sM t&hns mt tNnd in lwres slw 8t
lwkx ilp prie.
. Fully Insulated
. Themo Pme Windows
. Cathedral Ceilings
. Ext€rior Dscks
. Quslity CoBtuclirn
. FHA and VA AcioDted
. Builtln ComDuttr Conter
which sllows tM home to perlom |My fun-
ctions fq th€ occuDants.
. Int€.ix Oesign Flexibility
EAGLE'S NEST HOMES is s@king one disnct
reqesentalive to establish retail sales.
Unlimitod lncome Potential
Protected T€rritory
Factory Training
No Real Estate Licens€
R€quired
Investmsnt Secured by Model Home
IndividrEl slected must have th€ ability to purchase
or mortgaqe a $21 ,000 model home. Home may be
lived in or us€d as il office.
Call Mr. Fund
colloct (4O4) 255-0724
6363 Roswell Rd., Suite B
Atlanta, CiA 30328
Chrlstlan rock...
I was beginning to think that "Chris-
tian" rock was the acceptable norm for
youth ministry. So many youth pas-
tors, pastors, and evangelists have put
rock music in its place (hell), but never
speak out against "Christian" rock.
Sad to say, we are seeing the message
of Christian music being sacrificed on
the altar of "the beat." Why can't
Christians see that? Thank you for the
articles on this subject. And thank you
for the encouragement they gave me.
Timothy F. Totten
Youth Pastor
Immanuel Baptist Church
Kenosha, Wisconsin
I read with great interest your ar-
ticles on "Rock Music." Christians
must face reality and the fact that
music is a part of our world. Like it or
not, we must admit that "rock'n'roll"
is a legitimate art form and will have
a primary influence on children and
youth. As parents we have the responsi
bility to teach our children to evaluate
all music to see if its message is good
or bad, true or false. Condemning with-
out first evaluating the music of our
society only drives a wedge between
generations.
Sure, a lot of the music is sexually
explicit and blatantly cultic in nature,
but is that not a reflection of the state
of our society? How many parents who
condemn rock music are addicted to
cigarettes, alcohol, or soap operas?
In regard to the contemporary
Christian music, just as missionaries
learn the native language before they
can witness to their people, we must
be able to speak the language of to-
dav's vouth in order to relate to them.
I agre"e that a throbbing rock 'n' roll
beat does not lift the name of Christ,
but that is not what all contemporary
Christian music is. Are we to stay in
the dark ages, wear victorian clothes,
and let modern technology pass us by?
If so, we can be assured of never reach-
ing today's youth. As Mike Smith quoted
Dr. James Dobson, "Music is one of the
windows of the soul." Surely he doesn't
believe that we must all use the same
window.
Brenda F. Terry
Quinton, Virginia
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serve the Lord and
boost your income. r r
FI
llven if you can't teach or preach, you
can be instrumental in ministering to the
needs of other Christians while earning a
substantial income at the same time.
How? The Zondervan Corporat ion
through their Book of Life division.
When you introduce the new Book of
Life program to others, you can:
.Aid ih the growth and development of
fellow Christians and their families.
r Earn a sizable income-conscientious
participants can earn $12,000 - $20,000
part t ime. . . $25,000 - $30,000* full
t ime. . .andmore!
. Begin building your own business with-
out leaving the security of your present
occupation.
o Set your own hours-determine when
you want to work and how much. You
set the pace.
rProfit from a generous benefit package
including free medical and life insurance
(without examination), and cash bo-
nuses in addition to your commissions.
r Qualify without any specific training or
background; no financial investment, no
franchise fee,
at the same time!
Wirn the Zondervan Book of Life pro-
gram, you will be meeting an important
universal need. In fact, Christian leaders
ag ree :  Eve ry  home shou ld  have  th i s
program.
And potential efsts to earn more money
with this opportunity than with many full-
t ime jobs. In fact, for many men and
women, this has become their primary in-
come source.
"In my l2yearswithZondervan Book of
Life, 8 out of l0 people I've shown the
program to have purchased it for them-
selves or their families. I feel like I'm
meeting a enuine toT#,iltifl. 
ru,.,
"This work has helped me to live my Iife
more fully. I'm able to work at my own
pace and have time to enjoy God's world
around me," -Carl Edelmann
"I thank God for the privilege I have to
work with a wonderful Christian com-
pany like Zondervan. It has enabled me
to help families learn the Word of God in
a better way and, at the same time, pro-
vide a good living for my family."
-Paul Saxton
To find out how you can take advantage
of this remarkable opportunity and build
your own Christian business, simply com-
plete and mail the coupon below.
Please rush my FREE Zondervan Book of Life informadon packet. I understand I am under no
obligation, and no salesman will call; (Offer limired to U.S. and Canadian residents.)
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*Representatives currently working wirh Zondervan Book of Life earn up to $65,?58 annually in
commissions and bonuses.
JERRY FALWELL CCMMENTS
What Is a Good Church?
t t P *il1;,lf:"'{:r":i*t:"nl1
question I do not say, "What do you
mean by 'good church'?" I think I
know what he means, and I start nam-
ing off churches that he might like to
attend. But what constitutes a "good
church" ?
The greatest local congregation in
church history numbered in the thou-
sands. Shortly after its birth, this
church withstood oppression from the
powerful Roman government and over-
came insurmountable odds. It grew
and thrived throughout Jerusalem and
eventually reached half the town for
Christ. Its strength and commitment
sprang from the basic qualities that
make a "good church."
In Acts chapter 2, stability is the
first quality of a good church. "They
continued steadfastly in the apostles'
doctrine" (v.42). A stable church knows
what it believes, why it believes it, and
it takes a stand on the truth of God.
Another quality is fellowship. "They
cont inued steadfast ly in. . . fel low-
ship" (v.42). There was a sweet Stable
fellowship there. They encouraged one
another. Through hardships and fam-
ines, they were breaking bread and
observing other ordinances. They came
together to remember Christ's death
and His Resurrection and to pray.
In this troubled world, you need to
retreat into the fortress, into the refuge
of the church of the living God. You
need a place to gather with other be-
lievers around the Word in fellowship
and prayer. That is why the Scriptures
say, forsake not "the assembling of our-
selves together, as the manner of some
is." A church without stability and fel-
lowship has nothing. No matter how
active it is, or how beautiful the build-
ing, or how tall the spire, if the church
does not have these qualities, it will not
be worth your while to go there.
The local church is supposed to be
a hiding place, a place of fellowship,
a place to internalize the Word of God,
to observe the ordinances, to worship,
and to pray. Just as your family and
home are a safe haven from a strife-
filled world, so should your church be.
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is a hiding place,
a place of fellowship,
a place to internalize
the Word of God,
to worship, and to pray,
The third quality of a good church is
spiritual authority. "And fear came upon
every soul: and many wonders and
signs were done by the apostles" (v.a3).
When a church stands upon the Word
of God, an invisible, intangible, but
very real element-spiritual authority-
permeates everything. Many churches
lack spiritual authority. You have been
in them. The preacher simply reads a
sermon, dead and dry as last year's
bird's nest. Nothing is being said and
nothing is happening. You go through
the little menu they give you at the
door, and wish for the benediction.
Hopefully you go to a church where
the music is anointed and the preach-
ing is powerful, and where things are
being said and done that change lives.
The absence or presence of spiritual
authority makes the difference.
A good church is filled with love.
When you walk in you feel like you
belong. You feel that the people want
you there, that they love you, believe
in you, and want to help you. The peo-
ple in the church in Acts had love for
one another. "All that believed were
together, and had all things common;
and sold their possessions and goods,
and parted them to all men, as every
man had need" (w.44-45). When you
get in trouble, the people of the church
should be the first to run to your side
to help you. The church may be weak
in other areas, but a good church will
be sensitive to the needs of people.
The larger a church becomes, the
harder it has to work to be sure it does
not lose sight of people and individual
needs. As it becomes large in numbers,
it must try hard to stay small in spirit.
Joy is another trait of a gmd church.
"They, continuing daily with one accord
in the temple, and breaking bread from
house to house, did eat their meat with
gladness and singleness of heart, prais-
ing God" (vv.46-47). A lot of churches
have the atmosphere of a morgue. If
you are not depressed upon entering,
the prelude will depress you. If the
music does not get to you, the pastor,
in a cathedral voice he uses only in the
pulpit, will get to you. If that does not
do it, the special music or the anthem
will. If you are still in good spirits,
wait for the sermon.
A church should provide spiritual
joy, a lift. You ought to leave feeling
better than you did when you came in,
saying it was good to be in the house
of the Lord.
Evangelism is the last character-
istic of a good church given in this pas-
sage, "And the [.ord added to the church
daily such as should be saved," or
were being saved (v.47). What is a good
church? Notice the order. A good church
has stability, fellowship, spiritual au-
thority, love, joy, and evangelism. If
you leave out soulwinning, all the other
qualities lose their meaning.
There are Bible-believing churches
that do not give a gospel invitation
anymore, that do not train people to
win souls, that do not tell people the
importance of sharing Christ. I believe
in lifestyle evangelism, but I also be-
lieve in wordof-mouth, word-by-word,
sentence-by-sentence, line-byJine evan-
gelism, where you give the plan of
salvation so clearly that a person can
understand it. But if you do not have
both, you do not have anything. You
cannot win people to Christ without
telling them the plan of salvation. Faith
comes by hearing, and hearing by the
Word of God. We must have both.
When you are in a stable church
that has a strong, prayerful fellowship,
where spiritual authority, love, and
joy are present, evangelism is easy
and natural.
Is there a good church where you
live? Are you in it? I
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FUNDAMENTALISM TODAY
Learning from Our Weaknesses
bv Edward Dobson
I fter looking at the strengths
II of Fundamentalists and Evan-
4 leelicals last month, I want to
give eq-ual time to the weaknesses.
That's right, weaknesses. Both groups
consist of fallible human beings and
are therefore subject o weaknesses and
flaws. An honest review will help us
recogrize those shortcomings and hope-
fully find avenues of improvement.
Fundamentallst Weaknesses
Intolerance. Because of the Funda-
mentalist's strong emphasis on the
truth, he easily becomes intolerant of
all who disagree with him. Often quick
to judge he has little capacity for self-
criticism. Fundamentalist elements
become defensive and ingrown.
Ab solutism. Frequently, Fundamen-
talists may have a black-and-white
mentality toward issues. They leave
little to the gray areas of personal
preference and quickly make absolute
pronouncements for or against issues.
This leaves them inflexible and resis-
tant to change. It often causes them to
elevate minor issues into major issues
and to paint themselves into a tight
corner from which thev cannot escaDe.
Pride of accompliihment. Funda-
mentalists are practical people. They
are doers and builders. They are com-
mitted to winning souls and building
churches. However, in their desire to
do things for God they have a tendency
to get caught up in external success.
They love to play the "How-many-are-
you-running?" game or the "How-
much-did-you-grow?" game. When
accomplishment becomes an obses-
sion, it leads to a grow-at-any-cost
mentality.
Worry over labels. Because Funda-
mentalists are quick to identify and
label theological error, they often worry
about labels and associations. Pastors
fear being labeled "pseudo-" or "neo-"
anything. They fear being placed on
someone's list of "weak-kneed compro-
misers." Ecclesiastical politics becomes
a game of intimidation, causing para-
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for true Fundamentalists
and Evangelicals
to reject the edicts
of their extreme fringes,
noia about fellowships, associations,
and even personal relationships.
Split to the right. Because Funda-
mentalism is a righfwing movement
(theologically, politically, and socially),
it has a tendency to split further to the
right. Inevitably someone gets angry
and decides that he is more of a Funda-
mentalist than the others. Some Funda-
mentalists tend to split further and
further to the right until their groups
end up in total isolation.
Evangelical Weaknesses
Overtolerance. The moderation of
the Evangelical movement keeps it
from the extremism and absolutism of
the Fundamentalists. However, un-
checked by Scripture, moderation easily
turns to overtolerance. "Let's not be
quick to judge" pervades the movement.
Tolerance of error leads to contamina-
tion by error. As a result, Evangelicals
struggle over what to do when someone
within their ranks denies the central
doctrines of the Christian faith.
Relativism. Because of their moder-
ation, Evangelicals have a dangerous
tendency toward relativism in theology,
ethics, philosophy, and even personal
morals. "If no one has a monopoly on
the truth, how can we be dogmatic?"
Pride of intellect. Because of the
Evangelical commitment to Bible teach-
ing, the movement is generally charac-
terized by careful biblical scholarship.
However, in their desire for knowledge,
Evangelicals develop a pride of knowl-
edge. They love to play the "Where-did-
you-go-to-school?" game, or the "How-
many-degrees-do-you-have?" game.
When pride of knowledge becomes an
obsession, a person can become iso-
lated from people.
Worry over credibillty. The Evan-
gelicals are overly concerned about
academic and social respectability. Be-
cause of their desire to present Chris-
tianity as an intelligent and credible
alternative to secular society, they
worry whether people, movements,
schools, and books have any "real
credibility." They fear being labeled
intellectually inferior.
Dift to the left. Evangelicals rarely
split. They are too loving, kind, and
tolerant to get that angry. However, this
tolerance allows them to keep drifting
to the left. Today there are those espous-
ing everything from neo-orthodoxy to
Marxism who still claim to be Evan-
gelical. As a result, the left wing of
Evangelicalism is barely discernable
from the right wing of Liberalism,
Beyond the weaknesses of both Fun-
damentalism and Evangelicalism looms
the radical fringe of each movement.
The extremist elements have taken the
weaknesses of their movement o excess.
All too often both camps are judged by
their fringe tributaries rather than by
their mainstream representatives.
Like a rubber band stretched to its
limit, the extreme fringes have pulled
the Conservative movement to the
breaking point. If allowed to continue
any further, it will only be a matter of
time until the historic Conservative
concensus is a shattered memory of the
past. We must resist this trend and re-
turn to the historic fundamentals of
the faith that were so clearly estab-
lished at the beginning of this century.
I Adapted from In Search ol Unity,
O 1985 by Edward Dobson. Used by per-
mission of Thomas Nelson Publishers.
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by Tyler B. Flynn
Fl prins is here! As we shed our
\ tuttv winter ciothes we are
\J suddenly conscious of the rolls
of flab quietly 
-aaaea 
during winter's
inactive months. Health clubs, diet
plans, and low-cal food producers are
blitzing us with ads, promising us that
if we do it their way, we will look as
sleek as an olympic athlete by
summertime,
There is another kind of flab, just
as cumbersome and unattractive-
spiritual flab. We grow it the same way
we grow body flab-by taking in more
than we burn off. Many Christians are
consuming more truth than they are
applying.
Like the food addict who habitually
reaches for the refrigerator, many
Getting Rid of Spiritual Flab
Christians cannot resist the temptation
of spiritual food. On Sundays they sit
down to a big meal of hymns, music,
sermons, and prayers. During the week
it is Christian television, Christian
tapes, Christian magazines, and Chris-
tian books. They snack constantly on
Christian radio-in the car, in the tub,
doing the dishes, waking up, going to
sleep. Their downfall is not in expos-
ing themselves to these things, but in
failing to apply what they are hearing.
There is no way anyone could digest
that quantity of truth! The result is
flab.
Are you spiritually overweight? Get
on the scales for a minute and ask
yourself these telling questions:
Do you have regular personal Bible
study that is relevant and convicting?
Most flabby Christians do not. They
live off the spiritual experiences of
other people, keeping truth at arm's
Iength.
Do you suffer from depression?
Unapplied truth can be an emotional
and spiritual weight that leads to guilt
and discouragement, Someone has
said that impression without expres-
sion leads to depression.
Are you spiritually apathetic?
Flabby Christians admit to being bored
with spiritual things. "I've heard it all
before," they say. Because they rarely
experience the excitement of seeing
God's truth at work, it begins to sound
like an old record played 6ver and over
again-dull and monotonous.
Do you thtnk you have it all to-
gether? Flabby Christians do. They
have fallen into the trap of equating
knowing with doing. They are practic-
ing classroom Christianity. It is much
easier to suffer delusions of grandeur
in a classroom than in the crucible of
real lifel
If you fight the battle of the bulge,
you know that flab is no fun. Whether
physical or spiritual, flab bloats the
beautiful contours of a life, leaving its
victim unattractive and discouraged.
Here are some ways you can shed
those unwanted spiritual pounds:
Ask God to show you several speci-
fic spiritual needs in your life.
Make a prayer list of those needs
and share it with a trusted friend who
will keep a check on your progress.
Cut back on your spiritual intake.
Do not oversaturate yourself-take a
truth at a time and follow it through
until it is integrated into your life
(see James l:22).
Ask God to place you in circum-
stances that will exercise your Chris-
tian character (James l:2-4).
Become involved in meeting the
needs of others,
There it is-a five-point plan to get
you in shape! Start today. Remember,
lasting weight loss takes time; it re-
quires a change in lifestyle. But you
will be delighted when you look in the
mirror!
I Tyler B. Flynn is pastor of Covenant
Baptist Church in Columbus, Ohio.
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by Jay E. Adams
othing more important ever
happened to you. The most
wonderful event in your life
was when your greatest need was
met-your need for forgiveness. Yes,
Christian, when God canceled the debt
charged against you, when He said you
were forgiven and free because of the
death of Christ in whom you put your
trust, God counted you a new person,
clean, holy, and pure as His own spot-
less Son. Forgiveness. Freed from the
penalty of sin by the death of Christ
who bore the wrath you deserved for
your sin. Forgiveness! What a blessing!
But wonderful as it is, forgiveness
is but a beginning. Christ paid an in-
tolerable debt you could never have
paid. But, like the great divide, on the
other side of forgiveness there is a new
and joyous obligation of gratitude for
what Christ has done for you. You have
become a new person-in order to live
a new life. As a part of that newness of
life, for which Christ has set you free,
He tells you:
"Be ye kind one to another, tender-
hearted, forgiving one another, even as
God for Christ's sake hath forgiven
you" (Eph. 4:32). As you have been
forgiven, forgive others. That is what
God requires.
Indeed Jesus said, "For if ye for-
give men their trespasses, your heav-
enly Father will also forgive you: But
if ye forgive not men their trespasses,
neither will your Father forgive your
trespasses" (Matt. 6:14-15). That is
how important it is for you to imitate
your heavenly Father in forgiving your
brothers and sisters in Christ.
Sometimes those words trouble
people. They wonder whether one
can lose his forgiveness in Christ and
- ?^4 ,t/ LzI t  ry \,/
to orget
appears in such contexts.) He is not
talking about God forgiving or not
forgiving as Judge, but as Father.
Fatherly, or parental, forgiveness.
be lost again. They wonder how God
could forgive after He has already
forgiven. Clearly, God
does not forgive and
take back His
forgiveness, nor does He
have to do the work of forgiving
all over again, When you trusted
Christ as your Saviour your sins
were forgiven. That forgiveness, for
sins past, present, and future, was
accomplished once and for all, never
to be revoked or repeated. How, then,
can Christ say what He says here in
Matthew 6? As a matter of fact, how
can we pray, "Forgive us our debts
as we forgive our debtors" (Matt. 6:12)?
The answer to this seemingly un-
answerable problem of forgiveness
after forgiveness is really quite simple.
$ren a sinner trusts Christ as Saviour,
he ii\ iudicially f.orgiven by God. In
Matthew 6 Christ is speaking about
parental forgiveness. Judicial for-
giveness was given once and for all.
Here, Christ speaks to those who have
become a part of the Father's family.
(Note how often the word "Father"
has nothing to do with eternal
salvation, but everything to
do with fellowship with the
heavenly Father. That is a
prime reason for learning all
you can about forgiving others.
There are other reasons to be
concerned about forgiveness. Be-
cause we are still sinners. we
constantly need to be granting
and receiving forgiveness from
one another. Put two saved
sinners under the same roof
at close range, as husband
and wife, and they will soon
need to learn forgive-
ness. Put two Chris-
tians on the same
c h u  r c h board for any length
of time, and they too will need to de-
velop the practices of forgiveness. Put
children together in the same Christian
day school or college, and matters will
only begin to run smoothly in the class-
rooms or dorms when they learn to re-
ceive and extend forgiveness. We are
constantly rubbing one another the
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wrong way. We periodically sin against
God and our neighbors. That is why
we must have a good grasp on the
biblical principles and practices of
forgiveness.
What is forgiveness? Most Christians
cannot define forgiveness and have little
or no understanding of its essence.
All the years that I have studied and
thought about forgiveness, no one ever
told me exactly what forgiveness is.
One day I said to myself, "If I am to
forgive others as God, in Christ,
forgave me, I ought to be able to ex-
amine God's forgiveness and deter-
mine what it is. Then I can emulate it
in my own life."
Like manv others. I had thousht
only vaguely ibout forgiveness. Noi,v I
became serious and asked, "When God
forgives, what does He do? Clearly,
He does not merely sit in heaven and
emote! So. what does He do?" As I
thought, the passage came to me, "I
will forgive their iniquity, and I will
remember their sin no more" (Jer.
31:34). As I meditated on that verse two
facts became apparent. In forgiving,
God was going on record, and He was
equating forgiveness with never re-
membering sins again.
After giving more thought to the
first of those two observations, I recog-
nized that, in its essence, forgiveness
is a promise. When God went on record,
saying He would not remember our
sins again, He was making a promise
to us. How thankful I am that God did
Wnrn you trusted
Christ your sins were
forgiven-past, present,
and future-once
and for all.
not merely feel something or other, but
that He made a promise on which I can
take holdl In the dark moments, in
times of temptation, that promise is
like an anchor to my faith. Forgiveness
is a nromise. Praise God!
Moreouer, when God promises not
to remember, He is promising never to
bring up our sins or iniquities against
us in the future. And that is precisely
what you do when you say, "I forgive
you" to another. When you utter those
powerful words, you promise three
things: "I won't bring up the matter
to you, to anyone else, and I won't sit
and brood on it myself." God will hold
you to your promises, and it is alto-
gether right for your brother to hold
you to those promises too.
Learning that forgiveness is a prom-
ise should be a freeing experience. If
forgiveness were only a feeling, you
could not be sure that you could gen-
erate the feeling on demand-especially
when someone has sinned against you
seven times in the same day (Luke l7:4).
Yet, Christ requires that of you. Feel-
ings cannot be evoked on demand, but
since forgiveness is a promise, not a
feeling, you do not have to try to change
your feelings.
You can make a promise whether
you feel like it or not. Suppose you
become convicted over the fact that
you have not taken your wife out for
dinner in five years. You do not want
to go ou| you do not feel like going out,
but you canpromise your wife you will
take her out, regardless of how you feel.
A promise does not depend on feeling.
So, on the way home from church you
say to her (against all your feelings),
"Honey, I'm going to take you out for
dinner this Friday."
Then you forget all about your
promise. You have had your worst
week in 10 years. Friday arrives. You
finally reach home, tired, bedraggled,
and hungry. You cannot wait to get in-
side, remove your tie, take off your
shoes, and get a good meal under your
belt. You open the front door, expect-
ing the aroma of a delicious dinner to
greet you, but instead, there stands
your wife, dressed to go out for dinner!
Suddenly you remember your promise.
You will keep it-against all your
feelinss-or else!
Lifewise, the wonderful promise of
forgiveness, the promise not to raise a
matter against another again, can be
made and kept whether you feel like
it or not.
Now notice somethins else. I have
been talking about forgivi-ng, not about
apologizing. Apologizing is never men-
tioned in the Bible. It is the world's
inadequate substitute for forgiveness.
Too few Christians realize this. Many
tend to confuse forgiving and apolo-
gizing. When you apologize, you say,
"I'm sorry." But that is inadequate for
two reasons. First, you have not con-
fessed your sin; all you have done is tell
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another how you feel (sorry). When you
ask for forgiveness, however, you say,
"I sinned against God and He has for-
given me; now will you forgive me, too,
since my sin was also agai.nst you?"
That leads to the second defect in
apologizing: you fail to ask the other
to make a promise to close the matter
once and for all. When you say, "I'm
sorry," either the other person tends
to feel awkward, not knowing how to
reply or weakly says, "Oh, that's all
right" (when it is not, and he usually
does not mean it). When you ask for
forgiveness, you toss the-ball to the
other person, asking for a "yes" or
"no." In apologizing, you are Ieft hold-
ing the ball; no closure is requested
from him. When he agrees to forgive
you, he has made a promise to which
you and the church can hold him. If he
says no, you must keep asking, even,
if necessary, by means of the disci-
plinary process outlined in Matthew
l8:15ff. Then, one way or another, the
matter is brought to a conclusion.
Luke l7:3-4 tells us if your brother
says, "I repent" (notice you are to take
his word for it), you must forgive him.
That is true; but the converse is true
as well. Until he is repentant, until he
asks for forgiveness, you may not grant
him forgiveness. All sorts of erroneous
things are being said in Christian circles
about forgiving even when there is no
repentance. God does not forgive that
way, and neither should you. Remem-
ber, if he refuses to be reconciled you
must bring the matter up to him, then
to others, and if necessary, to the
church! If you have promised him that
you will not do so by saying, "I forgive
you," you put yourself in a position
where vou cannot obev Matthew l8:15ff.
Then ii later it becomes necessary for
you to follow that course, you may not.
That is why Jesus says, "If he repents,
forgive him."
"But. what about Mark Il:25?" I
can almost hear some of you asking
about that verse: "And when ye stand
praying, forgive, if ye have aught against
any: that your Father also which is
in heaven may forgive you your tres-
passes." Notice two things. First, this
forgiveness takes place in prayer, not
in conversation with the offending
party. You do not grant him forgive-
ness. Secondly, the forgiveness has to
do with your relationship to your heav-
enly Father, not to the offender.
Jesus is simply saying that you must
not hold something against another.
You must not dwell on the wrong he
has done to you and become bitter and
resentful. You must not let the sun so
down on your wrath. You must put tf,e
matter into God's hands and refuse to
allow the offense to trigger wrong-
doing on your part as well. There is
Ga witt hotd you
to your promises, and
it is altogether
right for your brother
to hold you to those
promises too,
nothing in the verse about granting
forgiveness to the offender. This pas-
sage has to do with your attitude; you
must honestly tell God that you will be
ready to grant him forgiveness just as
soon as he repents and seeks it. In your
heart, as you stand praying, you will
have 4lready forgiven himbefore God.
In others words, you will be anxious
to grant him forgiveness (i.e., make the
promise to him) as soon as it is possi-
ble to do so.
One last word. Someone is always
ready with the question, "Yes, I know
I am to forgive, but do I have to for-
get?" No, you do not have to forget.
Forgiving, actively not remembering
the sin against another (i.e., not bring-
ing it up to him, to others, or to your-
selfl, is the way to forget. If you make
and keep the promise, you will forget.
If you remember how many times Jesus
forgives you every day, forgiving will be
easier. When you remember that He
suffered and endured the Cross to brins
you judicial forgiveness, once and foi
all, it will be easier still. Is there some-
one you should forgive today?
I Jay E. Adams, author and lecturer, is
founder of the Christian Counselins and
Educational Foundation of Laveiock,
Pennsylvania, nd dean of its Institute
of Pastoral Studies. He is also director
of advanced studies, Westminster
Theological Seminary, Escondido,
California. His Ph.D. is from the Uni-
versity of Missouri. His book More
than Redemption covers more on
forsiveness.
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fuchaeology:
Unraveling
ttre Truttr about
the Patriarchs
by lohn J. Davis
Romance, politi
cal  intr igue,
war, spiritual
v ic to ry ,  and
moral defeat
sound like in-
gredients for a
modern best-
sel ler.  Indeed
they are, but in this reference, they
are iust a few of the thinss that char-
acterize the suspense-filled patriarchal
narratives of Genesis. Prior to modern
archaeology, many Liberal scholars re-
garded the stories of Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob as creations of Israelite
scribes as they attempted to enhance
Hebrew history, S, R. Driver contended
that the patriarchs were personifica-
tions of the tribes, while others inter-
nreted them as reflections of astral
deities or figures of folk poetry. Under
the weight of archaeological data about
the patriarchs, many have accepted the
existence of Abraham, while denying
that the stories about him are histor-
ical. If the archaeologists' discoveries
have not satisfied all skeptics, they
have established the historical credi-
bility of Genesis 12-50.
First Kings 6:1 states that the Exo-
dus from Egypt took place 480 years
prior to the fourth year of Solomon's
reign, which would yield a date of
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1447 s.c. According to Exodus 12:40,
430 years had elapsed between the Ex-
odus and Jacob's descent into Egypt,
indicatins that Jacob came into the
land of th-e Nile about 1877 a.c. By add-
ing the ages of the patriarchs to the
latter date, Abraham's birth date can
be calculated at approximately 2167 s.c.
What, then, does archaeology have
to say regarding this period of human
history when God revealed Himself to
the patriarchs? Many previously ob-
scure patriarchal social customs have
now been illuminated by information
from the 30,000 tablets found at Nuzi,
and the myriad of tablets recovered
from many sites, reflecting the culture
of the ancient Near East.
In the light of God's special prom-
ises (Gen. 12:l-3) the lack of a male heir
created deep anxiety in Abraham's
heart. In an attempt to resolve this
dilemma, he proposed that Eliezer, a
servant born in his house, be adopted
as the heir (Gen. 15:2)-a solution God
quickly rejected. Abraham's answer to
this crisis may indicate that he had
resorted to a well-known custom of
adoption reflected in a large collection
of tablets discovered at ancient Nuzi,
located about 10 miles southwest of
modern Kirkuk in Iraq. Sarah's presen-
tation of Hagar to Abraham to produce
a male heir (Gen. 16:l-2) also reflects
a common custom at Nuzi, as does
Esau's sale of his birthright to Jacob
(Gen.25:27-34).
Hope for further light on the patri
archal period is now on the horizon
due to the recent spectacular discovery
of more than 16,000 tablets and frag-
ments at Tell Mardik in Northern Syria.
Most of these tablets date from 2350
to 2000 n.c. Seventy percent are eco-
nomic and administrative in character,
20 percent are literary, and the remain-
der historical. The collection provides
imoortant information of ancient Ebla
and the regions surrounding it. Many
of the well-known Canaanite deities
such as Dagan, Sipis (or Shamash)and
Ashtarte (or Ashtoreth) are represented
in the clay tablets. Some personal
names found in the Bible also appear
in these texts. Already names such as
ab-ra-mu (Abram), a-da-mu (Adam),
dan-ni-Ium (Daniel) have been identi-
fied. However, these may not be the
same persons mentioned in the Bible.
Frequently the large numbers in
the Bible have been challensed as un-
reasonable, especially thosi dealing
with war booty. But in the Ebla tablets
one king of Mari alone surrendered
I 1,000 pounds of silver and 880 pounds
of gold to his captor. Such information
accords well with similar numbers
from the reigns of Israel's kings.
During the 1940s and 1950s the late
Nelson Glueck of Hebrew Union Col-
lege conducted extensive surface sur-
veys in lower Trans-Jordan and the
Negev. With the frequent use of the
Bible during a six-year period, he was
able to locate 400 new sites in the Neeev
alone. Glueck discovered that the;il-
derness regions of the Negev were ex-
tensively occupied during the Middle
Bronze Age I (2100-1800 n.c.), which
accounts for the relative ease with
which Abraham could move throush
this area with large flocks of sheEp
and other animals. In fact, Glueck
argued that the early second millen-
nium was the only time frame into
which the patriarchal narratives would
logically fit.
The mention of donkeys as a means
of patriarchal travel through these and
other regions has presented no prob-
Iems for scholars, but reference to
camels (Gen. 12:16; 24:I0ff;30:43, etc.)
has been considered a serious error or
anachronism. Camels were not con-
sidered to be domesticated until the
l3th century B.C. However, because of
recent discoveries of camel bones in
early archaeological contexts, some
have suggested that domestication
may have taken place as early as the
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fourth millennium n.c. Evidence from
early Dynastic Egypt in the form of
painting and zoomorphic vessels cer-
tainly allow for the early domestic use
of the camel. The presence of camel
bones in Middle Bronze layers at Gezer,
Megiddo and Taanak provide compel-
ling evidence for the accuracy of Gene-
sis. Furthermore, the camel was known
and listed among domestic animals on
a Sumerian lexical text from Ugarit
dating back to the Old Babylonian
Period (c. 1830 to 1550 s.c.).
As soil is stratigraphically removed
from ancient mounds in Palestine, pot-
tery, bones, tools, walls, houses, seeds,
insects, and the remains of food emerge
to provide even more light on the daily
life of the patriarchs. Similar surveys
in the plains of Moab by American
scholars and the territories of Judah
by Israeli specialists have resulted in
the identification of several hundred
ancient sites not found on maps.
Discoveries in other countries are
also making important contributions
to our knowledge of patriarchal prac-
tices and customs. For example, when
Abraham negotiated for the purchase of
a cave for Sarah's burial (Gen. 23:l-20),
his discussion with the Hittites was not
just the traditional oriental haggling
over price. It was exactly according to
Hittite law, as would have been ex-
pected, since Abraham was a "stranger
and sojourner" in the land and obli-
sated to follow the Hittite law in the
furchase. Ephron, the wealthy prince,
did not want to sell Abraham the cave
only, because under Hittite law, he
would continue to be responsible for
the king's ilku or "feudal services."
Abraham, therefore, had to purchase
the cave, the field, and its trees.
The discovery of Hittite cities, laws,
and trade routes not only sheds light
on Abraham's transactions, but also
highlights the utter folly of some schol-
ars of 150 years ago who confidently
argued that the Hittites did not even
exist! They contended that biblical
writers had fabricated such names in
order to make the military victories of
Israel's leaders look more impressive
than they really were.
The death of Jacob, his embalming
in Egypt, and burial in Canaan (Genl
50:1-13) provide an interesting oppor-
tunity to see the quality of his faith, as
well as that of Joseph. When Jacob
died, Joseph did not call the Egyptian
embalmers to work on his father's
body, but the "physicians" (Gen. 50:2).
In ancient Egypt the embalmers and
physicians were members of distinct
professions. Possibly Joseph did not
want the embalmers to be involved
because of the idolatrous rituals that
accompanied their work. According to
Genesis 50:3, the embalming process
took 40 days and the total mourning
period (including the embalming time)
lasted 70 days. Archaeological dis-
coveries from the reigns of Queen
Hatshepsut and Thutmoses III, both of
Egypt's lSth Dynasty, make reference
to a 70day embalming/mourning period.
Text No. 378 in the British Museum
from the Ptolmaic Period reads, "He
had a goodly burial after the seventy
days of his embalming were fulfilled."
Thus, the details of the biblical account
reflect accurately Egyptian mummi-
fication practice, and indicate that
Jacob's body was mummified, but with
the distinctive that the physicians
mummified Jacob and not the profes-
sional embalmers.
Some have suggested that both
Jacob and Joseph had accepted Egyp-
tian religious ideas and were deeply
influenced by them. Their request o be
buried in the land of Canaan, however,
would argue strongly against his idea.
No individual committed to Egyptian
theological ideas would ever request o
be buried in a foreign land, since he
believed his gods could only function
in his behalf if he were buried in Egyp-
tian soil by traditional ceremonies.
Peoples of the ancient Near East
frequently concluded that their gods
had real power only on their soil. Re-
call, for example, that Naaman the
Syrian believed that if he were to wor-
ship the God of Israel, he would have
to take Israelite soil back to Syria with
him (2 Kings 5:17). The request of Jacob
and Joseph to be buried in Canaan
rather than Egypt exhibits a sure testi-
mony to their faith in the covenant
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promises of God. Their statements do
not imply that they regarded the Lord
as a local deity, but were only a means
of bearing public testimony to their
uncompromising faith in the Lord.
Archaeological discoveries continu-
ously demonstrate the historical trust-
worthiness of the patriarchal narratives
of Genesis. No longer can Abraham,
Isaac, or Jacob be regarded as fictitious
figures from a blurred past. Thanks to
archaeological research, they have flesh
and bones. The believer, therefore,
ought not to apologize for his faith in
the complete reliability of God's Word.
A century of archaeological discovery
underscores the reasonableness of
such a faith.
I John J. Davis is an author and pro-
fessor of Old Testament at Grace Theo
logical Seminary, Winona [ake, Indiana.
He has participated in 9 archaeological
expeditions in Israel and Jordan. Re-
sources available upon request.
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The Promise
Given to
Abraham
by Walter C. Kaiser. Jr,
God's promise
to Abraham
must rank as
one of the four
grea tes t  mo-
ments in the
Old Testament,
alongside the
promise of a
male "seed" to Eve (Gen. 3:15), the
covenant made with David (2 Sam. 7),
and the new covenant (Jer. 3l:31-34).
In fact, the Abrahamic covenant pre-
sents the whole plan of God and pro-
vides the focal point of both the Old
and New Testaments. This plan of God
is designated the "promise" in nearly
50 separate passages of the New Testa-
ment. Throughout he Bible this prom-
ise is repeatedly referred to in the
words, "I will be your God. You shall
be my people, and I will dwell in the
midst of you."
The New Testament Assessment of
the Abrahamic Promise. So central
was this promise of God that for the
New Testament writers there was only
one eternal promise.
Although the promise is one, it is
composed of many specifications, in-
cluding: the promise of the messianic
"seed" (Acts 2:38-39 ; 3:25 -26; 7 :2,17 -18;
13:23,32-33; Gal. 3:17-18); the gospel
with its redeeming power from sin
(Rom. 4:2-5, 9-10; James 2:21-23); the
promise of a resurrection from the
dead (Acts 26:6-8;2 Tim. 1:1; Heb. 9:15;
10:36;2 Peter 3:4-9; I John 2:24-25\;the
promise of the Holy Spirit (Luke 24:29;
Acts 2:33-39; Gal. 3:14); and the promise
of good news for the Gentiles (Gal.
3:8,14,29; Eph. I : 1 3; 2:12; 3:6-7 ; 4:23,30).
Notice also that the New Testament
writers regarded this promise as the
heart and soul of the Old Testament,
They taught that it was eternally opera-
tive and irrevocable. The apostle Paul
argued this way in Galatians 3:15-18.
Surprisingly, the promise was not
made just so Abraham and his descen-
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plication, but also had become more
and more alienated from the God who
had blessed them? The answer was
to be found in another blessing, as
God would choose one Semite named
Abraham and grant him what others
had only dreamed about.
For example, the quest for a "name,"
reputation, or prestige repeatedly drove
one group of pre-patriarchal society
after another into the demonical ex-
tremes of sin. This mania was the final
straw in the sinful generation that
brought on the deluge (Gen. 6:4, they
were "men of renown"). This was one
of the motivating forces in building the
Tower of Babel (Gen. l1:4, "let us make
us a name"). But instead, God freely
gave a "name" (Gen. l2:2) to Abraham
just as He gave the promise of a "seed,"
and "land," and a relationship.
Why is the Abrahamic promise so
important and so foundational for
understanding the rest of the Bible?
Because God gave this promise to
Abraham not only to bless Abraham,
but to also bless all the families of
the earth.
The Abrahamic Promise. To under-
score the importance and divine em-
phasis given to this word of promise, it
stands at the beginning of the narrative
in Genesis l2:l-3, and it is frequently
reiterated with some expansions in
Genesis 13, 15, 17,22, and 24.
The promise of God is His declara-
tion that He would do a number of
things for Abraham, enabling him and
his seed to be the means of blessins to
all the nations who, like Abrahim,
would put their trust in the promised
Seed to come.
dants might be encouraged. God did
this so we also might have the same
great encouragement.
Genesis l-ll: Prenarations. The
word blessins most cliarly embraces
the gracious activity of God in the pre-
patriarchal era. In this universal his-
tory of mankind recorded in Genesis,
the blessins of God extends from His
he heir or "seed" that
was promised toEve,
who would crush Satan's
head, is the same heir
promised to the patriarch.
This seed would
ultimately come as our
Lord Jesus Christ.
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work in Creation over the creatures of
the seas and air (Gen. 1:28; 5:2), to Noah
and sons (Gen. 9:l).
But the blessing of God went be-
yond even this, to include the distinc-
tive promises of salvation, as God's
gracious gifts were set against three
great calamities-the Fall, the Flood,
and the scattering after the Tower
of Babel.
Genesis 1-11 had ended with a prob-
lem. What could be done for the nations
at large, who had been so blessed by
God in their creation and prolific multi
Hebron(Al
"In thee shall all families of the
earth be blessed." This is what the
apostle Paul would later point out as
the same "gospel" which he preached
(Gal. 3:8). God's good news for all man-
kind could be reduced to this linchpin
word-D/essing-which would be ac-
complished by the promised seed of
Abraham.
There is more. This climactic word
is the earliest missionary mandate. The
promise of God to Abraham was specif-
ically given in order that he and his
seed might be, through the gracious
provision of God, the avenue of carry-
ing the same good news to every one
of the 70 families on the earth listed
in chapter 10.
Now, even though we have spoken
about the promise given to Abraham
in the singular form, it actually em-
braced three key elements: an heir-
the seed, an inheritance-the land, and
a heritage-the blessing for all the
families of the earth. First, God granted
this promise to Abraham and his seed.
We must be careful not to translate
this word as "descendants," for this
misses the point. The word God delib-
erately utilized is a collective singular
noun. Thus it is like our word sheep or
deer: we may say one deer or seven
deer, but not seven deers.
Accordingly, we may translate it as
"seed" or "offspring," for both retain
the biblical emphasis that God wishes
to incorporate in one meaning the idea
of One (i.e., the Messiah who will epit-
omize and climactically represent he
group)and of the many (who will also
believe). This is why the apostle Paul
legitimately insisted in Galatians 3:16
that "to Abraham and his seed were
the promises made." The Scripture
doeinot say, "and to seeds" meining
many people, but, "and to your seed"
meaning one person, who is Christ.
Paul's point is that the noun is a col-
lectiveiingular, and thus it could and
did point to one ultimate Man of Prom-
ise, even though there were many indi-
viduals in the promised line. In fact,
without sensing any contradiction with
himself, Paul will affirm 13 verses
Iater in Galatians 3:29:"lf ye be Christ's,
then are ye Abraham's seed, and heirs
according to the promise." The same
"Dromise" with the same "seed" em-
biaces not onlv Christ. but all believers
of all ages!
But no less prominent is the ele-
ment of inheritance of the land. True,
Abraham, and not the other patriarchs
continued on page 72
GLIMPSES OF GREATNESS
Abraham-Man of Faith
by Harold L. Willmington
By faith Abraham, when he was
called to go out into a place which he
should after receive for an inheitance,
obeyed. . . . By faithhe soiournedin the
Iand of promise, as in a strange country,
dwellingin tabernacles with Isaac and
lacob, the heirs with him of the same
promise: For he looked lor a city which
hath foundations, whose builder and
maker is God (Heb. I l:8-10).
Whatever could
have happened
to one of Ur's
leading citizens?
Not only had he
forsaken the
worship of the
moon goddess
for that of an
invisible monotheistic being, but he
was actually planning to leave his
famous and fruitful city for a far-off
country. Had Abraham taken leave of
his senses? More than one eyebrow
must have been raised as the future
father of the faithful started his oil-
grimage for Canaan. He was 75 yeirs
old at the time, but marvelous and
mysterious things would befall him
during the next 100 years before his
death. He. with a small band of ser-
vants, would win a war; he would
father a child through a barren wife;
entertain ansels unawares: and be
visited by Gol Himself.
The importance of Abraham's life
cannot be overestimated. In fact, the
very relationship between heaven and
earth changed drastically with the
advent of Abraham. Prior to this, as
seen in Genesis 1- I I , God had dealt in
a general way with nations, peoples,
and entire civilizations. But beginning
in Genesis l2 He focuses on one man
and his immediate descendants. Or,
to use an analogy, with Abraham,
heaven's floodlight gives way to a
brilliant spotlight!
His parents first named him at birth
in the city of Ur. God renamed him at
age 99 in the land of Canaan, from
Abram (honored father) to Abraham
(founder of nations). Quite a difference!
His wife was also renamed. No longer
would she be known just as Abraham's
wife, Sarai, but now, Sarah, a princess
of the Abrahamic covenant. The divine
timing was perfect, for in less than a
year the founder of nations and the
barren princess would conceive and
bear their first child-Isaac! Wonder
of wonders! God's promise had come
true. There awaited, however, one final
test for Abraham. It took place on
Mount Moriah, right outside ancient
Jerusalem. Here, obeying the com-
mand of God, Abraham prepares to
offer up his only son. But the scheduled
execution was stayed at the last mo-
ment. A substitute was foundl God,
who had previously changed Abraham's
and Sarah's names, chose this occa-
sion to give a new name for Himself,
Jehovah-jireh, the Lord will provide!
So He did with Abraham. So He will
with us.
Twenty centuries later, another
Father led His only Son up those same
mountain slopes for the identical pur-
pose. This time, however, there was no
Tn, very relationship
between heaven
and earth changed
drastically with the
advent of Abraham.
last-minute reprieve. "For God so loved
the world, that he gave his only begot-
ten Son. that whosoever believeth in
him should not perish, but have ever-
lasting life" (John 3:16).
Following is a suggested study over-
view for this man of faith. His conver-
sion (Acts 7:2); his calling (Gen. 12:l;
Josh. 24:3; Acts 7:3); his caution (Gen.
ll:31-32); his Canaan (12:4-9); his car-
nality (12:10-20); his courage (14:l-16);
his communion (14:17 -24); his compro-
mise (1 6: l-l 5); his circumcision (17: l-27);
his compassion (18:l-33); his celebra-
tion (21:1-34); his "Calvary" (22:l-24);
his city (25:7-10; Heb. 1l:8-10). I
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The Life
and Times
of the Patriarchs
by Eugene H. Merrill
Ur, a cosmopoli-
tan metropolis
o f  2200 s .c . ,
was celebrated
throughout the
civilized world
as a center of
commerce and
culture. The city
was a marvel of architecture and design,
with broad paved streets and subter-
ranean sewage systems. The middle and
upper classes Iived in large, multistoried
houses with hot and cold running water,
and all enjoyed the prosperity and
luxuries made possible by Ur's inter-
national commerce. Located on the
Persian Gulf and at the mouth of the
mighty Tigris-Euphrates river, Ur was
populated primarily by the Sumerians,
regarded as the pioneers of human
civilization. These innovative people
erected the first great temples and
towers, embarked on the first far-flung
journeys to sell the fruits of their in-
dustry, and first created a system of
writing to record their rich legacy for
posterity.
This sophisticated urban setting
attracted people of other ethnic and
linguistic heritage. Most prominent
among them was a large population of
Semites. These descendants of the
biblical Shem, son of Noah, had moved
gradually southward from Upper Meso
potamia as early as 3000 n.c. For a
time rhey were the dominant power of
Central Mesopotamia. Under Sargon
the Great, ruler of Akkad, they estab-
lished the world's first empire. This
political and military machine domi-
nated the Tigris-Euphrates world from
the Taurus Mountains in the north to
the Persian Gulf in the south. Even Ur
and her sister Sumerian citv-states
became Akkadian vassals foi a time
(2360-2180) until the Sargonic empire
fell to invading hordes of Guti from
22 Fundomentollst Journol
the eastern mountains. The Guti con-
trolled Ur at the time of Abram's birth.
Abram, as his name clearly indi-
cates ("great father" in Hebrew), was
of Semitic stock. His ancestors must
have been among those who had mi-
grated south to Ur in the centuries
past. The Sumerians were not preju-
diced toward those who moved among
them, so it is most likely that Sumerian
and Semite alike enjoyed the comforts
of life in Ur,
Religion dominated the city's activ-
ity. The chief of Ur's many deities was
the moon god, known to the Sumerians
as Nannar and to the Semites as Sin.
Joshua referred to this god when he
said that the fathers of Israel wor-
shiped other gods beyond the river
Euphrates (24:2-8). But this worship, as
ostentatious and impressive as its cult
and ritual must have been, was grossly
perverted, pandering to the sensual
and materialistic side of men. Abram
and his father, Terah, were caught up
in this system, which served and pla-
cated Sin and his pantheon.
Ur and its pagan worldview was
typical of the whole earth. The God of
heaven, who had created man to be His
representative on earth, was without
a people. Therefore, He entered the life
of an earnest but ignorant worshiper
of a Sumerian moon god and called
him to be another Adam, one through
whom He could mediate His salvation
to all men and for all time.
The circumstances of Abram's call
from Ur are not clear. but since Terah,
the head of the family, left as well,
external factors may have prompted
the move. These could be related to the
conquest of Ur by the Guti. For 100
years (2180-2080) these barbarians
foisted their inferior ways on the sen-
sitive people of Ur. No doubt many of
the citizens chose to flee rather than
endure the indignities of Guti occupa-
Conoonlte oltor neor Megiddo.
tion. Possibly, Terah was among those
who chafed under the new regime and
decided to move.
Abram was born only 14 years after
the Guti conquest (2166). Moreover,
he God of heaven, who
had created man to be His
representative on earth,
was without a people.
Terah himself took the initiative to
depart, a fact that can be explained
only by his personal dissatisfaction in
Ur, for there is no indication that he
ever came to faith in Abram's God.
Finally, Terah's destination is signif-
icant, for he went to Haran on the
upper Euphrates, the second major
center of moon-god worship after Ur.
However it all happened, Abram
found himself in Haran, a Semitic city
populated by Amorites. There he be-
came at home in the Ianguage and
lifestyle of his ethnic roots. More im-
portantly, he came to know more about
God and became more sensitive to His
every bidding.
At last Terah died and the Lord
called Abram to an unknown destina-
tion. Obediently, the 75-year-old pro-
ceeded to make his way to Canaan. En
route he almost certainly passed by
Ebla, an Amorite city now known to
have been the greatest of its time and
place. Ongoing excavations at the site,
known today as Tell Mardikh, reveal a
pattern of life more grand and modern
than had been thought possible for
that ancient day.
At approximately the time Abram
and his entourage left Haran in 2100 s.c.
a tremendous political and social up-
heaval shook the Near Eastern world
to its very foundations. The Amorites,
especially those of a seminomadic
character, began to be pressed for
dwelling space and burst out of the
narrow confines of Upper Mesopotamia.
One element moved southeasterly, down
the Euphrates valley, and eventually
founded Amorite states at Isin, Larsa,
and especially Babylon. The illustrious
monarch of Babylon, Hammurabi,
descended from these migrants. A
second Amorite flood rushed to the
southwest hrough Canaan and all the
'1 
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tral hill country while the latter were
driven to the less defensible, less de-
sirable valleys and plains. The Amor-
ites were primarily agricultural, and
years passed before the Canaanite
cities were rebuilt and became the
obstacles to Israelite conquest de-
scribed in the Book of Joshua.
Other firm historical ties between
the patriarchal narratives and the
civilizations of the ancient Near East
are impossible to establish until the
time of Jacob and Joseph. Following
Jacob's return to Canaan from Haran
with his wives and children, an event
to be dated approximately 1900 n.c.,
Joseph was sold into Egyptian slavery.
His imprisonment and subsequent
elevation to minister of agriculture
took place in the days of Sesostris IL
Subsequently, Jacob and the remain-
ing sons were invited to leave Canaan
and settle in Goshen early in the reign
of Sesostris IIL Details of the Genesis
narratives concerning Jacob and Joseph
dovetail with all that is now known of
the 12th Dynasty of Egypt. The reliabil-
ity of the Old Testament record is un-
questionable in setting these stories
against the historical background of
Genesis and is lavishly documented
from various Egyptian texts. The bibli-
o
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way to Egypt, carrying like some great
river the flotsam and jetsam of Canaan-
ite civilization. Without doubt Abram
was part of this massive population
displacement. This explains why the
land of Canaan lay open before him
and how he was able to move about
freely and to settle at will without
serious opposition.
YI n order to redeem fallen
I
I humanitv to Himself. God
J .
called out of the paganism
of Ur one man, one
channel through whom
would flow His
redemptive grace.
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The Bible clearly indicates that
Canaan remained divided between
Amorites and Canaanites throushout
the patriarchal period and even-iater.
The former retained control of the cen-
Gold bull's heod from o lyre found in Ur. Goldleof over o wooden core
cal history of the patriarchal period is
becoming increasingly understood.
More important than the historical
and cultural asDects of the oatriarchal
world are the literary and iheological
purposes of these accounts. Genesis 12
through 50 is not history in the usual
sense. Rather it is biographical history
or narrative history. The purpose of
these chapters is not to give an account
of the history of the world, or even of
Canaan or Egypt, but to present theo-
logical history-to describe God's call
of a man (Abram) and of a nation de-
scended from him (Israel) and then to
show His promises to them, and His
preserving grace which guaranteed
their fulfillment.
The best starting point for an over-
view of the meaning of the patriarchal
stories is Moses, the human author of
this portion of Scripture. Genesis was
set on the Plains of Moab in the year
1406 s.c., just prior to Moses' death
and the conquest of Canaan. The people
of Israel were poised on the east bank
of the Jordan awaitins the command
to cross and occupy thJ land. They had
been redeemed triumnhantlv from
Egypt by God's mightf arm and had
entered into covenant with Him at
Sinai to be His servant people. A major
element of that covenant-along with
promise of innumerable offspring-
was the promise of Canaan as the land
of eternal inheritance. But on what
Iegal and moral grounds could the land
which lay before them be appropriated
as a covenant grant?
Moses provides the answer to this
troubling question in the Book of Gene-
sis. In order to redeem fallen humanity
to Himself, God called out of the pagan-
ism of Ur one man, one channel through
whom would flow His redemptive graJe.
The remainder of patriarchal history
attested to God's continued favor. Even
the 430-year sojourn in Egypt posed no
problem. The promise rested on God's
integrity. Thus the promise of God re-
vealed through Moses provided a his-
torical as well as theological rationale
for the impending conquest of the land.
Seen in this light, the patriarchal period
provided a background for understand-
ing God's election, redemption, and
promise to His own special people, and
through them to the whole world.
I Eugene H. Merrill is associate pro-
fessor of semitics and Old Testament
studies at Dallas Theological Semi
nary, Dallas, Texas. He holds a Ph.D.
from Columbia University, New York,
New York.
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Joseph,
Trusted Favorite
by Richard D. Patterson
Scornfully ob-
serving their
youngest broth-
er's approach
across the dis-
tant fields, the
sons of Jacob
mocked Joseph
and nlottedv p
against him: "Behold, this dreamer
cometh. . . . t€t us slay him, and cast
him into some pit." They hated Joseph
for capturing the heart of their father
and being his favorite-and for daring
to dream of having power and leader-
ship over them.
But even as they betrayed him and
sold him into Egyptian slavery, God
was beginning to mold this young
dreamer and prepare him for the day
when he, as a type of Christ, would
finally be the salvation of those who
had despitefully used him.
Joseph's life can be sketched around
the three sets of dreams that parallel
God's working in three distinct pe-
riods of his life. The first pair of
dreams highlights Joseph's early years
from his boyhood until his being sold
into slavery in Egypt. Although a story
of rejection (Gen. 37), Joseph's privi-
leged position and purity of character
emerge in this account. He was the son
of Jacob's old age and of his favored
wife, Rachel (Gen. 30:22-24; 37:3).
Because of this, Jacob gave special
attention to Joseph, and made him the
famous "coat of many colors."
Josenh's two dreams reinforced his
father ' i  favori t ism and Joseph's
destined supremacy over his family.
All of this caused Joseph's brothers to
hate him (Gen.37.4,I  l ) .  Nevertheless,
God used that hatred to teach him
lessons of purity and trustworthiness.
Joseph's character is evident in the
earliest stages of his life, for his father
trusted him to accurately report of his
brothers' activities (Gen. 37:2, 13-14).
Apparently Joseph inherited some im-
portant spiritual qualities from the
great patriarchs. From Abraham came
a basic commitment to God and faith-
fulness. From Isaac he learned an
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underlying spiritual sensitivity, mak-
ing him subservient o the divine will
even in the face of death. And from
Jacob he acquired the steadfastness to
endure hard work and to overcome
outrisht reiection. Because of these
traits-Joseph remained in a spiritual
posture *here God could uie him.
How necessary that was to be, for
when the envy of his brothers reached
an uncontrollable pitch, Joseph found
himself not only rejected, but sold
into slavery and delivered into Egypt
(Gen.37 :19-36) .
The second period of Joseph's life
stretches from his beins sold into
Egypt until his imprisoriment there
(Gen. 39:l-40:23). Here the man of faith
was tested through the seductive
advances of Potiphar's wife. Of course
Joseph remained pure-his life had
long since been centered in God and
His standards for living. (Archaeolog-
ical investigations of the individual
houses and their layout indicate that
as Potiphar's steward, Joseph would
have had to pass daily through the liv-
ing quarters to reach the storerooms
at the back of the house. Therefore,
Joseph was not "off limits," as some
ho would have thousht
that the young man
would one day be second
onlv to Pharaoh imselfl
have charged.) Joseph's purity of
character was tried still further, for
lust gone sour led to a lying accusation
against him that eventually caused him
to be cast into prison.
Joseph's demonstrated trustwor-
thiness and recognizable leadership
qualities were allowed to develop into
genuine administrative skills, as God
gave him opportunities to exercise his
faith-first as the chief steward in
Potiphar's house and then in a position
of responsibility in prison.
This portion of Genesis is fil led
with historical accuracy and authentic
Egyptian local color, reminding the
readers that the Word of God is a fully
trustworthy record of the peoples and
times with which it deals.
The dreams of the cunbearer and
the baker mark this period of Joseph's
life (Gen. 40). Through God's grace,
Joseph was able to interpret both
dreams, and God used the interpreting
of the dreams both to reward Joseph
and to care for His chosen people.
In the course of time, Pharaoh also
had two dreams, and when none of his
masicians and wisemen could inter-
prel them, Joseph, still in prison, waS
suddenly remembered and summoned.
Like Daniel in a later era, who also
served the Lord in a foreign land where
dreams were especially important,
Joseph had been given supernatural
abilities regarding their interpretation.
Joseph's godly righteousness enabled
him to serve God and His people well
(Ps. 105:17-24; Acts 7:9-15). Therefore,
Joseph interpreted the dreams and
was promoted to be the second most
powerful ruler in Egypt (Gen. 4l:37-57).
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Joseph's elevation to power pro-
vided the means for bringing the
Hebrews into Egypt (Gen. 42-47), thus
delivering them from the great famine
and giving them the time.to develop
into a nation whom God would redeem
and return to the land of promise (cf.
Ps. 105:42-45). The time of Israel's
entry into Egypt is relatively easy to
determine. According to I kings-6:l
and Exodus 12:41, soire 910 yeais had
elapsed from their entrance into
Egypt, or 480 years after their Exodus,
until the end of the fourth year of
Solomon's reign over Israel. Since that
date can be affixed as c.967 s.c., Israel
would have entered Egypt c. 1877 s.c.,
shortly after the beginning of the reign
of Sesostris III of Egypt's 12th Dynasty(1878-1842 B.c.). At this time the land
of Goshen, where Joseph settled his
family (Gen.47:l-12), was not greatly
populated. Semites often settled theri
because it was ideal for raising cattle.
All of this fits the biblical picture well.
During the reign of this particular
Pharaoh the property of the powerful
governors was brought under the con-
trol of the crown. Although Egyp-
tologists have not been able to learn
the secret of this renewed concentra-
tion of power under Pharaoh, the
biblical record clearly states that it
was accomplished tirrough Joseph
(Gen.47:13-26).
Joseph was indeed a remarkable
man. He was God's distinct choice for
a difficult transitional era. His
faithfulness to God was to be a means
o_f blessing for his own people and for
the society in which he lived. He in-
creasingly came to understand that
foseph cameJ to understand that
whatever happened
to him God was in it all,
overruling everything
for His glory.
whatever happened to him or in what-
ever way others intended their actions
toward him, God was in it all, overrul-
ing everything for His glory. "God
meant it unto good" (Gen. 50:20).
Certainly Joseph had prepared
himself to be in a spiritual condirion
where God could use him. Not only did
the better qualities of his forefathers
find a balanced combination in Joseph,
but his own faithfulness and purity
rendered him a productive servant for
God. Who would have thought that the
young man who brought a faithful
report (Gen. 37:2) would one day be
second only to Pharaoh himself (Gen.
4l:39-45;45:7-8)? However, there is no
great secret to such a happening.
Joseph had simply administ-eied hls
God-given abilities faithfully, whether
in his own home, in Potiphar's house,
in prison, or in the palace.
Numerous parallels have been
drawn between Joseph and the Lord
Jesus. Like Joseph, Jesus was a be-
loved son (Matt. 3:17), was rejected by
His own (John I :l l; 5:43;7:5, etc.), was
tested (Matt .  4: l - l l ;  Heb. 2:18; 4:15),
was betrayed for silver (Matt.26:14-16;
Acts 1:16-20), and yet was ultimately
triumphant and exalted to a position
of honor (Acts 2:33; 5:31; Col. 2:15).
However, far greater than Joseph, the
Son of God has been given "a name
which is above every name: That at the
name of Jesus every knee should
bow... and that every tongue should
confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the
glory of God the Father" (Phil. 2:9-l l;
cf .  Rev. l l :15).
The experiences of Joseph and our
Lord Jesus can also be reflected in the
life of the Christian. The believer, too,
often faces rejection and the hatred of
others (Matt. 10:22; John I 5: I 8-2 l) and
is often confronted by testings and
trials (John 16:33) so that he may
emerge victorious, as did Joseph (Rom.
8:35-37; I Cor. l0:13). "Thanks be unto
God, which always causeth us to
triumph in Christ" (2 Cor. 2:14). By
Iearning Joseph's "secret" of sur-
render to God, the believer learns the
secret of successful livins. As was the
case with Joseph, God's iightful lord-
ship over our life-all of it-is best for
us (cf, Gen. 50:19-20 with Ps. 73:23-281.
A commitment to God's Word causes
us to hunger for it and allows it to
master us, molding us into a life of con-
sistent purity and holiness (cf. Gen.
39:2-6,8-9 with Ps. 119:9-l l, 65-68, 105,
lll-l l2; John 15:7). The result is a life
of faithful work (cf. Gen. 45:5-8 with
Matt. 20:28; I Peter 3:16)for Christ, so
others may come to know Him as
Saviour (2 Cor.  4:10-15; 5:14-6:1) and
enter into the full joy of the Master's
own promise, "I am come that they
might have life, and that they mighi
have it more abundantly" (John l0:i0).
At life's end, may it be said of us, as
of Joseph, that all of our life was "by
faith" (Heb. ll:22; cf .2 Tim. 4:7-8).
I Richard D. Patterson is chairman of
the Department of Biblical Studies at
Liberty Universi ty,  Lynchburg,
Virginia. He holds a Ph.D. from UCLA.
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Teen Suicide
A Cty forHelp HeqrdToo Late
by Mike King
Teenage suicide. A final act of
frustration. A cry for help heard too
late. A topic not easy to discuss-and
one we would rather not have to. The
tragedy of teenage suicide hits 15
families every day. Christian families
are not immune.
Why does it happen at all? What can
we do to help stop it?
"Pregnant Teen Kneels
on Tracks, Is Killed by
Train." The headline
in the Baltimore Eve-
ningSun immediately
caught my eye. Two
teenagers, with their
lives ahead of them,
had decided to terminate those lives by
throwing themselves in front of trains.
One was l4-yearold Melissa, who was
in her ninth month of pregnancy. She
had skipped school with her cousin, who
tried to convince Melissa not to kill
herself, but Melissa refused to listen.
She felt that her life was not worth liv-
ing. As she knelt on the track facing the
oncoming instrument of death, the train
hit her at 100 mph. Four davs before
Melissa's death, a l7-yeai-old had
bowed his head Iike a fullback and
charged into a high-speed train.
The statistics of teenage suicide are
cold and cruel. In every age group in
America, life expectancy is going up-
except among teens. Every day an
average of l5 young people, over 5,500
a year, succeed at taking their own
lives. Approximately 400 teenagers
make some kind of suicide attemDt
every day, but are not successful. But
$hAJ ir not the whole picture. Fatal car
i(ents are responsible for 37 per-
ths among 15- to 24-year-
ine to the National Centers
trol, accidents and
death in young people age 15 to 24. Sui
cide ranks third. Many forensic special-
ists estimate that at Ieast 25 percent
of these accidents are actually sui-
cides. Add those deaths, plus the many
suicides that are covered up and not
reported as such by coroners and
other officials, and suicide may be
the number one killer of teenagers
in America today.
At least 75 percent of suicides save
some kind of indication of what lhey
were about to do, but some never let
anyone know the severity of their prob-
lems or feelings. If we become aware
of some of the reasons for suicide and
the signs of a suicidal person, we can
In ,n ry oge qoup
in America, lile
expectsncy is going up-
except qmong teens,
make a difference in these escalating
statistics.
Sociologists are diligently studying
biological and social factors to find
clues to the development of suicidal
tendencies, including the part heredity
plays in personality, depression, and
suicide. The severe depression that
causes ome people to consider suicide
may be totally medically related, some-
thing as simple as a chemical imbal-
ance. However, most depression and
suicidal thoughts are caused by events
or perpetual problems, These social
factors cover everything from family
structure to the political, economic,
and moral climate in an individual'sleading causes of
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environment. Even a "deep" commit-
ment to Christ does not exempt a teen
from the possibility of suicide.
The breakdown of the traditional
family is the biggest social factor af-
fecting the climbing suicide r.ite today.
Divorce and adolescent suicide have.
risen proportionately in the last two
decades. Considering that nearly half
of all marriages end in divorce, the
absence of communication in the home,
the number of mothers working, fathers
more committed to their careers than
to their families, and the high mobility
in our society, the lack of stability
needed for balanced and proper devel-
opment of children is not surprising.
Derek Miller, head of Northwestern
University Institute of Psychiatry,
said, "For adolescents this is the worst
time to be growing up since the Middle
Ages when the bubonic plague created
chaos,"
Teenagers need someone to confide
in, to really open up to and talk to. A
common denominator among suicidal
young people is a lack of real commu-
nication with their parents. "I can't
talk to my parents about anything," is
a common cry. Teens need more than
a superficial dialogue with Mom and
Dad. Sadly, some teenagers feel the
only way they can get their parents'
attention is to kill themselves.
Teenagers need guidelines. When
parents fail to set parameters, a tre-
mendous void is created. Consistent
standards, boundaries, and certain
limitations will provide security for a
teenager going through the adolescent
transitional process of becoming an
adult.
Expectations can be carried too far,
thoughl Some parents place too much
pressure on their teenagers. This es-
pecially applies to middle- and upper-
class families. Parents who are driven
with the obsession of makine their
children successful in life, "oi else,"
may find out that the "or else" is too
costly. Your teenagers need to know
you love them unconditionally, regard-
less of the circumstances. A strong,
loving, and communicating family is
the best preventative measure in the
midst of the adolescent suicide crisis
in our society today.
Other social factors affect the sui-
cide problem, but many of them are
still directly, or at least indirectly,
related to a child's home life. Some
adolescents kill themselves to escaDe
a problem they feel is insurmountable
because they cannot see a solution
to their dilemma. What might appear
to be insignificant to a parent may
be overwhelmingly traumatic for a
teenager. In the book The Savage God,
Alfred Alvarez states, "As in love, things
which seem trivial to the outsider,
tiresome or amusing, assume enor-
mous importance to those in the grip
of the monster, while the sanest argu-
ments against it seem to them simply
absurd." Breaking up with a girlfriend,
a poor grade, or being cut from the
baseball team may be enough to send
a teenager to the brink of suicide.
TIME magazine observed a couple
of years ago that the average adoles-
cent lives as if his teenage years were
his last fling in life. Any teenager in-
volved in drug and alcohol abuse is a
prime candidate for suicide. Seventy
percent of suicide victims had alcohol
in their bloodstream, according to
U.S. News and World Reoort.Dr.Marv
Griffin in her book A'Cry for Hetp
stated that nearly half of the teenagers
who killed themselves were high on
drugs or alcohol shortly before they
*?
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took their own lives. Many teenagers
seem to believe the line in the popular
rock song "P311g"-rll 'm gonna live
forever!" Death is not a real conceDt
to the average teenager who has the
crazy idea that he is invincible. Death
cannot be reversed. So, in the words of
Bill Blackburn, "Suicide becomes a
permanent solution to a temporary
problem."
The media has an influence on the
suicide rate. Much of television condi-
tions viewers to think there are easy
solutions to problems. A program may
present a problem so complicated that
the CIA, FBI, and KGB workins to-
gether for 10 years could not solve it,
but a smooth detective solves it in an
hour. He always gets his man. When
life does not work that easily for a
teenager, his problems seem larger
than life.
How We Ccrr Help
o When confronted with a
young person who is con-
templating suicide, allow him to
talk. Listen carefully for a plan.
The more specific the plan the
more serious the situation.
o Inventory with him the re-
sources available for dealing
with his pain-family, God,
church, teachers, friends, and so
forth.
o Encourage him to think
about the reason for and the
results of his potential action.
Try to restore rational processes.
r Suicide, by and large, oc-
curs in the absence of a sense of
futureness. Help the teen envi-
sion a future.
o Don't preach or blast the
young person for his feelings.
r Give attention to the crea-
tion of a support network that
wi l l  sustain the individual
through the crisis situation. This
would include friends, relatives,
teachers, or pastors. Move slowly,
drawing in one or two support
persons at a time.
r Don't be afraid to refer to an
outside counselor if you feel the
young person is still considering
suicide. Sometimes parents are
afraid of what others will think of
them if they know that their child
is contemplating suicide. Don't let
pride keep you from asking for
help.
Teens are also influenced by their
favorite Hollywood rock stari, who
make a hedonistic lifestyle look glam-
orous. Most teenagers have a hard
time realizing that what they are see-
ing on the silver screen is fantasy.
When they measure their real worid
against he fantasy, they become hope-
lessly frustrated.-
But there is more than a philosophi
cal effect. The media can also direitly
affect the suicide rate, as exemnlified
in the movie Deer Hunter. Set in the
Vietnam W-ar era, this movie portrayed
a group of soldiers playing Russian
roulette. This drama depicted them as
real men. As a result, over 30 docu-
mented cases of suicides eem to have
been an acting out of this scene. One
involved a l4-year-old junior hieh bov
in Kansas Ciiy who, "after waiching
Deer Hunter on his home video machine.
got his dad's .38 caliber handgun and
gathered several of his buddies to-
gether. He described the awesome
movie scene and then, changing the
"rules of the game," he removed-only
one of the six bullets in the gun, spun
the cylinder, and blew his brains out
on the first shot.
A seventh grader at Peekskill Middle
School in New York, hung himself
after watchin g An Officer and. a Gentle-
man.The movie portrays a young naval
officer who hangs himseli. peEkskill
police believe th6 movie may have in-
fluenced the student's action.
Rock star Ozzie Osborne's sonq
"Suicide Solution" and rock grouf
Blue Oyster Cult's song "Don'f Fear
the Reaper," advocating teenage sui-
cide, are the height of irresponsibility
in the face of human tragedy.
Teenagers in our culture face exor-
bitant pressures. Dr. Michael Peck, a
leading suicidologist says, "Many of
these kids have poor coping mecha-
nisms for the enormous stresses they
face." This can be clearly seen through
the written feelings of a l6-year-old
who killed himself. "Dear world. I
don't want to get my hair cut. I don't
want to tend kids. I don't want to see
Tina at school Monday. I don't want to
do,my biology assignment or English
or history or anythins. I don't want to
be sad or-lonely br defressed anymore.
I don't want to eat, drink, talk, breathe,
sleep, move, feel, or live anymore. Mom
and Dad, it 's not vour fault. I 'm not
free. I feel ill. I'm sad and I'm lonely."
Not every teenager you see has
seriously contemplated suicide, but
with more homes breaking up, the high
mobility of our society, drug and alcb-
hol abuse, the influence of the media,
and the social mentality concerning
the value of life-all coupled with nor-
mal adolescent pressurei-the number
of teenagers who enter the suicidal
category is greatly increased,
The Judeo-Christian heritage places
infinite value on the individual. That
is why Christians care about the alarm-
ing statistics-and they are alarming.
These statistics represent individuals
for whom Christ di!d. Perhaps because
Tn, breqkdown
ol the traditional lamily
is the biggest
sociql Iactor ofrecting
the climbing suicide
rute todqy,
this remains a somewhat silent issue.
a thorough examination of the societal
values involved is too painful. Tradi-
tionally, because of the stigma of sui-
cide in Western culture, this subiect
has simply not been discussed, but
suicide is another social issue that
Fundamentalists must addressl
The ultimate solution is Jesus Christ.
Jesus said in John 10:10, "The thief
cometh not, but for to steal, and to kill,
and to destroy: I am come that they
might have Iife, and that they mighi
have it more abundantly." After we-eo-
ing for the two young people who died
in Baltimore, I was doing an assembly
in a public school near Kansas City.
Following the assembly, an attractive
cheerleader asked to talk to me. She
began to probe into why I seemed to
have it "all together." I shared my
test imony with her,  and she immedi
ately asked how she could also receive
Christ. She said she was burned out on
life and had no reason to live. She had
considered suicide. I presented the
plan of salvation with joy. On the gym-
nasium bleachers, she priyed and iked
Christ to save her and give her a pur-
pose for living. Not only did she get vic-
tory over her suicidal thoughts, but she
used her popularity to win many of her
friends to Christ, and eventually her
parents. She is in Bible college today.
Jesus Christ is the answer teenasers
are searching forl
- 
Today I got a letter from a teenager.
After explaining why she is consider-
ing suicide, she closed the letter with
a statement hat millions of teenasers
in our homes, churches, and sch6ols
are making in some form or another.
"I'M CRYING FOR HELP, BUT NO
ONE HEARS ME!!!"
f Mike King is director of associate
ministries and Circle-C Ranch, with
Kansas City Youth for Christ, Shawnee
Mission, Kansas.
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Shoring q Sensitive,
Sensible Heqrt
A Counselor Tells Whqt o Do
\Mhen Your Child Is Depresed
by Andre Bustanoby
Depression and sui
cide among the youth
of the nation have
become a matter of
national concern.
According to the
National Institute of
Mental Health. var-
ious studies indicate that at any given
time as many as 20 children in 100 are
suffering from depression and that this
rate is increasing.
Christian parents find it difficult to
conceive of their children being among
these statistics. But knowine Christ
and living in a Christian homJ can ac-
tually aggravate depression in a young
person. He sometimes thinks, "I
shouldn't be depressed; I'm a Chris-
tian, and I have a wonderful Christian
home!" This teenager's despair is ag-
gravated by feeling that he has no
reason for depression-something
must, therefore, be terribly wrong!
Signs of Depression. What can be
done for the young person who suffers
chronic or acute depression? First of
all, parents should be aware of the
symptoms. They may include severe
impairment of the child's school per-
formance; severely disturbed social ad-justment; eating and sleeping prob-
lems; feelings of despair, helplessness,
and hopelessness; psychomotor etar-
dation (such as slow speech response),
and possibly suicidal ideas or threats.
Children may also show a persistently
sad face, withdrawal, great agitation,
aggressive behavior, or psychosomatic
illness or complaint of illness when
they really are not ill. Though the child
may show these symptoms, the parent
can expect him to deny anything is
wrong.
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Why Kids Get Depressed. Some
kids are deoressed over the loss of a
parent through death, separation, or
divorce. The statistics are really
educated guesses, but some feel that
5 to 10 percent of children from two-
parent homes are depressed, as com-
pared to 30 to 50 percent of children
in single-parent homes.
One reason children of divorce get
depressed is that they are caught in an
unsolvable situation. The custodial
parent may be quite happy to be rid of
the child's other parent. Divorce ter-
minates the marriage, but divorce does
not terminate the parent-child relation-
ship, which the child hopes will go on.
But how does a child show love and
loyalty to both parents when they seem
to hate each other so? Depression is a
psychological reaction to an impossi-
ble dilemma. Giving up, which appears
as a symptom of depression, seems the
only alternative.
Though nothing can be done about
the divorce, the child can be helped by
understanding parents. The child who
knows his parents care about his
dilemma, and will respect his need to
love and be loyal to them both, has
the best chance of getting over his
depression.
Sometimes a son or daughter be-
comes depressed when a parent,
because of the loss of a spouse in
divorce or death, turns to the child for
companionship, conversation, and
comfort. Even when the husband is
still present, a woman may often turn
to a son for companionship, conversa-
tion, and comfort that the husband
should be providing. This is partic-
ularly difficult for the child because
he cannot show that he is overwhelmed
with his mother's needs. She is count-
ing on himl Consequently, some chil-
dren are required to grow up too fast,
and they miss out on their childhood,
Another major cause of depression
is lack of self-esteem. Teenagers fre-
quently suffer from low self-esteem,
though they may attempt to cover it
with what appears to be aloofness or
toughness. They lack self-esteem
because they feel they are not doing
well in a competitive society where
parents have high expectations. Some-
times they feel they are a disappoint-
ment to their parents. This is a critical
issue in a home where Christian values
are held high. Christian p4rents often
think they are giving leadership to
their children by pointing out where
the children are failing to live up to the
expectations of both the parents and
God. To the child it is further evidence
of his failure as a Derson and as a
Christian.
Sue is a good case in point. Her
parents sought counseling because she
did not seem to care about anything.
When asked why she was apathetic,
she could not give an answer. She
simply did not know why.
Upon closer examination I dis-
covered that her family was the
"perfect" Christian family. Her father
held a very responsible position in the
federal government and was an out-
standing Christian leader. Her mother
was an excellent mother and a leader
of women in the community. Herolder
brother and sister also had leadership
qualities.
Sue finally told me, "I can't keep up
with them-being a straight-A student,
being active in all these organizations,
and being 'Miss Leadership.' I just
don't measure up."
Sue did not perceive herself as a
leader, but was not able to establish
her own identity as a follower, and an
artistic, introspective person. To do so
would disappoint her parents. So shejust dropped out of life and withdrew
into herself. Her parents were able to
help by valuing and respecting the
qualities she did have.
Another source of depression is
poor body image and a feeling on the
teen's part that he is terribly different
from the rest of the kids in his peer
group. Parents who tell their kids that
what other people think should not
matter, or-that Christians ought tobe
different, do not understand the
developmental task teenagers face.
The teen is in the process of break-
ing away from dependency on parents
and establishing an identity of his own.
If he feels that he does not fit into his
peer group-because he is ugly, too fat,
or too thin, or weird-he will be blocked
in making this transition. Often this is
why teens reject parental values. They
mistakenly think that becoming a sepa-
rate individual requires that they turn
their backs on parental values. This
often results in confrontation between
parent and teen, with the teen being
made to feel he must choose between
parental values and his own identity as
a separate person. Some teens out-
wardly rebel. Others give up the strug-
gle, retreat within themselves, and man-
ifest all the signs of depression. Faced
with the irresolvable dilemma of grow-
ing up as distinct individuals who, at the
same time, must behave as little replicas
of their parents, they give up.
What Is a Parent to Do? When a
child shows signs of depression the
parent must first admit there is a prob-
lem. Parents are sometimes reluctant to
o ChistianL,*s,n
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do this because they see it as a reflec-
tion on their parenting skills. The
divorced parent who has custody of the
child maybe reluctant to admittoa prob-
lem because that may encourage the
non-custodial parent to prove the
custodial parent is unfit.
In twoparent homes the problem
sometimes is ignored because of the
father's insensitivity to his children's
emotional needs. Either he is not as
close to his children as the mother is, or
he thinks that paying attention to feel.
ings is unnecessary. When men like this
become Christians they often have the
attitude, "It doesn't matter how you feel.
You simply believe what the Bible says
and do it." But feelings are important.
Here is where Sue's parents missed
the boat. They were out of touch with
her emotions and unaware that they un-
wittingly made her feel she was not
measuring up.
To help dispel Sue's feeling of isola-
tion and lack of acceptance, they learned
to talk about how she did feel, instead
of telling her how she should feel.
Before seeking professional help,
parents should take a look at this
checklist of don'ts and dos:
*DON'T attempt to be reassuring
when you see signs of depression in
your child. Reassurances generally do
not help, and often they come across as
evidence that the parent does not under-
stand. The child feels that if people
really understood how badly he feels
they would not be so glib with
assurances.
Christian parents sometimes do this
with Scripture-giving assurances like,
"Don't you know that God cares and
promises to take care of you? He tells
us in the Bible that. . . . " Scripture is
appropriate, but the choice of Scrip-
ture and the timing must both be right.
In His earthly ministry, Jesus did not
start with a sennon. He ministered as
the Son of Man to men to meet human
needs. He wept with the brokenhearted.
He was angry over injustice, and iden-
tified with man in his pain and sorrow.
As Son of Man He established a place
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in the hearts of those to whom He
ministered. Having touched us in our
pain, He authenticated His divinity with
miracles and proclaimed Himself, on the
authority of Old Testament Scripture,
the Son of God, our Saviour. We must
touch our children with our caring
before we oDen the Bible.
*DON'T urge the depressed child to
"snap out of it" or "pull yourself
together." This has no more effect than
reassurances. And it can also make the
parent appear callous. The child will
conclude that the parent simply would
not say these things if he really
understood how hopeless the situation
looks.
*DON'T probe, examine, or ask ques-
tions about the cause of the depression.
The child either will not respond or will
give one-word answers. When someone
is hurting, an analysis of why he hurts
comes across as callous.
*DON'T interpret. For example,
"You're depressed because you can't get
your way." Even though there may be
an element of truth in the statement,
you will appear heartless, and will
alienate the child even further.
*DO show your child that you are
aware that he seems sad, forlorn, hurt,
or dejected. Try to identify the exact
feeling and the degree of it. Describe it
to him as, "You're feeling terribly sad
today." Say it with a rising inflection, so
if he chooses to hear your statement as
a question and wishes to respond he will
feel free to do so. The closer you are to
expressing how he really feels, the more
likely you will Ieave the impression that
you are trying to understand him and
are not judging or evaluating him.
*DO accept your child's dependency
needs. Your child may feel he cannot
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cope. Because of your maturity you are
able to help him explore options he may
not have thought of. But do so without
forcing a solution on him. Say for exam-
ple, "Do you think it would help if
you . . . ?" Or, be willing to be part of the
solution. Don't just tell him that you are
willing to help. Propose specific solu-
tions, but leave them open, so the child
is able to assess their workability. Say,
for example, "Would it help if I. . . ?" By
approaching problem solving in this
manner you are able to gain more infor-
mation about the problem. You need to
Cn*,on pqrcnts often
thir)k they arc giving
leadership to their
children by pointing out
wherc the childrcn orc
Iailing, To the child it is
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find out what is workable and un-
workable, and whv. This also shows the
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otherwise impossib-le problem.
*DO be sensitive to your child's feel-
ings of low self-worth. Depression
usually is the result of loss or the inabil-
ity to solve a problem, which leaves the
depressed person with self-doubt and a
poor self-image. Self-reproach is a com-
mon response. The child feels guilty,
ashamed, or weak because of his inabil-
ity to cope. Again, this is especially im-
portant to Christian families because we
are sure that "Christ is the answer." But
this puts an extra burden on the child.
He thinks, "I must be beyond God's
reach because verything is so hopeless."
The parent is in a position to help the
child appraise the situation in a more
real ist ic l ight-one that is less
punishing.
For example, the child who feels
responsible for the death of a parent, or
for divorce, should be asked, "What
would you have done differently?" The
child who feels that he is a big problem
to his Christian parents and that he is
ruining an otherwise perfect Christian
home should be asked, "How good must
you be before you will havJ a happy
Christian home?" The child may be plac-
ing an unreasonable burden on himself.
The parent must send the message, "I
understand why you feel as you do, but
it seems that you're being too hard on
yourself." There must be a subtle trans-
action here. If the oarent were to sav
this, the child would not feel understooi
and would reject the parent's perspec-
tive. But by implying it the parent gives
the child an opportunity to consider that
maybe his position is a bit extreme, and
yet he does not have to defend his
position.
*DO be patient with your teenager's
apparent rejection of your values. Re-
member, he is in the period of
breakaway. Anything that remotely
resembles the parental viewpoint or the
parents'way of doing things mns con-
trary to the instinct of breakaway and
becoming a separate individual.
Once your teen successfully goes
through breakaway and becomes an in-
dependent adult in his own right, he will
be free to reexamine the values his
parents taught. But at this critical
period of his life he needs your patience
and understanding to make the break.
Remember that the first task in deal-
ing with a depressed person is under-
standing and caring-to stand with him
in his pain and despair. Having dispelled
his isolation by being there and having
made a connection with him as a caring
person, we then are in a position to pray
and read Scripture with him.
I Andre Bustanoby, author and family
therapist in Bowie, Maryland, holds an
M.A. in marriage and family therapy and
a Th.M. from Dallas Theolosical Sem-
inary, Dallas, Texas.
A Preventive
Outreqch to Teens
Jerry Johmston reqches into puJclic schools \^rith
his mesqge ogoinst suicide qnd drugs
by Michele Prince
The voices of the first
students trickling into
the called assembly
echoed through the
gymnasium. A group
of sophomores and
iuniors detoured to
the courtyard to share
a cigarette in the afternoon sun before
the assembly began. Inside, the echo
faded as the murmuring of the crowd
swelled and ruptured into a rumble of
shuffling feet and noisy conversation.
"Who's speaking?" a l5-year-old
boy asked his friend.
"Some guy's going to tell us all
about drugs," the friend laughed.
Onto the floor, center stage, walked
a thin, casually dressed man. His bari
tone voice bellowed into the micro-
phone, "All right, let's hear it for the
ninth grade."
The freshmen cheered.
"OK sophomores, you can do bet-
ter than 'ihat, can't you?"
More rousing applause.
"Where are you, juniors?" the young
man boomed.
This time louder applause, cheers,
and howls.
"Now, how about the seniors. I
spent three of the best years of my life
in the 12th grade!"
Again, applause, whistles, and
cheers.
"Mv name is Jerrv Johnston." the
preactier began, "and I'm here ioday
to talk to you about a tragedy many of
you have thought about-the problem
of teenage suicide."
The preacher continued with statis-
tics. In the last 30 years teenage suicide
has tripled in the United States; 14 to
18 teens commit suicide every day;
over 400 others attempt suicide daily;
and last year between 5,000 and 6,000
teens took their own lives.
The crowd was silent.
Johnston went on to tell the story
of Jay, a teenage suicide victim who
felt there was nothing more to live for.
He told the story of Christy, who over-
dosed on Valium. And then the story
of an expelled l4-year-old drug user
who "got stoned every Friday and
Saturday night."
"On the way home from a party one
night he got sick and vomited blood.
He was admitted to a hospital where
it was determined he had a bleedins
ulcer. He bribed a doctor there foi
some pharmaceutical downers. He in-
tended to commit suicide. After being
discharged he went home a 68-pound
burnout.
"That l4-year-old burnout was me,
Jerry Johnston."
The students listened as he told
how some friends invited him to a
summer Bible camp. He sat alone in
the back row at the camp services all
week. Finally Cherry Gibson invited
Johnston to sit with her. At the end of
the service he went forward and eot
saved.
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"Jesus Christ has turned my life
around," Johnston testified.
Before the assembly ended, Johnston
played a tape of a suicide victim's fare-
well message to his mother.
"Well, my whole mind is gone...
can't think . . . . There's so many things. . .
I can't face. . . . You might hear it sooner
or later, Mom, but your little boy has
turned into an LSD addict. I'm sorry,
Mom. That's bad news. It really is . . . .
I don't know what's real and what isn't
real . . . .I really don't know what to
say actually. . . . I have thought it over
many times and there really is nothing
to live for . . . . So I'll close with a state-
ment that this is Dexter Gardner speak-
ing. I am signing off."
Johnston, a 25-year-old evangelist
from Kansas City, has been preaching
the gospel and traveling the country
with LIFE, the name he has given his
school assemblies, for eight years. He
has spoken at 2,000 schools and to
more than 2 million teenagers. His
shocking approach gets young people's
attention and lets them know that the
answer to life's problems is not drug
abuse or suicide, which Johnston says
are sometimes interrelated problems.
His approach is graphic and often
shocking because, "Life is that way,"
he said. "I deal with people who are
hurting and in deep sin. I'm dealing
with reality and my approach relates
effectively."
Johnston attributes his effective-
ness in relating to teenagers to his
knowledge of the drug scene. In talk-
ing to teens one-on-one he repeatedly
deals with their common concerns of
wanting to be loved and understood, of
looking for meaning and purpose to
life, and of how to get off drugs and
alcohol and make sense out of life.
"I always relate Christ to them, and
they listen," he said.
While Johnston feels that the coun-
try will see an escalation of teenage
suicide in the next two to five vears. he
optimistically looks upon that specula-
tion as the greatest opportunity to
reach young people with the LIFE-
giving message of the gospel.
"Young people are looking for mean-
ing in life. Materialism, alcohol, drugs,
and sex have left them empty. We are
experiencing a greater evangelistic
harvest han ever before, and I'm more
optimistic now than ever about reach-
ing young people and adults with the
gospel."
He is troubled about "the prevalent
trend toward apathy, ignorance of the
problem, and hostility toward God" on
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the part of teachers, school adminis-
trators, and parents. "These are not
blanket statements, but they are ap-
plicable," he said.
Johnston feels that parents can
help by dealing with these situations
realistically and by talking frankly
about these issues with their children.
"Yorng people qrc
looking lor meoning
in lile, Mqteiolism,
alcohol, drugs, and
sex hcffe lelt them
empty, we are
expeiencing a grcqter
evqngelistic haruest
than ever belore,"
"A lot of parents are out of touch with
what is going on, and even in Christian
communities there is a lack of vital
communication."
Though Johnston cannot preach or
extend an invitation for students to ac-
cept Christ at the public school assem-
blies, he does share his own experience
and conversion to Christianity and in-
vites the students to come to audito-
riums or churches where his crusade
meets for several evenings.
"LIFE is a pre-evangelistic tool to
develop rapport in a community,"
Johnston said. He plans to eventually
extend the LIFE ministry into a camp
for teenage drug users and alcoholics.
Jerry Johnston Ministries, based in
Kansas City, was incorporated in 1979,
and in the last six years has seen more
than 75,000 receive Christ as Saviour.
In addition to the LIFE assemblies,
Johnston carries on a full slate of
meetings in 150 churches yearly. He
addresses many civic groups such as
Rotary and Kiwanis, and speaks on
armv bases. on secular television and
radio programs, at juvenile correc-
tional institutions, and at Christian col-
leges, speaking 25 to 35 times a week.
Johnston's wife, Chris, and their
three children, Danielle, 5; Jeremy, 3;
and Jenilee, 6 months, travel the coun-
try with Johnston. He met Chris at a
crusade in Holland, Michigan, and they
were married in March 1979.
"Chris is a right hand to me," he
said. "She helps with research for my
sermon preparation, she assists our
CPA with the books, she's my confidant
and encourager."
Now that the children are getting
older and Danielle has reached school
age, Johnston is tapering down his
speaking schedule to accommodate the
needs of his family.
"I've made them a priority. God
doesn't want me to throw them off for
the sake of souls."
But "tapering down" will not be an
easy task for Johnston's appointments
secretary. The Jerry Johnston Minis-
tries has not experienced a dying of
revival, but on the contrary, cannot
keep up with the demand.
"There's a hunger out there. The
response is greater today because of
the complexity of man's problems, and
as we revise down our schedule we're
going to plan a greater and more thor-
ough outreach for Christ in each city
we visit."
Johnston preaches a strong gospel
message, one he describes as a "double
barrel shotgun permeating the com-
munity." He emphasizes Christian
commitment and dedication and be-
lieves that judgment, beginning at the
house of God, is imperative for revival.
He has learned two things about people
in his ministering to them: they will
respond to strong preaching if it is ad-
ministered in the spirit of love, and
they are hurting. "A lot of people cam-
ouflage their pain, but they have prob-
lems and are looking for someone to
whom they can relate."
The young evangelist has also
learned something about himself.
"I depend completely upon God's
grace and development in my life. With-
out His daily instruction I could not
carry out what He has called me to do.
It is a continuous growth process."
Jerry Johnston was 15 years old
when he preached his first sermon.
Twenty-two received Christ at that ser-
vice, where he gave the illustration of
Lazarus coming from the tomb. Now,
10 years later, Jerry Johnston is preach-
ing with the same excitement he had as
a new convert, and with more enthusi-
asm. His sights are set on winning the
world to Christ.
I Michele Prince is a free-lance writer
in Lynchburg, Virginia.
For more information on Jerry
Johnston Ministries, write P.O. Box
12193, Overland Park, Kansas 66212,
,9t3\ 492-2066.
Answering the Cry
for Help
A Courselor's PIeq
for Fqmily Ennchment
by Ronald E. Hawkins
No one likes to hear
about it, but the facts
are undeniable. Sui-
cide rates among the
adolescent population
are increasing at an
alarming rate. Be-
tween 1950 and 1980
successful suicides among adolescents
increased by more than 200 percent.
Five times more girls than boys at-
tempt suicide, while five times more
boys actually kill themselves. A recent
mothers. Suicide data indicate that the
bonding of the baby with a loving
mother is the single most important key
to feeling good about one's self and life.
Other social phenomenon that con-
tribute to the rising suicide rate include
the loss of culture and community,
alcohol and other drug abuse, disin-
tegration of the family through divorce,
negative feelings over school marks, loss
of an intimate friend, and incest.
Adolescent suicide is also a devel-
opmental issue. Adolescence is a time of
established suicide hot line in Chicago
averages one call every 20 seconds.
Numerous myths about suicide
abound in our society. Suicidal per-
sons are believed to be insane. the vic-
tims of bad genes, or basically inferior.
None of these myths are founded on
reality.
Adolescents who decide to take
their lives are usually struggling with
a number of issues. Frequently they
are vexed by the lack of a feeling of
belonging or bonding. This feeling may
have deep roots in their childhood.
Some feel that the common denomi
nator in teenage suicides is that these
adolescents failed to bond with their
great introspection, Adolescents are
possessed by the ideal of perfection.
They know how things ought to be and
are energetic in criticizing institutions
and persons of their shortcomings. At
the same time they are critical of
themselves. While they are intellectually
in love with perfection, they are
biologically a mess. They have "ziIs," fat,
and their hair is never "right."
Adolescent suicide is also a spiri
tual issue. Young people raised in our
society are often alienated from God
and man and erasure of self seems an
acceptable solution.
Most teenagers give some warning
signs of their intention, either to
friends or family members. These ac-
tions are usually a cry for intervention
and should be carefully noted and
monitored-and taken verv seriouslv.
o Expressions of wortfilessness
o An I-don't-care attitude
o Expression of loneliness
o Lack of energy
. Alcohol or drug abuse
. Antisocial behavior
r Changes in eating and sleeping
habits
o School problems
r Giving away
possessions
. Prolonged depression
We must realize that our adoles-
cents are not immune to the tendency
to periodically consider suicide as a way
out. Churches and schools need to be
more aggressively involved in parent
education and family enrichment.
We need to learh how to com-
municate more effcct ively with
adolescents. We need to understand
them and accept their introspection,
egocentrism, and criticalness as part
of a developmental process and not the
result of a personal war they are carry-
ing on against society. We need to
know what we believe and why we
believe it. We need to major on accep-
tance, dialogue, and our unalterable
commitment to them-no matter what.
We need to believe that armed with the
power of God's spirit we can always
start anew on the foundation of
forgiveness in Christ. When trust and
bonding is not present, we need to con-
fess our failure to God and the child
and pray and work for its inception.
We need to protest the literature
and media presentations that cheapen
life and glorify suicide as a heroic act.
In our families we need to contin-
uously challenge the values of a
culture where suicide is becoming a
popular way of resolving the riddle of
life. While lovingly holding before our
children the hopefulness and joy de-
rived from a lifestyle rooted in the
values of the Word of God. we can
model and teach those values with the
certainty that they are right for every
generation.
I Ronald E. Hawkins is director of
counseling at Liberty University, Lynch-
burg, Virginia. He holds a D.Min. from
Westminster Theological Seminary,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and is com-
pleting further doctoral work at Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State Univer-
sity, Blacksburg, Virginia.
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On this eternal foundation -
the truth in Christ-the Moody
, Bible Institute has been built
i since its earliest days. Now, in its
' 100th year, Moody continues to
look to ]esus Christ for guidance
and support. God has set His
seal of approval on Moody abun-
dantly. Men and women trained
here have taken the Gospel
throughout the world. We watch
in wonder the daily financial
miracle, as God's people sup-
port Moody's varied ministries!
"Other foundation can
no man lay than that
is laid, which is
Jesus Christ."
May His name
be praised!
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Divorce
€r Remorrioge
An Overview
by Edward Dobson
This is a true saying, if a man desire
the office of a bishop, he desireth a
good work. A bishop then must be
b lameless ,  the  husband o f  one
wile. . . one that ruleth well his own
hotuse, having his children in subiection
with all gravity (1 Tim. 3:1-4).
ast month we studied the ouali-
f icationsofa pastor and deicon.
tJ According to the above passage,
people who have been divorced, or
divorced and remarried, are to be ex-
cluded from those offices. This inter-
pretation is based upon the principle
that God places greater demands on
people in leadership positions than upon
anyone else.
In Leviticus 21 God legislated maf
ters of holiness in priestly conduct and
duties. A man had to meet certain re-
quirements to be a priest. Notice the
guidelines in verse 7. "They shall not
take a wife that is a whore, or profane;
neither shall they take a woman put
away from her husband: for he is holy
unto his God." The Old Testament pro-
hibited priests from marrying women
who had been divorced. Notice the dis-
qualifications for priestly office: "For
whatsoever man he be that hath a
blemish. . . a blind man, or a lame, or he
that hath a flat nose, or anything
superfluous, or a man that is broken-
footed, or brokenhanded, or crook-
backed, or a dwarf . . . "  (w.18-20).
Obviously God places greater demands
on people in leadership roles.
God is teaching the same principle
in I Timothy 3, placing greater demands
and requirements upon those who
assume spiritual leadership in the
church-pastors and deacons. These are
not suggestions, but qualifications to be
found in the lives of men who feel called
to leadership in the church.
The phrase "husband of one wife"
excludes those who have been divorced,
or divorced and remarried, from assum-
ing the pastorate or becoming a deacon
in the church. In verse 4 Paul adds that
the pastor must rule his own house well
and have his children in subjection. The
word "ruIe" means to manage. The
pastor and the deacon must manage
their own houses well. Divorce is the
ultimate act of mismanagement in one's
household. Although there are legitimate
grounds for divorce and people can be
free to remarry, divorce is always the
result of sin. Therefore, one who
mismanased the affairs of his own
house do6s not qualify scripturally for
a leadership position in the church.
Can a man who was divorced and
remarried before he was saved hold the
office of pastor or deacon? No. Even if
the divorce took place before the man
was saved, he is still excluded from
these offices of leadership. Furthermore,
God would not call a man to that office
knowing a previous divorce disqualified
him.
Some believe that 2 Corinthians 5:17
promises that since "all things are
become new," a previously divorced
man could become a pastor. Although
certainly our sins are forgiven when we
are saved, the consequences of some
sins have ongoing results in our lives.
For example, if someone is heavily in-
volved with drugs before he is saved, his
burned out brain is not replaced when
he becomes a new creature in Christ.
Someone once asked me, "Do you
mean that a homosexual. a child
molester, a rapist, or a murderer can be
saved and become a pastor, but because
I'm divorced God cannot use me?" The
Bible is clear that a man must first
prove himself and then rise to the office
of pastor or deacon. We know that
through the forgiveness of God a man
can rise to leadership, but it must be
clear in the minds of those who ordain
him that all his problems are past,
forgotten, forgiven, and reconciled.
However, God has put the nodivorce re-
quirement on the offices of pastor and
deacon, and we have an obligation to ac-
cept that as legitimate.
What then can divorced people do in
the church? Can they teach a Sunday
school class? Can they sing in the choir?
Can they be evangelists? A divorced per-
son can do all of those things, providing
God has called him to those narticular
tasks. This limitation in I Timothy 3 is
specifically for pastors and deacons.
Many people who have been divorced
and remarried, and have sought the
forgiveness of God, have been mightily
used of God in the church-apart from
the offices of pastor and deacon.
Have you used a Scofield Bible, prob
ably the most widely read Bible in the
twentieth century? C.I. Scofield was
divorced and remarried, but God used
him in a wonderful way to influence the
lives of thousands of people. Divorced
people can and ought to serve in the
church.
Suppose someone has been involved
in premarital relationships and later is
married. Is that person in violation of
the one-woman-husband qualification
because he has had a sexual relationship
with someone other than his wife orior
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to marriage? Does that exclude anyone
who has had premarital sex from
becoming a pastor or deacon? No. I
believe the Scriptures are clear that the
sexual act does not cohstitute a
marriage.
We have defined marriase as a cov-
enant, an agreement of comfanionship.
When Jesus met the woman at the well,
He said, "Go call your husband." The
woman replied, "I don't have one," and
Jesus agreed. "You have said well, you
have already had five husbands and the
person you are living with is not your
husband."
Jesus acknowledged that marriage is
more than two people living together
and having a sexual relationship.
Whenever I counsel young people
who have made that terrible moral mis-
take, I often find that someone has told
them, "Because you have had a relation-
ship with that person, in God's eyes you
are married to that person." That is not
biblically true. I always tell young peo-
ple, "It may be the will of God for you
to go ahead and get married, but you
have made one mistake-don't make
another by marrying the wrong person.
Seek guidance and the advice of your
parents and come together with a cor-
porate decision that is indeed the will
of God."
Although premarital sex does not ex-
clude a person from rising to leadership
within the church, what about extra-
marital sex? What should happen when
a pastor or a deacon has an adulterous
relationship with someone? Does that
act or that relationship exclude that
person from ever becoming a pastor or
a deacon for the rest of his life? Even
though his marriage may stay together
and the sin falls under the forsiveness
of God, is the adulterous man &cluded
from leadership in the church?
There are two extreme approaches
to this question. The first approach is,
"Well, my pastor committed adultery,
but since God has forgiven him, we
forgive him. He can stay on as our
pastor." The other extreme is, "Our
pastor committed adultry, he made a
mistake, he sinned against God. Let's
beat him down for the rest of his life so
he will never do anything for God
again."
The latter approach is taken too
often. The biblical approach is some-
where between these two. When some-
one in the position of leadership violates
moral integrity, he forfeits the position
of leadership-because he must be
blameless. We must then turn around
and ask, "How can we lead you to repen-
tance? How can we assist you toward
restoration? How can we help?" Ac-
cording to the Word of God, we have an
obl igat ion to discipl ine. Church
discipline necessitates the forfeiture of
leadership, but at the same time we
must love, forgive, and restore that per-
son so that after a period of time he can
prove himself and his integrity again.
We should help him find a different area
where he can continue servins the t ord.
Can a widower remarry?-Suppose a
pastor's wife dies and he remarries.
Technically he is not a one-woman hus-
band, but I believe he is perfectly
legitimate as a leader in the church
because the underlying principle here is
integrity of lifestyle and character.
What if a man feels the Lord has
called him to be a pastor, but his wife
has been previously divorced? Techni-
cally he meets the biblical requirements,
but his wife does not. I personally
believe that we are wise to reserve the
position of blameless leadership for men
who have not been divorced and whose
wives have not been divorced. There is
no clear statement in the New Testa-
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ment about this situation, but because
of the principles of Leviticus 2l,I feel
that God wants His leadershio to be
above reproach or question.
What should the church do with
divorced people? First and foremost, the
church should stress reconciliation. We
ought to preach the ideal of marriage
and give people the basic principles for
success in their marital and family rela-
tionships. When marriages begin to fall
apart, we ought to be instrumental in
helping couples achieve a reconciliation.
The church is the olace where we can
pray, teach, and guide people through
the diff iculties of marriage.
Next, the church ought to have an at-
titude of restoration. We are to meet
people at their deepest point of need and
restore them. People going through a
divorce are experiencing extreme emo-
tional and spiritual problems. A great
sense of guilt, failure, loneliness and the
devastation of their self-imase over-
whelms them. Divorced people often feel
more at home in a singles' bar than in
a church. We ought to be committed to
lov ing,  forg iv ing,  accept ing,  and
rebuilding them.
B. R. takin used to tell us how to re-
spond to divorced people: "Be quick to
forgive, slow to judge." But suppose the
guilty party in a divorce remarries
another. Are they living in a constant
state of adultery?
There is no constant state of
adulterv. To sav that it is constant
would make divorce the unpardonable
sin, which it is not. Someone who wil l-
fully violates Scripture to divorce and
remarry can seek the forgiveness of God
and be restored into fellowship in the
church.
Suppose a Christian wants to divorce
his wife on illegitimate grounds. First,
we must exercise church discipline. We
should go to that individual personally,
plurally, and publicly-to do all we can
to hinder the divorce. If he oroceeds
with his plan, we must exeicise dis-
cipline by putting him out of the church
while praying that he will seek God's
forgiveness. If he does repent, we should
reconcile him into the fellowshio of the
church, even if he has remarried. Once
he has the forgiveness of God and has
genuinely repented, we ought to restore
him, reconcile him, and eventually find
him a place of service for the Lord.
What about wife abuse? Does a per-
son who has been physically abused
have the right to divorce and remarry?
This problem is increasing in our
society, and church families are not im-
mune to it. Some people suggest that
because a woman should be in submis-
sion to her husband she is oblisated to
stay with him no matter what tf,e situa-
tion. That is ludicrous advice. If a
woman is being physically abused and
the welfare and emotional well-beins of
the children are in jeopardy, she ou"ght
to separate from her husband. She
should find help from family or friends,
at a home for battered women, or within
the church. While this is not the basis
for a biblical divorce, a battered woman
has every right to separate from her
husband for her own protection and for
the nrotection of the-children.
The church must never drop the ban-
ner o[ marital permanence. We shou]d
always preach that God's intention is
one woman, one man, for a lifetime. We
also must resist judging and discarding
those who have gone through marital
problems, divorce, and remarriage. We
must love and accent them. We must be
quick to forgive and slow to judge. Our
church should be filled to capacity with
sinners saved by grace, who can reach
out and meet others at their noint of
need. I
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"Atsixteen I got pregnant. Abortron seemed like
the only solution-even to my parents.
"But nobody told us that such a quick,
easy answerwould have such a lasting, devas-
tating effect. No one mentioned the guilt and
the oriel
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At eighteen I got pregnant again. But his
time Iwasdeterminedto find anothersolution.
That's when I met some people who cared
enough about me to help save my baby
"The godparent home gave me iove with-
outjudgment. And the encouragement and
support I needed before my baby was born.
"Today he's growing up happyand loved
with his adoptive parcnts. And l've got a
beautiful future too-knowino that I did what
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And be part oFthe solution we've all
been lookino for.
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I This incredible wealth
I was in direct disobedience
to God, who had specifically
warned against personally
motivated accumulation of
riches (Deut. 17:14-17t.
Solomon set his heart
upon wealth, and this is
the first reason for his
downfall.
Solomon had an
incredible appetite for
women. "But king
Solomon loved many
s t r a n g e w o m e n . . . o f t h e
nations concernins which
the Lord said untJ the
children of Israel, Ye shall
not go in to them"
(1 Kings 1l:1-2).
Here is "the wisest
man who ever lived" try-
ing to keep 1,000 women
happy.In doing so, he
violated his own instruc-
tion and disobeyed his
own commands. The
words of warning, which
he passed on in his
proverbs, became the in-
dictment of his own soul(Prov. 5:20-23).
At first his sin was
immorality and sensuality,
but in the end, it became
gross idolatry.
His heart became the
problem. When Jehovah
appeared before Solomon
the second time at the
completion of the temple,
He instructed him to walk
before God as his father
David had walked, in
i.ntegrity of heart (l Kings
):4). In his sin, "His heart
was not perfect with the
r.ord his God, as was the
leart of David his father"
I  Kings 11:4).
The shipwreck of
iolomon was surely one of
he most terrible trasedies
n all the world. Eveiyday
;ensuality made him, at
he end of his life, nothing ]
nore than a castaway. His I
visdom failed to teach I
tim self-control. The only I
egacy he left was a son I
nore foolish than he was. I
How did it happen? |
ust where in his life did I
Solomon begin to give
ground to the enemy? He
did not become an idolater
overnight. His demise was
a gradual process. It was
not a blowout. It was a
slow leak.
Somewhere alons the
way, Solomon's queit for
wealth began to replace
his quest for the Word of
God. One day his appetite
tor women replaced his
appetite for God.
If you would ask the
fallen when it happened,
they would tell you the
time when it became
known. But if the truth
were revealed, vou would
trace their fall io some
moment in the distant past
when they let their suard
down, foi just a moirent,
and allowed the enemv to
get his foot in the door.
Solomon was the wisest
man who ever lived, but
he was not wise enough to
evaluate the power of
small concesiions.
I David Jeremiah is
senior pastor of the Scott
Memorial Baptist Church
in San Diego, and chair-
man of the board of Chris-
tian Heritage College, also
in San Diego. Adapted by
:ermission of Mott Media,
Inc., Publishers, pp.85-93.
Sermon
Culline I
iollorving Jesus (l Peter Il:21-25) I
iuffering 2:21 |
iubmitting 2:22-23 Iiaving 2:24 I
ihepherding 2:25 |
lWord Study
I f".re".ttion-Prosperity
I preachers fail to recognize
I that the New Testament
I does not promise believers
I wealth, riches, or earthly
I comforrs. Rather, it an-
I ticipates that Christians will
I follow their t ord in facing
I opposition and suffering
I persecution for their faith
| (2 Tim. 2:ll-12;3:12). The
I New Testament does not
I view this as an odious pros-
I pect, but as a privilege
| (l Peter 4:16; 5:l-9), an im-
I portant part of developing
I godly character qualiries 
-
| (l Peter 2:19-20). Christians
I should not despair when
I suffering adversity. lnstead,
they should ask God what
He has to teach them, and
they should rejoice in hav-
ing the privilege to follow
the example of their l-ord.
Defenselessness:
A Window lo God
by Bud McCord
What a terrible feelins
it must be to be
defenseless when con-
fronted by an enemy bent
on our destruction. How
do we look an enemy in
the eyes knowing we have
run out of ammunition?
Where do we hide when a
suicidal driver fueled by
promises of eternal life-
upon our death drives a
truckload of dvnamite in
our direction? To what
country can we travel
searching for a haven
against a disease whose
lWhen
lWisdom Wos
i Not Enoughl -
I by David Jeremiah
I
I When the history of my
I generation has been writ-
I ten, one of the saddesr
I chapters will concern the
I moral defeat of many of
I our Christian leaders.
Hardly a month passes
without the news of some
respected leader's fall inro
disobedience and sin
Each time that news
reaches me about another
fallen warrior, I find
myself reflecting on
Solomon. He was, accord-
ing to the testimony of his
contemporaries, the wisest
and wealthiest kins who
ever lived. And vetl with
all his advantagis and suc-
cesses, in the end he failed
God and made a fool of
himself.
Solomon had an
incredible appetite for
wealth. He had been given
so much by God, yet his
whole life seems to be
characterized by his lust
and greed for more. An
illustration of that is
graphically presented in
I Kings 6-7. We cannot
help but observe that
Solomon took twice as
long to build his own
house as he did to build
the house of God. He also
lavished upon his own
house wealth, and beautv,
and r iches.
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passport is our own body?
Where do we run when
the earth shakes in all
directions and the
buildings fall across the
path?
At the precise moment
when a man realizes he
has no defenses, what
races through his mind? I
have heard stories of
deathbed confessions, fox-
hole religion, promises of
reform, and reliving one's
entire life in a split
second. Could this be life's
most frightening moment?
Could this fear have a pur-
pose in God's wisdom and
plan?
Perhaps fear is a win-
dow through which we can
see more clearly than we
ever have. Perhans this
window allows us one last
chance to reach for God
when our final defenses
have fallen.
As the end of human
history approaches, the
Bible teaches that the final
defenses will fall one by
one until men are face-to-
face with a world without
security. The last human
defense is the heart and it
too will fail for fear. As
the wars, earthquakes,
floods, and sicknesses
back us against the walls
of the falling mountains,
to whom will we run?
Just as a patient
trembles when the
anesthetist makes him
defenseless against the
surgeon's knife, our world
and all of its peoples are
trembling with fear. God's
corrective surgery is ter-
rible to contemplate in its
efficient removal of man's
tormentors. The result is
the absence of fear and
security in Him.
How defenseless we are
without Him. The truly
wise have already entered
into His rest. Let us con-
tinue to call others to Him
while His shelter can still
be found.
Comforling
the Bereoved
What is the ministry of
comfort? The Greek word
translated "comforter"
simply means "one called
alongside to help." Per-
haps the best translation
would be "encourager."
We often seek to com-
fort people by trying to
make life easy for them,
by pampering them. But
God comforts His children
by putting within them the
kind of courage and strength
they need to face life hon-
est lv and l ive i t  fai thfrr l lv.
scription that he never
takes. We must share the
Word that is meaningful
to us.
We can minister com-
fort by praying, the kind
of praying that gets through
to God and opens the foun-
tains of His grace. You do
not minister true comfort
by preaching a sermon
over God's shoulder, but
by leading people next to
God's heart and showing
them how sufficient He is
for every need.
We can minister com-
fort by mobilizing the church
family and instructing them
how to encourage and notjust sympathize. Each con-
gregation needs a mature
couple to be in charge of
the ministry of comfort, to
work beside the pastor.
The pastor can minister
comfort by preaching the
Word. This applies not
only to the funeral mes-
sage, but also to his week-
by-week ministry from the
pulpit and in the class-
room. He must unite the
congregation in a fellow-
ship of caring.
The time devoted to
ministering to broken hearts
is not spent; it is invested.
Death is not an accident;
it is an appointment (Heb.
9:27). The church family
that learns to grieve together
and encourage together
will reap spiritual bless-
ings that can come perhaps
no other way.
Adapted f rom Comforting
the Bereaved by Warren
W. and David W. Wiersbe,
Copyright 1985, Moody
Bible Institute of Chicaso.
Used by permission.
The best thing we can do
for suffering people is to
be the kind of encourasers
who help them face thelir
trials honestly, work
through their feelings, and
see God give them His
divine enablement.
We can minister com-
fort by our physical pres-
ence. To know that God is
with us in the valley is
wonderful, but having our
flesh-and-blood brothers
and sisters in Christ stand-
ing with us is also wonderful.
We can minister com-
fort by what we say. The
temptation is to say too
much, to respond theologi-
cally to people's words
and not to their feelings.
We can minlster com-
fort by sharing the Word
of God. But we must not
share God's truth the way
a pharmacist mixes a pre-
Comforfing
Woys
l. Go to those who are
bereaved as soon as possi-
ble, even if it is inconve-
nient for you.
2. Be swift to hear, slow
to speak, and slow to react
to words and feelings that
may appear "un-Christian."
3. Do not try to explain
everything.
4. Share the promises
of God.
5. Avoid saying, "I knowjust how you feel." No-
body will believe you, and
the statement accomplishes
nothing.
6. Words often fail, so
express yourself through a
loving hug, a handshake,
even a simple touch. Just
being there is a ministry.
7. Do not be afraid to
"weep with those who
weep."
8. Remember that griev-
ing is a difficult process
that takes time.
Be patient with those
who mourn and don't ask.
"Aren't you over it yet?"
9. Visit regularly during
the weeks after the funeral.
10. Keep confidence.
Don't turn the experience
into a sermon illustration,
unless the family gives you
permlssron.
Adapted from Comlorting
the Bereaved by Warren W.
and David W. Wiersbe.
Moody Press, Copyright
1985, Moody Bible Institute
of Chicago. Used by
permission.
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Father draws him, and
some will come with or
without prompting.
However, we can be used
as effective instruments,
inviting "whosoever will"
to respond to the drawing
of God's Holy Spirit.
The invitation should
not be forced, but a
natural conclusion to the
message. Deliver it in your
own style, keeping in mind
that you are being used by
God to draw people to
Him.
Spurgeon believed in
closing every sermon with
an address to the ungodly.
He oushed for an im-
rn.diut.  conversion, giv ing
the unsaved no rest in
their sins. He asked
church members to pray
especially for decisions
and to encourage those
near them to respond.
Spurgeon avoided personal
hobbyhorses and elegant
speech.
Above all, the preacher
must exemplify the love of
Jesus. Spurgeon stated,
"Great hearts are the main
qualifications for great
p r e a c h e r s . . . . S p a r e
neither labour in the
study, prayer in the closet,
nor zeal in the pulpit."
We do not preach and
then invite people to re-
spond for the sake of
numbers, but for the sake
of individual souls.
"Knowins therefore the
terror of-the Lord, we per-
suade men. . . For the love
of Christ constraineth us"
(2  Cor .5 :11 ,14) .
Two Cleqr-cul
Coses for
Theropeutic
Aborlion
by Harold L. Willmington
A therapeutic abortion
occurs when a pregnant
woman is persuaded (often
by her doctor) that her un-
born child presents an
emotional or mental threat
to her general well-being.
Therefore, the most prac-
tical and painless solution
(for the mother at least) is
simply to kill the offend-
ing baby. There are two
wel l-known instances in
history where this interest-
ing standard of unborn
human life could certainly
have been applied.
The first case involved
that of an older woman,
wife of a respected reli-
gious leader, living in a
large southern city. Present-
day advice to her would
have been: "Do you really
feel it wise to complete
this birth? Consider your
age. The psychological
strain upon you will be
much greater than that of
a younger woman. Then
too, as an older parent,
don't vou think vou'll have
real problems adjusting ro
this infant? I mean it might
even affect your relatron-
ship with your husband. No,
all things considered, it
would be far better to ter-
minate the potential prob-
lem right now."
The second case had to
do with a teenage girl, en-
gaged to a struggling young
tradesman, living in a small
northern town. Here there
could be no doubt. A ouick
abortion would immediately
solve the embarrassment
and downright hostility that
would develop if the un-
born baby was not destroyed.
Two simple and clear-
cut cases for therapeutic
abortion! Not quite. Could
even the most calloused
present-day abortion mill
operator bear the thought
of Elisabeth (the older
woman) and Mary (the
teenager) with trembling
hands and hearts awaitins
the sharp instrument of
some ancient abortionist?
-:*....&
Effective
Altor Colls
by Howard Erickson
The scriptural principle
paramount in the invita-
tion is that people are not
brought to Christ by our
coaxing and pleading, but
by the conviction and
prompting of the Holy
Soirit.
During Peter's first ser-
mon on the Day of
Pentecost, he Spirit
clearly brought conviction,
for in the midst of his ser-
mon, people who were
pricked in their hearts
cried out, "What shall we
do?" After this working of
the Holy Spirit Peter pro-
ceeded to tell them how to
be saved. His invitation
resulted in 3,000
responses.
During Peter's second
sermon there was no op-
portunity to present an
invitation because he was
arrested before finishins.
However, at least 5,000
were converted due to the
work of the Holy Spirit.
People responded to the
clear message of Jesus
Christ.
Charles H. Spurgeon
once said, "The best way
to preach sinners to Christ
is  to  preach Chr is t  to  s in-
ners. Exhortations, en-
treaties, and beseeching, if
not accomDanied with
sound instiuctions, are
Iike firing off powder
without shot. You may
shout, and weep, and
plead, but you cannot lead
men to believe what they
have not heard, nor to
receive a truth which has
never been set before
them." For an invitation
or altar call to be effec-
tive, it must follow a
meaningful message. When
God's Word is presented
forthrightly there will be a
response, for His Word
will not return to Him
void.
Some say no invitation
is necessary, as no one
comes to Christ unless the
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Would Jesus
Use Pulpit
Counseling?
by Gary R. Collins
Has pastoral counseling
become a fad?
Articles, workshops,
and pastors' seminars dis-
cuss it frequently. Counsel-
ing is part of the curriculum
in many Bible colleges and
seminaries and consumes
hours from the schedules
of busy pastors. Counselors
continue to write books
about it. But is counseling
really needed?
The Bible describes Jesus
as Counselor (Isa. 9:6), and
His whole ministry demon-
strated His caring concern
for people. He counseled
with Nicodemus at night,
with an adulterous woman
near a well, and with two
confused believers on the
road to Emmaus. Every
pastor knows that Jesus
healed the sick and did
pastoral counseling with
the needy.
But Jesus also preached.
In proclaiming the Word
of God, He encouraged the
afflicted, challenged the
complacent, and brought
hope to the discouraged.
Maybe there were people
in those congregations
who, like the woman with
the issue of blood, were
afraid to ask for help. Per-
haps there were some who
did not want to disturb
the Lord. Others may have
been too ashamed or em-
barrassed to talk about
their problems. These peo-
ple were not reached by
pastoral counseling, but
through the Lord's public
people-helping ministry.
The best public helpers
are practical, clear in what
they say, and aware of
human needs. Hurting peo-
ple do not need condemna-
tion. Few can change just
because a speaker says,
"Stop worrying." We must
talk, instead, about practi-
cal and realistic ways to
win over depression, giving
clear illustrations, and
showing specifically how to
apply scriptural principles.
Elijah was a committed
believer, but he reached a
low point when he collapsed
under that juniper tree
and asked God to take away
his life. He was physically
exhausted, emotionally
afraid, and spiritually
weary, but God sent help.
The Lord's angel gently in-
structed him to take care
of his physical needs, listen
to the Word of God, move
away from his depressing
circumstances, and seek
help from another believer
who was able to bring
fellowship, encourage-
ment, and maybe a little
counseling.
Many in our congrega-
tions can learn from such
an example, and most can
apply it to their own lives.
Remember, however, that
some people may be too
depressed, distraught, or
hardened to understand
what you have said. Others
may misinterpret some
part of the message.
The possible disadvan-
tages are far outweighed,
however, by the practical
guidance that may be
given week after week.
When we seek His help,
the Holy Spirit will direct
as we prepare our helping
message. He gives speakers
the power to communicate
and helps hearers to under-
stand without distortion,
Some of these hearers
will return later for one-
to-one counseling. Their
presence will convince you
that pastoral counseling is
no passing fad. It is here
to stav. but its effective-
ness ii greatly enhanced
when the counselor can
also give practical help
from the pulpit.
Church
News
Nathan Miller, 1985
Liberty Institute of
Biblical Studies graduate,
held the organizational
service for his new
church, Hot Sprlngs Bap-
tlst Church in Hot
Springs, Virginia, on
January 5. Ken Chapman
of the institute assisted.
YouthQuest Conference
'86 will be held at Thomas
Road Baptist Church April
10-13. The theme is "Solv-
ing the Problems of Young
People." For more infor-
mation, call l-800-628-2000.
WASHTNGTON (RNS)-
An alliance of 28 religious
denominations has attacked
a proposal in Congress to
strip church pension
boards of their tax-exempt
status, comparing the move
to taxation of religion.
The proposal was passed
by the House of Represen-
tatives in December, as
part of the Tax Reform
Act of 1985. The Senate
has taken no action yet.
While criticizing the
pension-board proposal,
churches have welcomed
another orovision of the
bill to reinstate favorable
housing provisions for
clergy, which the Internal
Revenue Service had done
away with. Ordained
ministers would be allowed
to deduct mortgage in-
terest and real estate taxes
and, at the same time, ex-
clude housing allowances
trom taxes.
The tax-reform bill
would repeal the federal
tax status of the nonprofit
pension groups by treating
them as commercial in-
surance companies. Under
the measure,-employees of
denominational agencres
would also lose the right
to contribute to an in-
dividual retirement ac-
count (IRA) if they have
put as much as $2,000 into
a church plan.
Joseph Ton of the
Romanian Missionary
Society will be the guest
speaker in an evangelistic
crusade at Harvard-
Radcliffe April 14-18.
Nilson Fanini, pastor of
the First Baptist Church of
Niteroi, Brazll, and presi-
dent of the Brazilian Bap-
tist Convention, recently
returned from crusades in
Communist Angola and
Mozambique, Africa.
For the second time,
Pastor Fanini was permit-
ted by these governments
to preach the gospel and
bring in 10,000 Bibles.
Over 2,500 people ac-
cepted Jesus Christ as
Lord and Saviour durins
the crusades. For more in-
formation about this
Third-World Ministry, call
214-907-0808.
FBBC President Gordon Shipp
(left) ond DBBC President
L, Duone Brown
The board of trustees
of Denver Baptist Bible
College and Theological
Seminary voted
unanimously on January
23, 1986, to merge with
Faith Baptist Bible College,
Ankenv. Iowa.
The Denver campus,
located in Broomfield, Col-
orado, has been sold. The
f inal  commencement [or
Denver Baptist Bible Col-
lege and Seminary will be
held on May 2,1986, at
South Sheridan Baptist
Church in Denver.
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BIOGRAPHY
by Eric Fellman
n 1851 America was on the brink
of upheaval. The Civil War lay
just ahead, and the influx of
European immigrants was beginning
to swel l  the Eastern seaboard.
Economically, the country was enter-
ing the industrial age. And spiritually,
modernism and science were begin-
ning to threaten Christianity.
God raised many men to present the
gospel to lost men and women. A.J.
Gordon, A.B. Simpson, D.L. Moody, and
R.A. Torrey were but a few men of vi
James M. Gray
Bearer of the Word
sion and power who began great works,
great schools, and great movements.
Thev were initiators. and others were
needed to build on their foundations.
James Martin Gray was such a man.
Born in New York City in 1851, Gray
was raised in what he calleda"nominal"
Christian home. He attended an Episco-
pal church where he was confirmed at
age 14. Upon entering seminary, his goal
was not so much a divine calling as find-
ing a comfortable profession. In fact,
Gray had not yet received Jesus Christ
as his Saviour. He told of his seminary
conversion inrhe Moody Bible Institute
Monthly:
"I cannot but believe that had I died
during that period, moral youth that I
was and church member besides, I
should have died in my sins.
"My conversion came while reading
a book, Laws From Heaven for Life on
Earth, by Rev. William Arnot of Edin-
burgh, Scotland. It was a series of brief
homilies upon the Book of Proverbs ad-
dressed to young men. I did not care for
my Bible, but this book had a strong at-
traction for me.
"On a memorable night in the quiet
of my own room, after an exciting
Eu* in his pastonl
ministry, Gray was
conuinced that teaching
Bible prophecy could
both comfort and
challenge,
evening among worldly people, my eye
fell on this sentence: 'Every soul not
already won to Christ is already lost.'
"It was an arrow of conviction to my
soul. Quicker than I can express it, an
overwhelming sense of mylostand hope-
less condition fell upon me. I knew that
I was not won to Jesus, and yet I knew
that I ought to be. There was nothing in
my life, professedly Christian and out-
wardly clean as it was, to indicate that
I belonged to Him, or that He possessed
or controlled me. Hell seemed oDen to
receive me, and my soul was hanging
over  the  abyss . . . .
"The prayer of the publican came to
me: 'God, be merciful to me a sinner!'
I am not ashamed to say that in agony
I uttered it with my face on the floor.
"And God heard it. He always hears
that prayer. He put the everlasting arm
under me that night. He lifted me out
of the miry clay, planted me upon a
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rock, and established my goings. He put
a new song in my mouth, which I have
been singing ever since!"
Fired with evangelistic fervor, Gray
began to see formalism creeping into his
denomination. At the same time, the
leaders of his church were struggling
over the growth of ritualism. Bishop
George D. Cummins addressed the de-
nomination in 1873 regarding the prob-
lems, but could not prevent a separation
of several churches into the new
Reformed Episcopal Church.
Gray joined this church and, after
private study, was ordained to its
ministry. ln 1877 he became pastor of
the Church of the Redemption in
Brooklyn, New York. And in 1878 he
assumed the pastorate of a church in
Newburgh, New York.
In 1879 his denomination prevailed
upon him to minister in a newly founded
church in Boston. At first Gray resisted
the call because the small, unestablished
work did not even have a building. How-
ever, he came to view it as God's call.
During the next l0 years in Boston,
the Lord changed Gray's ministry
forever. He later referred to two
episodes as the great "epochs" in his life.
First, Gray experienced a deep and
profound work of the Holy Spirit. He
recalls that "Romans 15:30 did that for
me. The thought that the Spirit was a
person who loved me and dwells in me
suddenly filled my life. Later study in
I Corinthians revealed that my body is
His temple and that by Him I have been
baptized into the mystical body of
Christ."
The Holy Spirit's work in his life
led to a longing to master the Word of
God. He prayed much for insight into
Courrdrd against
taking on tlte institute's
Gray replied,
"Nowlhaveachance
to practice wltat I
pfeach,"
Scripture, and the Lord answered in an
unexpected manner. While dining one
day in the home of a church member,
Gray met a man of obvious spiritual
depth and asked about the source of his
spiritual power. The man told him that
it sprang from his habit of reading
whole books of the Bible. He would read
an entire book at one sitting and then re-
view the same book several times until
he had the sense of oossessinp it.
Gray tried it. He^later deviloped a
system based on this approach called
"synthetic Bible study," which is the
basis for "Bible synthesis" courses at
Moody Bible Institute and other col-
leses. But the immediate result in his
pirtorate was his change from topical
to expository preaching. He later wrote,
"Oh what a change, first in the preacher,
and then in his preaching, and then in
his people!"
During his years in Boston, Gray
attracted the attention of other churches
and groups. A.J. Gordon was begin-
ning his Bible and missionary college,
which later became Gordon College
and Seminary. He asked Gray to teach
courses each semester. Gray so im-
pressed him that when asked by D. L.
Moody to schedule speakers for the
Northfield, Massachusetts, summer
conference in 1893, Gordon asked
Gray. Word got back to Moody about
Gray's effectiveness, and Moody con-
tinued to ask Gray to speak at North-
field and later invited him to teach and
supervise summer classes at the newly
formed Bible institute in Chicago.
Although Moody did not know it at
the time, he had had a profound in-
fluence on Gray nea.ly 20 years
earlier. While a seminary student in
Boston, Gray volunteered to sing in the
choir for the Moody-Sankey meetings
of 1876. He later recorded:
"I cannot say I was converted
under the ministry of Mr. Moody. I
knew Christ experientially for a short
time at least before these meetings
began and was indeed preparing for
the gospel ministry, but Mr. Moody's
preaching was used of God to quicken
my life and give the tone and direction
to my public work ever afterwards. He
was the first preacher, and one of the
very few, who has ever moved me to
t e a r s . . . .
"Oh that sermon on the blood of
Jesus! This brought the tears. I have
never wanted to read that sermon in
print lest it should detract from the
hallowed memory of its delivery. It
was the man as he stood, and acted and
spoke, under God, that gave meaning
and power to the sermon,"
Having resigned from his Boston
church in 1889, Gray traveled and
tausht in various schools and meetinss
heri and in England. His associatidn
with Moody grew, and soon he was
regularly taking responsibility for the
summer sessions during R.A. Torrey's
absence.
After Moody's death in 1899, Gray
was asked more frequently to serve as
teacher and "dean." Moody Bible
Institute, as it had been renamed, was
going through a crisis. Future leader-
ship and direction had yet to be
decided and, like many institutions
founded by strong personalities, it
faced the real possibility of failure.
God raised up Chicago businessman
Henry Parsons Crowell, however, to
become president of the board of
trustees, and he brought keen business
ability and intuition to the fledgling
institute.
In 1904 Crowell invited Grav.
Torrey, and C. I. Scofield to form a
three-dean structure to lead the school.
Gray accepted and set out for Chicago.
He did not realize that Torrey had
decided to set out on an extended
evangelistic campaign and resigned
from his oosition at MBI. Scofield also
decl ined the invi tat ion.
Manv of Grav's friends advised him
not to tike on such an administrative
Getyourhands
onaNavhess
book or Bible
studvlbur
heanwort't
KffiiffiEgL let go.
NFNMHSO
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load. They feared the preacher would
become bogged down with mundane
business details. But Gray prayed,
believing that the same Spirit to whom
he had surrendered his life would man-
ifest Himself in his new circumstances.
Gray led the institute for 30 years,
considerably longer than any other
president in its history. A discussion
of his accomplishments could reason-
ably focus on the buildings, budgets,
and programs that grew under his and
Crowell's direction.
But a truer picture of how God
used Gray at Moody Bible Institute
comes from his spiritual legacy:
Combating error. This period of
American history was marked by at-
tacks on traditional Christianity.
Modernism, Darwinism, and higher
criticism grew in influence and opposi-
tion. An able spokesman, Gray wrote
countless pamphlets and articles to
expose the unbiblical nature of such
teachings.
While earnestly contending for the
faith, Gray was always a gentleman,
thus gaining a wide audience. He lived
only a few blocks from Mary Baker
Eddy while in Boston, Thus he became
familiar with Christian Science and
eventually illuminated its errors. The
New York Times commented, "He is
satisfied to limit his criticism of Chris-
tian Science to its biblical claims of
divine inspiration. These he annihi
lates like a scholar and a gentleman."
Darwinism also came under the jab
of Gray's skillful pen. His learned and
scholarly approach to "The Errors of
Millennial Darwinism" frustrated
Darwinism's proponents. In reply they
paid him backhanded tribute, saying,
"The attack of Dr, Gray is so com-
prehensive that when he is answered
so are nearly all others."
Gray became a framer of the now
famous Fundamentals issued in the
1920s. He used the prestige of Moody
Bible Institute and faculty to con-
tribute to their publication and thus
was instrumental in preserving clear
doctrine for future generations.
Teaching prophecy. Early in his
pastoral ministry, Gray became con-
vinced that teaching Bible prophecy
could both comfort and challenge
believers. He emphasized the Second
Coming of Christ to challenge his peo-
ple to holy living and evangelism.
In one of the most comforting of his
studies, "The Progress of the Believing
Dead," he traced his understanding of
the position of those who have died in
faith from Abel through his generation.
Apparently, clear teaching had not
been presented regarding the fate of
believers who had died.
Gray's emphasis on the Second
Coming came when premillennial the-
ology was just developing and being
challenged. He contributed greatly
to establishing this doctrine in both the
institute curriculum and in pulpits
across America.
Synthetic Bible study. Gray's
method of synthetic Bible study has
opened Scripture to thousands of lay
people, because he called it "How to
Master the English Bible" and did not
rely solely upon the original Greek and
Hebrew. He taught the system to thou-
sands in churches in America and
Great Britain and then brought it to
MBI. Its basic points are simple:
l. Begin at the beginning, Genesis.
2. Read the Book itself, not books
about it.
3. Read each book continuously,
not by chapter and verse.
4. Read a book repeatedly, until you
have mastered it.
5. Read a book independently of
commentaries.
6. Read prayerfully.
Gray wanted MBI's students to
become infused with the Word. Once,
when explaining to students his pur-
pose in Bible study, he said:
"It's one thing to know a great deal
about the Bible, and another thing
really to know the Bible itself, the
minute and wonderful coordination of
its parts, disclosing the divine plan of
redemption running through the whole
of i t . . . .  The best wish I  can express
for students is that they may really
know Jesus Christ as a personal
Saviour, the Holy Spirit as their in-
dweller, and the Bible for what it is-
the revelation of God's mind toward a
lost and guilty world."
I Eric Fellman, formerly director of
Moody Monthly in Chicago, is editor in
chief at the Foundation for Christian
Living, Pawling, New York. Adapted
from Moody Monthly by permission
of the author.
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THUNDER INTHF PULPIT
by lames M. Gray
Seeing ye have puified your souls
in obeying the truth through the Spirit
unto unfeigned love of the brethren, see
that ye love one another with a pure
heart fervently: Being born again, not
of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible,
by the word of God, which liveth and
abideth for ever. . . . Wherefore laying
aside all malice, and all guile, and
hypocrisies, and envies, and all evil
speakings, as newbom babes, desire the
sincere milk of the word, that ye may
grow thereby: If so be ye have tasted
that the Lord is gracious (1 Peter 1:22-23;
2:1-3).
have chosen as my theme "The
Obligation of Love," and I would
lay the emphasis upon the com-
mand, "See that ye love one another
with a pure heart fervently."
All the books of the New Testament
were written for Christians. Peter ad-
dresses his readers as the "elect" of
God. They were elect, so Peter says,
"according to the foreknowledge of
God the Father, through sanctifica-
tion of the Spirit, unto dbedience and
sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ."
In other words, the Father chose them,
the Son redeemed them, and the Holy
Spirit separated or set them apart
unto God forevermore.
Peter proceeds to point out in his
introduction that this election. or
salvation, is equivalent to their New
Birth unto a living hope. And this liv-
ing hope, in turn, is described as an
"inheritance incorruptible, and un-
defiled, and that fadeth not away." It
is an inheritance reserved for them in
heaven. while thev are keot for it "bv
the power of Godihrougn fuith." tt it
an inheritance, or a consummated sal-
vation, ready to be revealed to them
"in the last time."
Growing out of this hope and expec-
tation on our part, are certain obliga-
tions for every one of us to carry, and
the particular obligation I am now to
speak about, is love-"See that ye love
one another with a pure heart fer-
vently." The first point Peter stresses
is that we have received the spiritual
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The Obligation of Love
capacity to fulfill this obligation of
love. "Seeing ye have purified your
souls in obeying the truth through the
Spirit unto unfeigned love of the breth-
ren, [therefore] see that ye love one
another with a pure heart fervently."
Divine grace has put us in the place
where we are enabled to do this and
now we are called upon to do it.
But how did divine grace put us
there? How did it bestow this capacity
upon us? The answer is, "Ye have puri-
fied your souls." Ye have made them
morally clean.
And how was it done? How do we
thus purify our souls? "By obedience
to the truth, the truth of the gospel, the
truth of God's Word. They had heard
that truth and believed it, and acted
upon it. They had received the Lord
Jesus Christ as Saviour and Lord and
were now on redemption and resurrec-
tion ground.
Yet what explains their obedience
to the truth? Through what process,
then, did they come into such a bless-
ing? "Through the Spirit," the text
says. The Holy Spirit had awakened
faith and wrought obedience in their
hearts. As Paul told the Corinthians,
"No man can say that Jesus is Lord,
but bv the Holv Ghost" (l Cor. 12:3).
Therefore, if any hear these words
today who have not yet purified their
souls in that sense, what an urge it lays
upon them to inquire of God about it
without delayl "If ye then, being evil,
know how to give good gifts unto your
children: how much more shall your
heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to
them that ask Him?" (Luke 11:13).
What have we been enabled by the
purification of our souls to do? It is
"unto unfeigned love of the brethren."
We never could have done that before,
we weie never in a position where we
could have done it, and for the best of
reasons, because we never had such
brethren before, we were never one of
them. These are not our brethren after
the flesh, neither are they such breth-
ren as men meet when thev enter unon
the same employment or the same
craft with them. They are those who
have been "born again, not of cor-
ruptible seed, but of incorruptible, by
the word of God, which liveth and
abideth for ever." They are not only a
divine, a supernatural brotherhood,
but for that very reason an eternal
brotherhood. Having come to Christ,
having purified our souls in that sense,
we have also come to them whom we
can love and who can love us in return.
"See that ye love one another with
a pure heart fervently," You have been
enabled to do it, you are in a position
to do it, you have the spiritual capacity
to do it, now see that you do it!
See that ye do it, leaves no loophole
of escape, does it? But that raises a
burning question in our minds. How
can we love another iust because he is
a Christian, when we do not know him
very well, if at all? Or how can we love
him when he may lack the qualities
that awaken love? How?
The difficulty arises from a mis-
interpretation of the word "love." We
think of it as in the natural sphere, but
here it is the supernatural. We think
of it as the passion or emotion ex-
perienced as between parent and child
or husband and wife. But such is not
the love commonly impressed upon us
in the Holy Scriptures. It is the love
of which Paul speaks in the inspired
classic of I Corinthians 13. It is the
spirit in one which "suffereth long and
is kind," which envies not, "is not
puffed up," which does not behave
itself discourteously, which "seeketh
not its own," is not selfish, not pro-
voked, "thinketh no evil." That is scrip-
tural love!
"Wherefore," Peter goes on to say
in our text, that is, because you are
born again, because you are brethren
in the one family of God, because by
believing the truth you have purified
your souls unto unfeigned love of the
brethren-for this reason, "lay aside
all malice, and all guile, and hypoc-
risies, and envies, and all evil speak-
ings." That is scriptural love!
Examine the words more closely.
Lay aside all malice. That word is
generic. It stands for all badness or all
depravity in its aspect oward others,
and its particular expressions are guile,
the art of deception or lying in wait;
hypocrisies, with their many masks
and disguises of insincerity; envying,
the grudging and repining at our neigh-
bor's good; evil speakings, such as
railing, slander, detraction, insinuation,
the inventing or propagating of injur-
ious reports. How low and dirty these
things are! And yet what Christian has
not failed in love to his brethren in
some or all of these thinss? And what
has he to say for himself ?-What excuse
or explanation can he make? He has
none, He is dumb. He confesses that he
ought to lay aside these things. He
really desires to do so, and he loathes
and despises himself because he does
not. But he says, "I somehow lack the
power, the strength, In the presence of
the obligation of love, I seem as help-
less as a babe!"
Now you have said it. That is the
very description of you which Peter
gives, or rather which the Holy Spirit
gives. He says you are a newborn babe,
and then he graciously tells you how
you may get out of that condition and
obtain strength to do what you ought
to do. "As newborn babes," he says,
"desire the sincere milk of the word,
that ye may grow thereby," that ye
may obtain the power, the strength to
Iay aside and live above these things.
What is more helpless than a new-
born babe! There it lies by its mother's
side unable to do a thing for itself.
Everything must be done for it. No, I
am mistaken. There is one thing it can
do. Its Creator has bestowed upon it
the instinct to imbibe its mother's
milk. It does that, and what happens?
It opens its eyes by and by. It recog-
nizes its mother. It plays with its hands
and feet. It smiles when you press your
finger on its chin. It gets up on its
knees, it creeps on the floor, it stands
by a chair, it walks, it talks, it romps
and plays! It has gotten beyond milk
and digests strong meat now. It puts
away childish things; it has become a
manl That is what the milk does.
What a perfect analogy we have
here! The "word" that Peter speaks of
is the Bible, of course, the revelation
of God and from God. And it is the
Ho* can we love
another just because he
is a Christian, when we
do not know him very
well, if at all? Or how
can we love him when he
may lack the qualities
that awaken love? How?
sincere Word, the Word unmixed, un-
adulterated, undrugged by the vain
philosophy and deceits of men. The
man who desires that Word has been
born from above through the Holy
Spirit, by faith in Jesus Christ. He has
a chastened palate, as one has said. He
has already "tasted that the Lord is
gracious." He has already experienced
the kindness and love of God in saving
him. That man will read the Bible. He
will not be satisfied to merely possess
a printed copy of it, or to merely listen
to a sermon out of it once a week, if
happily he should hear anything out of
it then except the text. He will not
onlv read the Bible. but he will medi-
tate upon it. He will compare Scripture
with Scripture. He will transmute it
into prayer. He will read it not of curi-
osity, nor simply as fine literature, but
to feed his soul upon it, to obey it, to
advance in holiness, to grow thereby.
He will read it that he may increase in
the knowledge and hence in the love of
God. And as he increases in the love of
God, he will increase in the love of all
them who, like himself, love God. As
the Scripture saith, "Every one that
loveth him that begat loveth him also
that is begotten of him" (1 John 5:l).
That does not mean he shall make
extravagant displays of affection or
sentiment oward him, but that as he
increases in love for his brethren, he
will by the expulsive power of that new
affection, lay aside, have no place for
deception in his dealings with him, no
place for masks and disguises, for envy-
ing or grudging, no place for slander,
or detraction, or the propagation of
injurious reports about him. This is
what Jesus meant when in His high
priestly prayer (John 17:17), He said,
"Sanctify them through thy truth: thy
word is truth."
Some years ago, there came to my
hand a small book entitled, Roger Clap's
Memoirs. Roger Clap was a Puritan,
who in 1630 came over in the Mary and
John, as the vessel was named, and
settled in Dorchester, Massachusetts.
The book has been a benediction to me,
and I have read most of it, I think,
three times. One quaint record in it
strangely moved me.
"Upon examination of myself," he
writes, "I asked whether I did love the
saints upon right grounds. I did and do
still hope that my love to the saints
was, and is rightly grounded, and for
these reasons:
"1. In former times I do remember
there was a young man came into the
congregation where I was, a stranger
to me, and a very hard favored man;
I had no love to his person. But not
long after, I heard that he feared God,
and upon the very report thereof my
heart was knit unto him, although I
never spake with him that I know of.
"2.To this very day, if I perceive,
or do but hear of a man or woman that
feared God, let him be rich or poor,
English or Indian, Portugal or Negro,
my very heart closeth with him."
In those words, my brethren, Roger
Clap spoke and still speaks for every
truly regenerated man who desires the
sincere milk of the Word, and who
feeds upon it. He will love his brethren
in Christ because he loves Christ and
because they love Christ. For it is writ-
ten: "If a man say, I love God, and
hateth his brother, he is a liar: for he
that loveth not his brother whom he
hath seen, how can he love God whom
he hath not seen? And this command-
ment have we from him, That he who
loveth God love his brother also"
(l John 4:20-21).
"See that ye love one another with
a pure heart fervently."
I Adapted by permission from Moody
Monthly.
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What to Do If
Your Teen
Becomes
Sexually
Active
by Tim and Beverly LaHaye
A heartbroken father
called for advice on what
to do with his l8-yearold
daughter. As an "indepen-
dent" high school senior,
she had iust written a noTe
demanding to be treated
like an adult, so she could
come and go as she pleased.
The reason for her de-
mand was that she had been
seeing a boy of another
religion, and she said, "Like
all the other kids in our
school, we are sexually
active." Her words crushed
those Christian parents.
Suddenlv their familv
world and dreams crumbled
in disappointment. Their
younger children were watch-
ing how they handled this
situation.
In their call to me they
said, "This is not like her.
She has always been such
an obedient girl." That is
usually the case with Chris-
tian families.
Peer pressure is greater
today than at any time in
human history. Most of this
pressure contradicts the
traditional values parents
want to give their children.
Television, movies, maga-
zines, and the public
schools' teaching of explicit
sex education without
benefit of moral values
have all worked toward the
current wave of sexual per-
missiveness. The results are
seen in the I million unwed
girls who become pregnant
each year and in over 20
percent of our teenagers
who contract some form of
venereal disease.
Our nresent societv is
hardly a fit environment
for virtue to flourish. In
fact, some high schoolers
are ridiculed by their peers
for still being virgins. The
saddest statement the
father made was, "The big-
gest mistake we made was
taking our children out of
Christian school last year."
Keeping your child morally
pure in today's culture is
tough enough. While Chris-
tian schools are not perfect,
they do provide an environ-
ment more conducive to
maintaining moral purity.
I shared with that heart-
broken father the advice
my mother gave me when
at 17 I challenged her
authority in the home. She
said, through her tears,
"Young man, as long as
you park your feet under
my table you will abide by
my rules." That was the
turning point in my life.
Today this type of ap-
proach is known as "tough
love," but it still stresses
the importance of parental
authority and self-
discipline.
If those parents fail
their daughter's test and
give in to her demands,
they will most certainly
lose her to the world, and
most likely her brother and
two sisters will follow her
example. If they make it
clear that while living in
their home her sexual
promiscuity must stop
(1 Thess. 4:3), they have a
chance to salvage her. Then
by helping her get active in
a vital youth group at
church and spending much
time with her during the
next few months, they just
may guide her through this
precarious stage in life. The
same rule applies to
rebellious sons. Any action
must be bathed in prayer!
Should You
Pay faxes?
Scripture clearly
teaches that Christians are
to obey the laws of man-
as long as they do not
require violation of God's
laws. Since the law re-
quires that we pay taxes,
and Jesus Himself paid
tribute (tax), we should
consider taxpaying to be
part of our Christian
responsibility.
But is it wrong to pay
less than maximum taxes?
Certainly not! While tax
evasion is immoral, un-
ethical, and illegal, tax
avoidance is moral,
ethical, and sanctioned by
the government. Judge
Learned Hand of the U.S.
Supreme Court made this
very clear in 1947 when he
stated: "Over and over
again, courts have said
that there is nothing
sinister in so arranging
one's affairs as to keep
taxes as low as possible.
Everybody does so, rich or
poor; and all do right, for
nobody owes any public
duty to pay more than the
law demands: taxes are en-
forced exactions, not
voluntary contributions."
This opportunity to
reduce taxation is implied
by Scripture to be a
responsibility for Chris-
tians. When Christ said,
"Render to Caesar the
things that are Caesar's,
and to God the thinss that
are God's" (Mark 12117;,
He was speaking primarily
of the insignificance of
Caesar's claim over men's '
Iives-relative to God's
claim. However, a Chris-
tian is not to needlessly
give the government
money, but rather should
actively seek legal means
to reduce his taxes and
preserve funds for the
other areas of his life.
Even if the tax laws are
drastically simplified this
year, there will always be
planning techniques to
help reduce tax liability.
Consult a financial planner
or tax advisor for help.
When it comes to deal-
ing with the IRS, Chris-
tians should be "wise as
serpents, and harmless as
doves" (Matt .  10:16).
I Paul G. Barringer is a
certified financial planner.
He heads Financial
Advisory Services in
Lynchburg, Virginia.
communicating with your
child.
o Keep trying. Talking
with volatile teenagers is
extremely difficult. Control
your hurt feelings and do
not try to defend yourself.
There will be a time when
you can do so, but not at
the beginning. Most impor-
tantlv. if the conversation
ends, try again. Always ver-
balize your commitment o
the child, and let him know
that you intend to do only
that which is in his best
interest.
. Do not beat your child
with Bible verses. Make a
biblical application when it
is relevant and appropriate.
He will sense when you
are using Scripture to fit
your purpose, and it may
lead him to distrust or re-
sent God's Word. Let the
Holy Spirit be your guide.
r Create a stage condu-
cive to conversation. Turn
off the television and the
radio. Take the ohone off
the hook. Forgefthe house-
hold chores. Cleaning can
wait. Give- your child 100
percent or you.
o Love him-simply love
him no matter what he
says. Your unconditional
love is paramount to any
communicating. Avoid be-
ing critical at all costs.
This is not the time for
analysis and prescriptions.
No one knows your
child better than you do.
No one can reach your
child better than you can.
But if vou think the orob-
lems oi depression aie get-
ting out of hand, do not
hesitate to contact your
pastor or prolessional
counselor for helo. Your
child's life is in the bal-
ance. When you have gone
through the acceptance,
l istening, and aff i rmation,
do not be afraid to move
into prescriptions that are
biblically informed, psycho-
logically sound, and rooted
in your vision of what is
best for the child.
What About
Colon Gancer?
by Gregg Albers, M.D.
We often Iisten
halfheartedly when some-
one discusses a health
problem, but when a
disease affects a close
relative, friend, or public
figure we realize, "It can
happen to me." Such was
the case with President
Reagan's hospitalization
for colon cancer, a very
prevalent disease and an
extremely preventable one.
The American Cancer
Society suggests that
130,000 cases of colon or
rectal cancer will be found
this year. Only lung cancer,
due in a great number of
cases to smoking, kills
more people per year than
colorectal cancers.
Studies of the diets of
other societies how that
fiber and certain foods
may be "protective." Diets
high in specific types of
fiber apparently decrease
an individual 's r isk of
developing cancers, by
moving the stools more
quickly through the in-
testines. Diets low in fats,
and high in fresh fruits
and vegetables provide
more protection from
cancers than typical
"junk" or fast-food diets.
Colorectal cancer
prevention involves more
than establishing good diet
habits, however. Regular
physical examinations,
stool-blood tests, and
scope exams of the rectum
and colon are necessary to
find early cancers in their
curable stage. After age 40
periodic digital rectal
examinations, repeated
stool testing for blood, and
occasional sigmoidoscopy
are recommended to find
early polyps and cancers,
and remove them. Please
contact your family physi-
cian for more information.
1O Helps to
Talking with
Your Teen
by Ron Hawkins and
Deborah Huff
Nothing can facil i tate
the development of a healthy
parent- teen re lat ionship
better than a good com-
munication system. Here
are a few helpful hints for
starting or keeping the
system open in diff icult
t imes.
. Face your child and
make direct eye contact.
The old saying that the
eyes are the window to the
soul applies here. You
want to talk with your
child and you want hon-
esty. This is crit ical to any
resolution.
o Remind your child God
loves him and ultimately
has answers for every
human situation (1 Cor.
l0 :13) .  Assure your  chi ld
that you are committed to
helping him discover those
answers. Do not be shocked
if he answers, "You don't
care about me. You only
care about .  . .  "  This  is  a
typical reaction. Here you
must remember to keep
your feelings out of the
picture. Focus on reaching
the child. To further the
conversation use such state-
ments as "I didn't know
. r: Miol 
'
you felt this way. I do care
about you and what hap-
Dens to vou. What have I
done to make you feel that
wav?" Or. "We all have
times when we don't care,
and I want you to know
that right now I care
enough for both of us "
r Avoid asking "why?"
It always sounds accusative
and puts the child on the
defensive. It encourages an
excurs ion in to subject iv-
ism. Try, "Tell me what
happened." Or, "How did
that happen?" "How could
we as a familv. with God's
help, deal with that?"
r Never mock or make
fun of your child's feelings.
This wil l only drive him
further from you.
o Hold the sharing of
your solution unti l you are
certain you have heard the
whole story. Prayerfully
wait for the unfolding of
a l l  the facts.  Summarize
and repeat back what you
have heard to be sure you
do understand. Ask if your
child has a solution to the
problem. Perhaps just your
object ive l is tening has
helped him find his own.
Exolore the alternatives
with the child and avoid
mandating. Try to generate
insight as well as impart
information.
r Keep shouting, accu-
sations, and blaming out
of the conversation. They
will set up roadblocks to
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In Sandy, a Heart for
God, Leighton Ford tells
the story of his 2l-year-old
son who died of heart
failure. Ford's portrayal of
Sandy as an active, com-
mitted Christian is an ex-
cellent testimony. More
importantly, Ford does not
gloss over the painful feel-
ings of loss when parents
lose a child. There are ncr
meaningless platitudes, no
blithe statements about
God's ways being higher
than ours. This is a
riveting account of victory
over pain too great to be
imagined. Anyone who has
Iost a family member will
understand when Ford
says, "Time, they say,
heals. Time also sets
ambushes. " (InterVarsity
Press, 1985, l79pp.,  $9.95)
_A.H.
How to Raise Confident
Children uses God's Word
as a model blueprint  for
Christian parents whose
heartfelt desire is to raise
godly children. A book
that will challenge
parents! (Richard L.
Strauss, Baker Book
House, 1984, $4.95) -J.8.
Mom, Can We Still
Keep Roger? provides a
physical, emotional, and
spiritual boost for the
mothers of preschoolers. It
' . 'ls l lght and humorous, yet
practical, sharing many
ideas for daily activities
with l itt le ones. (Freda
Ingle Briggs, Baker Book
House, 1985, $4.95) -J.8.
Family
Bookshelf
Happiness in the Home
addresses many touchy
questions for which the
healthy Christian family
must find answers-What
is a family? Why do we
hurt the ones we love?
What do teenasers need
most? (Harold Hazelip,
Baker Book House,  1985,
ExPlainin€ | "u"'"n',,bur it canI  create confusion, because
Dgath tO a I c.unJ-u'' Lody'*as put
child l::H"1.il:trllJti,ra*"
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Robert R.
Lavelle:
A People
Helper
by Russell Pulliam
At 70, Robert R. Lavelle
deserves retirement, but
Christ's death and the
needs of Lavelle's low-
income, predominantly
black community in Pitts-
burgh keep him going in
an unusual line of service
for the Lord.
He is executive vice
president of the Dwelling
House Savings and Loan
Association, but not a
traditional banker. He
helps poor people own
their homes and prays
with customers who fall
behind in their payments.
Despite robberies, Dwell-
ing House is maintained in
a poor community in Pitts-
burgh, to be available to
those in need.
"We recognize our
responsibility, where we
are, to use our resources
to help any poor, black, or
otherwise deprived person
to have the opportunity to
help himself. When this
occurs, he is able to help
someone lse," he says.
Even with all the risks
and competition, Dwelling
House still makes a profit.
In 1982 it had the ninth
best record in the nation
among savings and loan
associations of its size.
"When you help another
person get what he needs
for fulfillment, that person
has to respond to your
needs. That is how you get
your profits," Lavelle
explained.
His elforts have in-
creased home ownership
in the Hi l l  Distr ict  f rom
12 percent in the early six-
ties to 40 percent today.
Black Ente rprise magazine
named Dwelling House as
its Savings & Loan
Association of the Year in
1984.
While the interest rate
is kept lower than the
market rate for home
buyers, savers receive the
5.5 percent passbook rate,
giving Dwelling House the
capital to keep monthly
mortgage payments low
enough for poor families.
Savers come from 45
states and four foreign
countr ies to help in this
business/ministry.
"Many people write
and praise God that they
can save at a olace that is
helping people," Lavelle
says. "I want to show that,
despite what people think,
Christian love and sound
banking can be
reconciled."
This unusual approach
to business a lso opens
doors to share Christ with
others. "The needs of this
community are so great,"
he says. "It seems like I
spend a lot of my time
just talking to people, en-
couraging them. Someone
might ask, 'Why are you
doing it?' That's when you
get to tell them about
Christ. "
Lavelle learned about
Chr is t  and a l i fe  of  serv ice
to others from his parents,
but he resisted a commit-
ment to Christ as long as
he could. His father, an
itinerant evangelist, died
when Robert was young.
Through the years, his
mother, a semi-invalid,
kept witnessing to her son,
telling him he was a good
person, a good son, a good
father, and a good
husband-but not a
Christian.
Her death prompted
his conversion to Christ in
1964. "I carried the suilt
of knowing about Ch-rist
while rejecting Him," he
recalls. "When I finallv
couldn' t  carry the burden
any longer, I surrendered
my life completely."
"When a child has
believing parents, he or
she has everything," he
now says. "It took me a
lons time to under-
stand. . . but the Lord was
patient with me and per-
mitted me to struggle
through disbelief. Yet I
couldn't refute the
evidence of mv oarents'
belief becaus. th.y *.."
examples of their faith.
Our children learn a lot
more from what they see
us to be than from what
they hear us say."
Until the time that
Dwelling House meets all
the needs of the ooor and
black and otherwise
depressed communities of
the Greater Pittsbursh
area, "there is a reafneed
to make the existence of
the poor known and to
meet the needs of the peo-
ple. That means you aie
swimming upstream, and
the current is rough,"
Lavelle concludes.
A feen's
Trial by Fire
by Mel Johnson
"Remember-everybody
will be goingl"
The seniors listened to
their class oresident as he
described the senior class
twoday breakaway. The
majority applauded with
approval--except one beau-
tiful girl.
She stood to her feet
and said, "No, everybody
is not going. I'm not!" She
took her stand against the
majority and won. The
class president with a
snicker and a tone of
ridicule said, "Well, how
many agree with her?" To
his amazement many
hands went up. It brings
us back to a few years ago
in history.
The music besan. The
king had ordered-it. All
the people were falling
forward on their faces-all
except Shadrach, Meshach,
and Abednego. Perhaps
somebody elled, "Get
down-they'll kill all of
us." They didn't look at
the rest and they didn't
pay any attention to the
guards hurrying toward
them. They stood looking
straight forward with con-
vict ion. Soon they were in
the furnace, enveloped by
the flames.
Then they were silent.
They were alive. The ropes
were gone and the three of
them walked unharmed in
the fire.
They had chosen to
stand. In the furnace they
walked with the God of
heaven. They were not
forgotten by God and they
shall be remembered
forever. because thev
chose to stand. So will the
couraseous enior.
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FORGIVE ME
by Colhleen Crowell Webb
ond Moile Chopion
Reviewed by Ann Wharton, free-lance
writer and assistant professor of jour-
nalism at Liberty University, Lynch-
burg, Virginia.
The reader is left with a feeling of
ambivalence as he puts down the book
Forgive Me, which details the story of
a fabricated rape and the real victim,
an innocent man sentenced to prison
for a crime he did not commit.
AN EXCERPT FROM
FORGIVE ME
I had the desire to do what was
right; I also had fears. It took time to
gain strength and courage from the
Lord, because I had no courage of my
own. I was petrified because of my fear
of losing David and the kids.
God's Word ministered to me
powerfully. He said, "I will never leave
you, nor forsake you," so that we can
boldly say, "The Lord is my Helper. I
will not fear." He began to fill me
with the strength and courage I had
asked for. He wasn't just making me
correct the evil I had done. He was
going to help me do it. I knew the time
was now ripe and the Lord would
enable me; with Him I could conquer
my fears, if I would simply trust, obey,
and do the will of the Father.
The story is told by Cathleen
Crowell Webb, the woman who came
forward with the story that caused a
media sensation last year. Author
Marie Chapian helps Webb tell her
srory.
Surely Cathleen is telling the truth,
yet how could she ignore the plight of
Gary Dotson through nearly two years
of criminal proceedings and six years
of imprisonment? Even more baffling
is how she could contain the story for
approximately four years after she
became a Christian.
The whole tale is crowned with
irony as the lies of an imaginary rape,
concocted to cover a possible preg-
nancy, were quite readily accepted in
1977-and the truth was rejected in
1985 by the same system that put
Dotson behind bars.
Cathy's story is interspersed with
observations by Chapian, as she tries
to sort out Webb's troubled natural
and foster home background. Marie
and Cathleen dig through the back-
ground of neglect and rejection, which
left the child living with the threat that
she would be sent back to the state if
she did not please those around her.
To gain favor she covered the parts
that did not please with lies. That
process became second nature to her
and laid the groundwork for the tale
she would later weave.
On top of the network of lies, Cathy
had a growing ability to put the un-
truths out of her head, That way they
did not bother her young conscience.
This is the only reason she can give for
her calloused indifference to the real
victim of the crime-Gary Dotson.
The book is worth reading. It raises
the consciousness of the reader and
reveals a turbulent story of two
families waiting for a resoluiion to this
legal and moral dilemma. (Fleming H.
Revell, 1985, 220pp., $15.95)
RECENT OtD TESIAMENI STUDIES
PROVERBS: A COMMENTARY ON AN
ANCIENT BOOK OF TIMETESS ADVICE
by Roberl [. Alden
The author compares the Book of
Proverbs to medicine: you could not
live on it by itself, but you have to
ingest it as needed for good health. In-
deed, the Book of Proverbs covers the
entire range of man's well-being:
physical, mental, spiritual, and even
financial. Alden's goal is to recon-
stitute these highly concentrated
doses, so the reader clearly sees their
meaning and application, a task he
does very well. After a brief introduc-
tion (perhaps too brief), he comments
on every single verse, a feature lacking
in some commentaries on the book.
Appeal to the Hebrew text is found
only where critical, and there are con-
stant applications to contemporary
man, always exeget ical ly based.
Although having so many comments
begin with the words "verse so-and-so"
is a little tiresome, the content is
always quite accurate, clear, and prac-
tical. By his use of applications Alden
has maintained the goal of the Book of
Proverbs when it was compiled: to
enable man to live skillfully in every
area of life. (Baker Book House, 1983,
222pp., $12.95) _N.D.W.
THE BIBTE KNOWTEDGE COMMENIARY:
AN EXPOSITION OF THE SCRIPTURES BY
DATTAS EMINARY FACUITY:
OtD TESIAMENT
Edited by John F. Walvoord
and Roy B. Zuck
This massive tome is the com-
panion volume to the New Testament
commentary by the same name. The
essential features remain the same: a
grammatical-historical, premillennial,
and pretribulational viewpoint; based
on the New International Version;and
numerous features not found in all
commentaries. The book's 21 authors
and four editors have produced, in
1,589 pages no less(!), a clear and
readable expert commentary. It is con-
sistently Conservative in its interpreta-
tion, from the literal 24-hour days in
Genesis I to the Solomonic authorship
of Ecclesiastes. Legitimate use of thi
modern critical methods is employed.
For example, form criticism is prop-
erly applied in analyzing the Psalms.
The comments include frequent help-
ful reference to the Hebrew. Problem
,
.
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passages are also discussed. The 78
charts and diagrams are of immense
value since they include not only
the usual ("Biblical Weights and
Measures") but the unusual ("The
Plagues and the Gods and Goddesses
of Egypt"). The 34 maps are equally
beneficial. A wealth of helpful informa-
tion presented in these aids is not
readily available elsewhere. In sum, if
you want a one-volume cornmentary on
the Old Testament, written from the
stated hermeneutical and eschatolog-
ical viewpoint, this is the bestl (Victor
Books, 1985, 1,589pp., $27.95)-N.D.W.
TOWARD AN EXEGETICAL THEOLOGY:
BIBTICAL EXEGESIS FOR PREACHING
AND TEACHING
MAIACHI: GOD'S UNCHANGING LOVE
by Wolfer C. Kqiser, Jr.
The subtitle of the first book in-
dicates immediately that Kaiser's in-
terest is far more practical than
theoretical. The content of these books
bears this out. He wants to bridge the
gap that has unfortunately often
existed between the detailed study of
the biblical text and the actual delivery
of the sermon that is supposed to be
based on it. To enable the preacher to
get from his study to his pulpit without
losing the exegetical nuggets he has
dug, or boring the people to whom he
will present them, Kaiser has fash-
ioned the "syntactical-theological
method" of exegesis. The goal of
exegesis remains "the practice of and
the set of procedures for discovering
the author's intended meaning" (p.47,
his emphasis). The word syntactical
especially emphasizes the context as
the key to exposing the writer's mean-
ing; the word theological denotes the
core message of the passage in ques-
tion, which can be discovered only by
paying proper attent ion to the
"analogy of (antecedent) Scripture."
Appropriate prescriptions for both
aspects of exegesis are fully set forth,
including a chapter on homiletical
analysis.
Kaiser also practices what he
preaches, as evidenced by the second
book which demonstrates the prin-
ciples espoused in the first. He outlines
Malachi in five key sections and con-
structs his outline to reflect a theo-
logical transition from Malachi's day
to our own, rather than simply an
outline of what Malachi says. For ex-
ample, the first three verses are titled
"Our God's Elective [ove" rather than,
say, "God's Election of Israel." The
book is filled with the usual technical
explanations and is rich with illustra-
tions and applications as well. It ends
with two appendixes: one showing how
Kaiser constructed his commentary in
accord with his own method and a sec-
ond that affirms the usefulness of com-
mentaries for the Bible student.
These volumes should be taken as
a helpful step in the right direction of
preaching biblical content in a way
that will edify, not bore. (Baker Book
House, 1983,268pp.,  $11.95 and 1984,
l71pp.,  $6.95) - N.D.W.
THE SERVANT SONGS:
A STUDY IN ISAIAH
by F. Duone lindsey
This volume is a technical exposi
tion of the "Servant Songs" of Isaiah
42-53.The author argues strongly and
convincingly for the messianic inter-
pretation of these passages as proph-
ecies of the coming of Christ. The in-
troductory chapter surveys the various
views that have been taken on the iden-
tity of the servant. Lindsey then
studies the call (42:l-9), commission
(49:1-13), commitment (50:4-11), and
career (52:13-53:12\ of the servant. For
readable and reliable scholarship this
study is one of the best volumes ever
written on the Servant Songs. (Moody
Press, 1985, 170pp.,  $7.95) -E.H.
DANIET
by John C. Whlfcomb
John Whitcomb's new commentary
on Daniel in the Everyman's Bible
Commentary series is superb. This
volume is a concise treatment of the
dispensational (pretribulational and
premillennial) view of the prophecies
of Daniel. Whitcomb argues clearly for
the unity and historicity of the book as
a sixth-century B.c. product of the
deported Hebrew prophet himself. He
systematically unravels Daniel's proph-
ecies of the 70 weeks and the rise and
fall of the kings of the north and the
kings of the south, culminating in the
ultimate confrontation between Christ
and the Antichrist. (Moody Press, 1985,
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MINISTRY UPDATE
LU Relations
Office
Receives
Awards
The Council of Advance-
ment and Support of Educa-
tion recently notified Liberty
University that the LU Office
of University Relations has
wontwo awards in the arurual
CASE District III Awards
program.
The Award of Excellence
was given to the depart-
ment 's 1985 mult imedia
presentation used in the
university's Visitor Center
and in th-e recruitment pro-
gram. A Special Merit Award
was also given for the overall
student recruitment oro-
gram. Liberty won over
many prestigious colleges
and universi t ies in the
Southeast.
The awards program was
established to recognize the
creative work of institu'
tional advancement profes-
sionals throughout the
district. Thirty awards in
four categories were given at
the CASE conference in
Atlanta, February 9-12.
Terry Miethe, deon of new Oxford
Study Centre
LU Establishes
Oxford Study
Centre
Liberty University Presi
dent A. Pierre Guillermin
has announced the forma-
tion of the Oxford Study
Centre, a working relation-
ship with Wycliffe Hall,
0xford, giv ing Liberty
students the opportunity tc
study in the oldest university
in the world. A limited
number of except ional
students will spend four to
six weeks in residence at
Oxford each summer with
the centre dean and one
other Liberty faculty
member.
This arrangement re-
flects Liberty's position as a
school where orthodox theol-
ogy is infused by a spirit of
intellectual vigor, interna-
tional concern, and theo-
Iogical relevance. 0xford
University was a focal point
of scholarly activity as early
as A.D. I I 17 and today ranks
as one of the leading univer-
sities in the Western world.
Oxford scholars who have
heavily influenced Western
world history include John
Locke, Lewis Carroll, C.S.
Lewis, John Wesley, John
Wycliffe, William Tyndale,
and George Whitefield.
Terry L. Miethe, professor
9t nhilosoRbv 
"! LibertyUniversity, has been ap-
pointed the adjunct professor
at Wycliffe Hall, 0xford, and
dean of the Oxford Study
Centre. He commented, "The
credit for the foresight to go
ahead and work out this un-
precedented opportunity for
an institution like ours must
go to President A. Pierre
Guillermin, who saw the
potential and gave the go
ahead to establish the Oxford
Study Centre."
Dr. Folwell with the Honcock fomily: Gory ond Lindq Bishop, April
Willioms, Art Willioms lll, Angelo ond Art Willioms, Dr. ord Mrs. Horcock
Sidney ond Bud Ogletree.
Hancock
Building-
Quality
Addition to
LU Facilities
The newest addition to
the LU campus, the Hancock
Athletic Center, was officially
dedicated on February 12.
The two"story building
houses a locker room for I20
athletes and 15 coaches. Both
the training room with
whirlpools and the weight
room for indoor drills have
artificial turf floor covering.
Plenty of office space and
meeting rooms provide a cen-
tral headquarters for LU
athletics. Even the media has
noted that the facility has
"major league written all over
it."
This complex was given
by Arthur L. and Angela H.
Wlliams in honor of her
parents Sidney lanier and
Willamae Gates Hancock.
"I believe this new facility
will help us in our quest to
become competitive on the
NCAA Division I level," said
Jerry Falwell. "It has already
helped us attract several top
caliber athletes who pre-
viously would not have con-
sidered Liberty.
"I trust that this structure
will serve as a constant
reminder of God's faithful-
ness to this universitv,"
concluded Falwell in ihe
dedication ceremonies.
CATENDAR
March
28-LU Spring Breok
Begins
April
6-Dr. Falwell speaks
at Temple Baptist
Church, Detrait,
Michigan (11:00
a.m. Service)
10-13*LU College for a
\ye_k9r1d10-13*TRBC Youth
Conference
18-20-LU Sping Arts
Festival
2l-23-lerm Falwell
Pasiors' Conference
April'1986 59
tmking Back.,. 1970 -lnl
The new sanctuary opened
in 1970. The church's budget
reached $l million for the
first time and the staff had
grown to 80. Two education
buildings were completed and
occupied by Lynchburg Chris-
tian Academy. The church
purchased four new color
television cameras.
In l97l average atten-
dance for the 15-year-old
church was 4,857. As a major
part of the church's ministry,
L iber ty  Un ivers i ty  was
founded with an ini t ia l
enrollment of 154 students.
Houses were purchased
around the church to use as
dormitories. The church and
schools now needed 200
employees. To underwrite
financial expenses of the col-
lege, the 15,000 Club was
formed. The first TRBC
Living Christmas Tree was
nerformed.
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"Church
Mothef '-[
Treasured
Title
ln 1961, Mrs. l-orna Watts
became the church mother.
For 25 years she has been the
oldest surviving charter
member. \,Vhat does the title
mean? "I think it means a lot
to everybody. It means more
than anything in the world to
me," said Mrs. Watts.
In a special publication
honoring the church's 25th
anniversarv, Mrs. Watts
wrote, "I have been a member
of Thomas Road Baptist
Church since its first day of
existence. I love my church,
and I love my pastor, Dr.
Jerry Falwell, just like my
own son. I believe in what
my pastor has always un-
ashamedly preached*the
gospel-the death, burial, and
Resurrection of our Lord
Jesus Christ. Many years have
OTGH Travel
Changes Name
The Old-Time Gospel
Hour Travel Service. now in
its fourth year, has changed
its name to Universitv Travel.
Formed to meet the need for
Christian expertise in the
automated field ol travel
planning, Universi ty Travel
is not just a tour operator.
As a full-service travel agency,
i t  has access to al l  a ir l ines
, 
'Yr:''-'
passed since our church was
first begun, and Dr. Falwell
has weathered many storms.
Now in these trying times my
prayer is that God will
strengthen him and let him
continue to preach the gospel
to the world."
Mrs. Watts was ill with
heart problems for over three
months, but she was glad
when she was strong eno*ugh
to attend church once asain.
The 87-year-old chJrch
mother can often be seen sit-
ting on the large porch of her
home, where she lives quietly
with her daushter.
and makes complete reserva-
tion and rental arrangements
at no charge to customers.
With the volume and con-
nections, especially interna-
tional, University Travel can
usuallv obtain lower rates
than ian the individual who
makes his own arrangements.
Ministries, individuals,
groups, and corporations are
taking advantage of this ser-
vice. For information on how
you or your group can benefit
by this service, cal l  804-
528-41 2, extension 229 1.
PRCFITE
John F. Walvoord
Staunch Conservative Retires
from Dallas Seminary
trf{, 
has prouided
strong leadership to the
seminary and he has
always had a keen
dependence on the Lord
in any situation."
by Michael Fluent
residential changes occur at
Dallas Theological Seminary
I just a bit more frequently
than the return of Halley's Comet. In
fact, for only the second time in its
62-year history, Dallas Seminary finds
itself in a transition at the top.
On April I John F. Walvoord con-
cludes 33 years as president and 50
years as a faculty member at the
seminary. Taking over the helm is
Walvoord's longtime friend and col-
league, Donald K. Campbell.
"Dr. Walvoord has been a joy and
a delight to work with," says Campbell,
currently the school's executive vice
president. "He's the epitome of Chris-
tian leadership."
Under President Walvoord's leader-
ship, Dallas Seminary became the fourth
largest seminary in the world and one
of the most respected academic institu-
tions in Evangelicalism. Walvoord is one
of the world's leading Conservative
Evangelical theologians. A specialist
in biblical eschatology, Walvoord's
extensive ministry includes two dozen
books, hundreds of magazine and jour-
nal articles, and innumerable appear-
ances at church gatherings and Bible
conferences.
"His stamina is amazing," says
Andy Wileman, director of public rela-
tions at the seminary. "The amount of
work he does plus all his traveling
would kill a 3O-year-old man!"
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And the 75-year-old Walvoord in-
tends to keep away from the rocking
chair. Effective April I he becomes
chancellor of the seminary and plans
to devote a full-time work schedule to
public relations and similar functions.
"One of the projects underway,"
says President Walvoord, "is 'Vision
Two Thousand.'It is a lS-year program
of events for Dallas Seminary. The first
ttW, 
do not believe
in sloppiness, After all,
tlte Lord's work
should be done
witl excellence-not
wastefully, of course-
but with excellence,"
step is to enlarge our library 200 per-
cent to about 60,000 square feet, It will
cost nearly $7 million, but the impact
is exciting to contemplate."
large projects have been part of the
Walvoord legacy at Dallas Seminary,
especially since the early 1970s. His
tenure as president witnessed several
campus expansions, a l0-fold increase
in students, and the inauguration of
both the Dallas Seminary Video Min-
istry and the school's award-winning
quarterly magazine, Kindred Spirit.
The seminary's l3-acre campus in east
Dallas now supports nearly 2,000
students in seven graduate degree
programs.
Walvoord personally holds seven
graduate and undergraduate degrees.
Although recognized as a gifted
scholar and administrator, John F.
Walvoord initially charted a different
course for his life.
The Sheboygan native grew up
along Wisconsin's southeast coast,
where he enjoyed a Christian upbring-
ing that included memorization of the
Shoret Catechism in his hometown
Presbyterian church.
When Walvoord was 12, a Baptist
minister visited the Presbyterian
church's young people's group, "I did
not hear a word he said," he recalls,
"but I was very much impressed with
what I saw. He was retired, in hls
seventies, and was the picture of con-
tentment. He had been the pastor of
little country churches all his life, and
never had cut a big swath. But he was
content. So I said to myself, '[f that is
what it means to be a preacher, that's
for me.' " One year later, John Wal-
voord went forward at an altar call to
commit himself to full-time ministry.
The family moved to Racine in
1925. There, a Thursday night Bible
study in Galatians left a lasting impres-
sion. "The speaker said you cannot be
good enough to be saved. I thought I
was good enough. I went to church all
thetime and read the Bible continually.
But the speaker, William McCarrell,
stressed the grace of God. If I was not
saved before, I was saved then."
John Walvoord attended Wheaton
College, where he consciously ielded
himself to the Lord. "To me, yielding
yourself to the Lord meant going
anywhere and doing anything. And I
figured the hardest job was to become
a missionary." Throughout college he
immersed himself in missions ac-
tivities, and studied to prepare himself
for that field. China was his goal.
But the first step to China was
more education. One of his early strug-
gles was deciding between Princeton's
seminary and Dallas Theological
Seminary. On paper there was no con-
test. Princeton was 100 years old with
a well-established faculty and cur-
riculum. And it was Presbyterian.
Dallas was seven years old, had 65
students, and claimed, at most, five
full-time teachers.
"Every time I opened the catalogs,
I would decide on Princeton. But when
I prayed, I sensed Dallas was the right
one. Finally I sought the advice of
J. Oliver Buswell, then pr.esident of
Wheaton. He said, 'If I were you, I
would go to Dallas. You will get a good
education there.'That settled it for me.
No facts. Just his saying'go.' So I did.
Since then, I have always tried to be
careful in giving advice. If a student
comes to me for my advice, he just
might follow it! I know I did, and it
changed my life."
John Walvoord nourished the mis-
sions dream through his senior year ar
Dallas. Yet something was wrong. He
prayed about China Inland Mission,
but received no peace. He considered
India, but again did not think it was
right. He candidated at a rural church
in Wyoming, thinking it would be a
mission field, of sorts. But there was
still no peace.
Then he recalled an earlier invitation
from Lewis Sperry Chafer, founder and
president of Dallas Seminary. Chafer
wanted the 25-yearold Walvoord to
become the school's registrar. Origi-
nally, Walvoord (he now had a Th.D.
from the seminary) declined the offer
because he did not want to pursue a
career in education. But now, after
several closed doors in missions and the
pastorate, he considered the possibility
and asked God to have Chafer renew the
offer. Ten days later the invitation came
again, and on March 13,1936, John F.
Walvoord began his career at Dallas
Seminary as registrar and associate pro
fessor of systematic theology.
Two years earlier he had assumed a
Fort Worth pastorate, a position he held
through 1950. When Chafer suffered a
stroke, Walvoord became the president's
assistant. President Chafer died in
August 1952. That October, the seminary
board elected Walvoord to the presi-
dency, and he was officially installed as
Dallas Seminary's econd president in
February 1953.
The ensuing decades pushed both
the seminary and its president to
national prominence. Dallas Seminary
earned a reputation for a gifted faculty
and a superb curriculum. The school's
watchword was "excellence."
"That has always been our goal,"
reflects Walvoord. "Whether it is educa-
tion, a first-class public relations team,
or a system-six letter, we have expected
excellence. We do not believe in slop-
piness. After all, the [,ord's work should
be done with excellence-not wastefully,
of course-but with excellence."
Also earning high marks is Wal-
voord's management style. He strives
for teamwork and considers each
employee vital to the school's perfor-
mance. As a result, the seminary's per-
sonnel structure lacks many of the usual
layers of cumbersome management.
"Dr. Walvoord has always developed
leaders at the seminary," says Wileman.
"He likes to take young people and put
them in positions where they grow and
develop their talents. You could call it
an informal sense of discipling."
"The seminary family has only the
highest respect for Dr. Walvoord," says
Rov B. Zuck. academic dean and oro-
fesior of Bible exposition. "He has pro
vided strong leadership to the seminary
in so many ways, and he has always had
a keen dependence on the [,ord and on
His will in any situation."
That high respect follows John
Walvoord to his chancellor's oosition.
But his leaving the faculty prompts the
demise of the tradition of upperclass-
men telling freshmen: "Take everything
you can from Professor Walvoord."
I Michael Fluent is a free-lance writer
in Dallas. Texas.
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haps because it strikes a responsive
chord in their hearts. We are always
willing to excuse ourselves whenever
we have done wrong. We turn the criti-
cism back to the complaining person,
or we may deny the offense altogether.
Refusing blame for wrongdoing is
part of our human nature. This trait
can be traced all the way back to our
first parents. The Lord asked Adam,
"Hast thou eaten of the tree, whereof
I commanded thee that thou shouldest
not eat?" All that was required of
Adam was a "yes" or "no" answer. But
what did he reply?
"The woman whom thou gavest o
be with me, she gave me of the tree,
and I did eat" (Gen. 3:11-12). Adam was
shifting the blame from himself to the
woman, implying that it was the
woman's fault. In fact, he even in-
timated that perhaps God Himself was
to blame. Had He not given the woman
to him? If it were not for God, he
would not be guilty at all.
The [,ord then turned to the woman
and asked what she had done. She too
shifted the blame, saying, "The serpent
beguiled me, and I did eat" (Gen. 3:13).
Adam and Eve took no responsibility
for their actions. We cannot take sin
seriously while we are laughting at
it. Proverbs l4:9 says, "Fools make a
mock at sin," but it is not profitable.
"Be not deceived; God is not mocked:
for whatsoever a man soweth, that
shall he also reap" (Gal. 6:7).
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death. We cannot escape the conse-
quences of our transgressions.
Proverbs 28:13 says, "He that cov-
ereth his sins shall not prosper: but
whoso confesseth and forsaketh them
shall have mercy." Those who cover or
excuse their sins sear their consciences
(l Tim. 4:2). In time they lose their
capacity to distinguish between right
and wrong.
Isaiah spoke out against this con-
dition when he said, "Woe unto them
that call evil good, and good evil; that
put darkness for light, and light for
darkness; that put bitter for sweet, and
sweet for bitter" (Isa. 5:20).
The Pharisees in Jesus' day came
under this description when tlrey said
that Jesus cast out demons by
Beelzebub, the prince of the demons.
Jesus told them that they had commit-
ted the unpardonable sin, the sin of
blasphemy against the Holy Spirit
(Matt .  l2:31).
When someone's conscience
becomes dead, he can no longer ex-
perience the conviction of the Holy
Spirit, which is necessary for salva-
tion, As Proverbs 29:1 says, "He, that
being often reproved hardeneth his
neck, shall suddenly be destroyed, and
that without remedy." Ignoring God's
warnings of judgment, and His offer of
forgiveness through our Lord Jesus
Christ, is a dangerous thing.
Those who persist in excusing
themselves for their sins will one day
have to appear before the Great White
Throne judgment described in Revela-
tion 20. No excuses will be accepted
there. There will be no court of appeal,
no dismissal for some technicality. The
one determining factor will be whether
the person's name is written in the
Book of Life. If not, his destination is
the lake of fire.
But, what is this Book of Life? How
does one get his name in it? It is the
record of those who are saved. John
identifies them. "And this is the record.
that God hath given to us eternal life,
and this life is in his Son. He that hath
the Son hath life; and he that hath not
the Son of God hath not life" (1 John
5:11-12) .
If you have received Jesus Christ as
your Lord and Saviour, having con-
fessed to Him that you are a sinner in
need of forgiveness, your name is writ-
ten in the Book of Life. Jesus has
excused you. His is the only excuse
God will accept.
I Russell J. Asvitt is a free-lance writer
in Concord. California.
The Bible further explains that we
are not justified in blaming either God
or the Devil for our sins. James l:13-14
says, "Let no man say when he is
tempted, I am tempted of God: for God
cannot be tempted with evil, neither
tempteth he any man: But every man
is tempted when he is drawn away of
his own lust, and enticed."
W. bvc to dcncnd
our dghts, but wc diclikc
toklng rcsponsibiltty
for our cctions.
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This characteristic of blaming
others for our sins has become an in-
tegral part of society today. We love to
demand our rights, but we dislike tak-
ing responsibility for our actions.
Drunkeness, condemned by God
(Prov. 20:l), is no longer considered
sinful by many people. It is deemed to
be a disease. Much of society no longer
considers adultery and divorce to be
taboo. They hide behind "he-makes-me-
happy" and "she-didn't-fulfil l-me"
excuses for breaking their marriage
vows. Sinners may say "Exc-u-use me,"
but God has not changed His stan-
dards. The Ten Commandments are
still in effect. The wages of sin is still
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Values Clarification Needs Clarification
o ensure that non-Christians
would not be exposed to
Christian dogma, American
publ ic educat ion in the sixt ies
substituted "values clarification" pro-
grams for Bible reading and prayer in
the classroom. Concomitantly, and not
coincidently, building moral character
in students began to fade from the
educational scene.
As Conservatives cast searchins
looks at these values clarification prol
grams, textbook adoption, and other
questionable ducational practices, the
new authorities cried, "Censorship."
Neutrality, they declared, was the key.
And that neutrality is to be achieved
today, according to the National
Education Association, by educators
themse lves ,  una ided by  ou ts ide
influences.
On page 173 of the 1984-85 edition
of the NEA Legislative Program, the at-
titude toward outside involvement in
the determination of curriculum is set
forth, It states that teachers and
librarians "must have the right to
select instructional/library materials
without censorship or legislative
interference."
The NEA also objects to the Hatch
Amendment, which protects pupils
against unwitting and unapproved
psychological testing, increasingly
inserted into public school programs
across all grade levels and curriculum
materials.
According to the NEA newsletter of
April 16, 1984, the NEA opposes the
Hatch Amendment. "Enforced as cur-
rently written, the Reagan administra-
tion's child privacy regulations [the
Hatch Amendmentl would mandate
that al l  instruct ional mater ial-
including teacher's manuals, films,
and tapes-must be made available for
parental inspection."
And why not, responded Phyllis
Schlafly in a 1985 newsletter. "Who do
the NEA officials think they are that
they can deny parents the opportunity
to inspect the materials being used on
their own children?"
The neutrality to be achieved
through the new programs of values
clarification somehow fell apart.
Designed to help students think
through a moral dilemma and reach a
conclusion, the programs often reject
traditional values taught at home and
in the church.
The dream of neutrality was and
is il lusive. According to William J.
Bennett, U.S. secretary of education
and former director of the National
Humanities Center in Research, Triangle
Park, North Carolina, who addressed
the point in an article in the Summer
l98l issue of the American Educator:
"Values education programs are
not all neutral, in subject matter or
techn iques . . . .  They  are ,  in  fac t ,
biased in favor of particular ideologies.
Interestingly, none of the biases I have
observed are biased toward conser-
vative values or toward the mixed
Iiberal realism of the foundins fathers."
Edurrtors may
not initiate
"trendy" philosophies
into the classroom
when they have
promised to be
neutral.
In addition, according to Bennett,
the values education programs not only
view traditional moral education as
useless, they also provide "an im-
poverished view of morality" by the
use of little games with unrealistic ob-
jectives and lacking a full range of
moral options.
Ethics teachers in colleges reap the
harvest of nublic school experimenta-
tion with values education. Christina
Hoff Sommers, a professor of philos-
ophy, addressed the subject of values
teaching in an article in the Summer
1984 issue of The American Scholar.
"As a college teacher coping with
the motley ideologies of high school
graduates, I find this [presentation of
moral choices similar to choices in a
cafeteria linel alarming. Young people
today, many of whom are in a complete
moral stupor, need to be shown that
there is an important distinction be-
tween moral and nonmoral decisions."
Illustrating her point, she wrote:
"Values clarification blurs the distinc-
tion [between moral and nonmoral deci-
sionsl. Children are queried about their
views on homemade Christmas gifts,
people who wear wigs, and whether or
not they approve of abortion or would
turn in a hit-and-run driver as if no
significant differences existed among
these issues."
This sort of teaching has roused the
ire of Conservatives and caused many
educators to take a second look at the
teaching of ethics in the public schools.
The American Federation of Teachers,
with a membership of 580,000, has in-
volved itself in the evaluation. An
affiliate of the AFL-CIO and labor
organization for teachers ince 1916,
the group's Educational Issues Depart-
ment is addressing the problem.
According to Marilyn Rauth, ex-
ecutive director of the department,
"Kids come out with no values at all.
Kids come out wishy-washy. And the
public has rightfully complained."
Another group, the National Council
for Better Education, has attracted
more than 30,000 members since its in-
ception in 1983. One-third of those
members are teachers or former
teachers.
Founded by former public school
teacher Sally D. Reed, NCBE's primary
goal is to return the control of public
education to the American people and
to the communities it serves, Linda
Clark, NCBE director of communica-
tions, stated.
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Because of the pressure, schools
are making changes. Some base their
new programs for "consensus values"
on such documents as the United States
Constitution and the Bill of Rights,
which provide core values. Classical
and contemporary literature are also
sources for the teaching of values.
Some look for sources that stress
civic (community) or basic values. One
thing is clear: the values are of a non-
controversial, nontheological, nondoc-
trinal nature.
The American Federation of Teachers
has prepared units on four major con-
sensus values: responsibility, honesty,
courage, and compassion. Materials in
each of the units have been taken from
classical and contemporary literature,
folk tales and fables, newspapers, couft
cases, music, art, and film.
For example, the theme of responsi
bility is developed around a statement
from Abraham Lincoln, a court case,
quotations from the biblical account of
Cain and Abel (Am I mv brother's
keeper?), the poem "He Ain't Heary. . .
He's My Brother," selections from
Steinbeck's Of Mice and Men, and
Marjorie Kinnan Rawling's The Year-
ling, as well as others.
The unit on honesty is similar, utiliz-
ing these as well as other accounts: the
stories of Pinocchio and Georse Wash-
ington and the cherry tree, sJlections
from Les Miserables by Victor Hugo,
and Tolstoy's War and Peace.
On another front NCBE and Reed
have made a highly visible attack
against he NEA through her book NEA:
Propaganda Front ol the Radical Left.
counter to what she feels is in the best
interest of American education and
what can be classified only as activities
not related to education.
She also has a special plan to turn
the educational process back to the
local communities through Educational
Enterprise Zones by the severing of
federal and state monies and controls.
Preliminary plans are under way,
with a number of school districts
already interested in setting up local
autonomy for their educational process.
School boards interested in estab-
lishing their district as an educational
enterprise zone must first apply to the
state for release from financial and
other obligations to the state.
NCBE is not concerned about the
loss of federal and state funds because
the major source of income for local
districts is the local tax structure. The
federal funds constitute about 7 percent
of the income; and while state funds
vary from one location to another, fhe
amount supplied to the school is a great
deal less than that generated from
within the community itself.
To help with the organization of the
system, four parent/teacher committees
would be formed. Each would work
with one of the following areas: teacher
activities, student activities, curriculum
selection, and textbook selection.
"We think it will work," Clark said.
The purpose of the trial zones is to put
the plan to the test. NCBE is initially
interested in school systems that have
more than one high school, one junior
high, and one elementary school, so
parents in the district have a choice.
Parents will sign up to enroll their
children in the program.
If the suggestions do not satisfy
everyone, it must be acknowledged as
an improvement when students are
taught there is a difference between
right and wrong and that some things
are right and others are wrong; when
they are taught that they do have a
responsibility to others and to society;
and when they are taught such values
as courage, honesty, integrity, and
compassion.
The original voices of those in the
wilderness are being joined by others
who see the need for a meeting on com-
mon ground, for the building of a
strong and principled educational
system to undergird and further
develop these United States of America.
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"lVl*yydnrgryople are
in a complete moral
stupon They ned to be
shown that tltere is an
important distinction
between moral and
nonnoral decisions,"
So potent is the manuscript that the
NEA has answered her charees in its
own J,l Flavors of Extremism.-A second
publication by Reed provides a rebut-
tal to the NEA responses.
"It's just the beginning of a cam-
paign to draw nationwide attention to
the devastating discrepancy between
what the nation's educators sav thev
need and what the union hieiarchy
says it wants," Reed contends.
That discrepancy is highlighted
through the results of a poll of 1,007
educators conducted bv NCBE and re-
leased last June. Fifty-sn. percent of
the teachers who responded were NEA
members. Issues covered in the poll in-
cluded abortion, voluntary prayer in
schools, forced busing to achieve racial
balance, gay rights, and the use of union
dues to lobby for aid to the Contras in
Nicaragua.
Results showed the closest category
was gay rights in which educators split
their opinions 47 to 45 percent against
such rights. They favored the restitution
of voluntary prayer in schools 53 to 43
percent; disapproved federal funding of
abortion by 59 to 37 percent; objected
to the use of dues to lobby for aid to the
Contras by 80 to 20 percent; and op-
posed busing to achieve racial balance
by 68 to 26 percent.
Reed campaigns to enlighten educa-
tors and the general public concerning
the actions of the NEA, which run I Ann WhartonL-
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Enjoy the drama
ot good tood.
.1\ Norman B. Rohrer, Director
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Send me your FREE Starler Kit. Show me how
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Supreme Court Upholds Aid
to Blind Ministry Student
n a unanimous decision, the U.S.
Supreme Court has ruled that
state aid can be distributed to
students who use the funds for reli-
gious education.
The High Court ruled that the state
of Washington will not violate the Con-
stitution if it grants vocational rehabili
tation aid to a blind student studying
Justice Thurgood Morsholl
to become a minister. Justice Thurgood
Marshall, writing the majority opinion,
stated, "The establishment clause is
not violated every time money previ-
ously in the possession of a state is con-
veyed to a religious institution."
In 1979 Larry Witters, who suffers
from a degenerative ye condition, ap-
olied for state aid from the Commission
for the Blind to attend the Inland Em-
pire School of the Bible in Spokane.
But the Commission rejected the young
man's application saying Ihe state's con-
stitution forbade such aid. Washington
State's constitution reads: "No money
or property shall be appropriated for
or applied to any religious worship,
exercise or instruction, or the support
of any religious establishment."
A state trial murt upheld the Commis-
sion's decision. But the state Supreme
Court ignored the state's constitution
and said such aid violates the U.S. Con-
stitution's "establishment clause" be-
cause the aid would have "the primary
effect of advancing religion." The
Supreme Court rejected that argument,
saying the use of neutrally available
money for religious education did not
"confer any message of state endorse-
ment of religion."
Because the money is given to
Witters, who is making an independent
choice of education, the court said it
is clear that "any aid provided under
Washington's program that ultimately
flows to religious institutions does so
only as a result of the genuinely inde-
pendent and private choices of aid
recipients, . . . The decision to support
religious education is made by the
individual, not by the state." However,
the Supreme Court ruling does not
assure Witters he will receive state aid.
Justice Marshall suggested that the
"far stricter dictates" of Washinston's
constitution could possibly be used to
deny the student he rehabilitation aid.
He also said Witters could be denied
aid if the state could prove that Witters
must be supervised by the state during
college instruction.
Furthermore, Justice Marshall in-
dicated that state aid could be uncon-
stitutional if more than a "minuscule"
amount of the budget went to religious
education. Five Supreme Court justices
have expressed dissatisfaction with
Justice Marshall's narrow ruling.
The case will now go back to Wash-
ington's Supreme Court to determine
whether the state's constitution per-
mits such aid.
I Martin Mawverx
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0rder by June 15th
and we will include a
lree copy of EXPL0RING THE
SONG OF SOLOMON.
a $5.95 value!
lhose who enloy the psalms
will welcome this new series of
commentaries by respected author,
John Phil l ips. As with his previous
"Exploring" volumes it has leatures
that will make it a favorite ofBible
students everywhere. For each
psalm there is detailed outline,
straightforward interpretation, and
practical application.
To receive your copy of volume
one: Psalms 1-41. olus advance
notice on the release oftne
remaining lour volumes inthe
series, end $14.95 plus $1.50
postage and handling to the address
below.
IOIZEAUX p.o. Box 277
BR(}nlEnS Neptune, N.J. 07754
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NEWS BRIEFS
PRDSENTS
EXPOSUREDAY
Under the dlrectlon of
Coach Ron Blshop,
EXPOSURD DAY ls conducted ln
order to provlde an opportunl(y
for Chdstlcn besketball plqyers
(grades 9- I 2 ) to exhlblt basket-
ball talent. An evaluatlon ofeach
plqyer wlll be made and sent to
Chrlstlan college coaches. Recom-
mendatlons and asslstance ln
sedng athletlc scholarshlps for
worth;r athletes wlll be provlded.
IIIDWEST EX"POSURD DAY
Baptlst Chdstlan Acadenv
lndlanapolls, Indlana
Ilost: Iluane Schnelle
ilqy rO, r9E6
SOUTHEAST EXPOSURN, DAY
Baptlst Unlversl$ of Arnerlca
Atlanta, GA
Host: Ilen Lasslter
Mqy r7, 1986
Coach
Ron Blshop
Presldcnt of
scoFE, rrvr.
ldrlte for more lnfomtlm rnd rppllutlon to:
SCORE, INTERNAT'ONAL
P.O. Box53E6
Ft.Odettorpc,GA 30742
f402la6r-9434
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New Group Formed to Fight NEA
The 150,000-member Save Our
Schools lobbying organization has
formed a foundation to expose the
Liberal activities of the National
Education Association-the nation's
largest teachers' union.
Called the SOS Research and
Education Foundation, the organiza-
tion will also research the problems
facing public education.
First on the agenda of the new SOS
Foundation is to publish 100,000
copies of the book, Who's Ruining Our
Schools? The Case Against the NEA
Teacher Union.
Dan C. Alexander, president of the
SOS Foundation, said the book will
,'iexpose the NEA as a radical political
union that does not represent the
views of parents, students, or even the
majority of American teachers."
He added, "Our new SOS Research
and Education Foundation will serve
as a watchdog of the NEA and will
publish subsequent findings on its
activities."
Mayor Koch Introduces
Gay Rights Law
Mayor Koch of New York City is
stil l undeterred in his efforts to se-
cure special civil rights protection for
homosexuals.
Defeated last year when several
courts struck down his executive order
that would have forced city-funded
agencies to hire homosexuals, Mayor
Koch began the New Year by introduc-
ing a "homosexual-rights" bill in the
city council.
Saying that many homosexuals have
"encountered prejudice," "hostility,"
"physical violence," and "distrust," the
bill declares "that discrimination on the
basis of sexual orientation exists, that it
unjustly threatens the well-being of
thousands of New Yorkers, and that it
should be prohibited in regard to
employment, housing, land, commercial
space, and public accommodations."
Though the bill has strong support
in the city council, the new majority
leader, Peter Vallone of Queens, is
opposed to the bill. "I oppose it in con-
science," Vallone told the New York
Times.
The city council has voted on a
homosexual rights bill for the last l5
vears. Onlv once was it oassed out of
lommitteeland then it wis defeated by
the full 35-member council.
This year, however, the bill already
has 14 sponsors, and it needs only 18
votes to become law.
Currently, 51 cities in the United
States have homosexual rrishts laws.
Lawsuit Asks Court to Overturn
Ban on Braille Playboy
It costs taxpayers $103,000 ayear,
and it is read by only 1,000 blind peo-
ple, but almost a half dozen groups
have filed suit in federal court to over-
turn a congressional ban on publishing
Playboy magazine in Braille.
Playboy has been oublished in
Braille bj the Library'of Congress
since 1970. But that practice was
halted last July when the House of
Representatives passed an amendment
forbidding the Library of Congress to
continue further publication of Braille
editions of Plavbov.
Don C, Alexonder leods Sove Our Schools.
Representative Chalmers Wylie of
Ohio, who sponsored the amendment,
said in floor debate last summer that
Playboy articles contain "talk about
wanton idleness, of wanton and illicit
sex, and so forth." He added that most
blind people in his district feel there
is a better way to spend the money.
Currently, the Library of Congress
spends $33.8 million annually to
publish 36 magazines in Braille.
The lawsuit claims that the ban on
Braille editions of Playboy is a viola-
tion of free speech and amounts to
"blatant, paternalistic censorship."
The lawsuit asks the court to order the
Library of Congress to continue
publication of Playboy in Braille
editions.
The lawsuit is filed by the American
Council of the Blind, the Blinded
Veterans Association, the American
Library Association, Representative
Vic Fazio of California, certain blind
readers of Braille magazines, and, of
course, Playboy Enterprises.
Supporters of the law say the
House of Representatives has a con-
stitutional right to decide how money
is spent and that separation of powers
prevents the courts from telling Con-
gress how to allocate that money.
Rellglous Student Groups
Growlng Consistently
A recent newspaper story by the
New York ftzes News Service pro-
claimed, "Fundamentalist Student
Groups Multiply on Nation's Cam-
puses." The article noted growth
among several religious student
groups, including Fellowship of Chris-
tian Athletes and Campus Crusade for
Christ, and interviewed professors
who gave varying reasons for the
renewed interest in religion. Reasons
cited included the country's Conser-
vative trend and the mental confusion
brought about by a questioning univer-
sity environment.
Student groups are growing. Cam-
pus Crusade had organizations on 40
campuses in 1960; today there are
85,575 campus organizations. Don
Beehler of the group's national ad-
ministration says, "There are a lot of
reasons for growth. One is this coun-
try's growing interest in spiritual
things. Students are eager to share
their life-changing experience with
Jesus Christ with other students.
There is a sense of revival and turning
back to our Judeo-Christian roots and
the faith of our Founding Fathers."
Fellowship of Christian Athletes,
begun in 1954, added742 campus stu-
dent groups between 1984 and 1985.
Executive Vice President Jack Roberts
says, "I think the reason for our more
than doubling the number of huddle
groups in the last four years has
nothing to do with what we have done
on a national level. The reason is we
are in our second generation of FCA-
those who were involved with us in
high school years ago are now adults
and want their children to be involved
in FCA. These people are willing to give
their time and talent, and they become
the arms and legs that allow us to ex-
pand so rapidly."
Chrlstlan Muslclans Produce
Pro-Life Album
Saying they want to "rescue the un-
born," over 100 Christian recording
artists, musicians, technicians, and
their families have donated their time
and talents to produce an album they
hope will benefit the Christian pro-life
movement.
The album, "Fight the Fight," is
intended to be a fund-raising tool for
the Christian pro-life movement, said
Buddy Owens, executive director of
Live Oak Records, which released the
recording in late January.
Written by Anne Herring of the con-
temporary singing group 2nd Chapter
of Acts, "Fight the Fight" is "a call to
Christians for prayer and action
against abortion in the United States,"
promoters say.
"Neither Live Oak Records. nor anv
of the artists, musicians, publishers, or
retail outlets will receive benefit from
'Fight the Fight.'All proceeds from tlle
sales of this recording and related
products will be given to Christian pro-
Iife organizations," said Owens.
"In addition, we are inviting Chris-
tian proJife groups on both national
and local levels to order bulk copies of
'Fight the Fight'at cost for use in their
own fund-raising efforts."
Art ists include: Scott  Wesley
Brown, Debby Boone, Dallas Holm,
Pam Mark Hall, Sandi Patti, and Pat
Boone.
For more information write: Fisht
the Fight, P. O, Box 1210, Lindale, Teias
7577r-1210.
THE TREASURE IN
EARTHEN VESSELS
is being used by the
Lord to lead Catho-
lics to Christ.
TESTIMONIAL:
Listen to what this dear
Ca tho l i c  l ady  sa id :  " l
would like to begin by saying, 'Thank you.'
My slster in oine of hbr'more earnest
attempts at saving my soul, sent me a
copy ot your book... I enjoyed it . . . I
was greatly touched by the way you ques-
tioned your Catholic upbringing. These
questions have crossed my mind more
than once ... Uoon readino vour last
chapter, to be surb, I receiveE Christ as
my Savior."
DR LEE ROBERSON of rennes-
see Temple University says, "Thls story
should be glven to Catholics every-
whgre, lt will surely open the eyes ot
many people."
This oaoerback book bv Norm Sharbauoh
is avhilable at $3.95 pfus $1.00 postade
and handllng. Make your check payable
to Norm Sharbauoh Ministries and send it
to: Norm Sharbiugh Mlnlstrles, P.O.
Q-o1 -215, Dept. 2-, Brownsbuig, lN46112.
Called To
TheMini.stry
Study Off,Campus and
Earn A Degree!
. Bethany allows you to remain in your
present minist ry whi le earning your
degree.
. Bethany offers quality education, is
fundamental and Baptist in doctrine.
o One may earn either the ASSOCIAIE,
BACHELOR, MASTER OT DOCIORATE
degree through the Off-Campus
Program.
e Resident classes are available at the
Dothan Campus-tu i t ion at  a minimum.
o Credit is given for previous college
work and life experience.
Write or Callfor Free Information
BETHANY THEOLOGICAL
SEMINARY AND BIBLE COLLEGE
PO. Box 1944
Dothan, Alabama 3630.2(20s) 793-3189
Abraham continued from page 21
(Isaac and Jacob), received only the
promise and not the reality of the
promise (i.e., living in the land itself).
Nevertheless, the others believed God
when he solemnized His offer of the
land in His covenant (Gen. 17:8;48:4).
Again, the text has become 20 repeti-
tions of this offer of the land.
So there it is in all its splendor-
the covenant God made with Abraham,
with its threefold elements of an heir,
and inheritance, and the heritage of the
gospel. Note that one element is not in-
telligible without the other, and each
has implications for the other as they
present a cumulative effect. The heir
or "seed" that was promised to Eve,
who would crush Satan's head, is the
same heir promised to the patriarch.
This seed would ultimately come as
our Lord Jesus Christ.
Jesus is Lord of all-including his-
tory and geography. To demonstrate
His lordship, and the all-embracing
nature of His Word, He deeded the
land of ancient Canaan to Israel in
perpetuity. This grant had nothing to
do with natural rights, merits, or prior
claims; it was all of grace. It would
show that what God had spoken, He
was able to complete and to fulfill in
human experience.
Moreover, Israel would stand as the
great watermark of history in signal-
ing that all the lands and wealth of the
nations belonged to God just as much
as did the heart, soul, and interior
aspects of mankind. Thus exactly where
east met west, where three continents
of earth (Africa, Asia, and Europe)
came together, God placed His mark,
His seed, His land, and His message
for all the nations of the earth, if they
would but hear.
Furthermore, this covenant is a
one-party obligation. There are no con-
ditions stated, implied, or added later.
The promise to Abraham will always
be God's gift, and it will be His work
to maintain its provisions in perpetuity.
Signlficance of the Abrahamlc
Promise. Few promises of Scripture
function in such a strategic and foun-
dational way as the Abrahamic cove-
nant. Without it, we would have been
deprived of one of the earliest and
most seminal statements of the gos-
pel (Gal. 3:8). Here in embryo form is
anticipated the coming of Messiah, the
work of God's grace, and the close con-
nection between God's gift to Israel
and the resultant blessing of all, Jew
and Gentile, who would believe. The
apostle reduced all this to one word,
the "gospel."
Embedded in this unique promise
are the seeds for a worldwide mission-
ary vision. From the start God's reason
for blessing Abraham and his seed was
so that all the families of the known
world should receive the same blessing.
This missionary use of the Abrahamic
covenant is made even more explicit in
Psalm 67:l-2 and 7, which could be
read in the Hebrew, "May God be gra-
cious to us and bless and make His
face shine on us (see. Num. 6:24-26) in
order that. . . your salvation may be
known among all nations. God will
bless us (Israel) so all ends of the earth
will fear Him." The missionary task
has never been optional or a secondary
add-on to the program of God. It has
always been central, even in the Old
Testament.
Finally, the Abrahamic covenant
signals the bonding of the state of
Israel to the future as well as to the
past. No matter how many hardships
or even threats of extinction, Israel may
face, God has promised His hand will
be upon her, and in the end He will
restore both the land and the blessing
to the fullest.
This act of restoration will simul-
taneously signal the nations that God
is still Lord of all history and all people.
Sadly, most will miss this point, and
will instead attempt to solve "The
Jewish Question" in such ruthless
ways that God Himself will finally
intervene, to the great dismay of all the
nations gathered in Israel, to deal a
final devastating blow. Thus the best
evidence for the existence and power
of God is the Jewish nation.
God will conclude history by re-
membering His promises. Unlike a
cashed check which no longer has any
value, each fulfilled promise from
Abraham's day to ours has only given
us further confirmation of God's de-
pendability, and expanded the hope of
all the world in the beauty and blessed-
ness of the magnificent plan He gave.
I Walter C. Kalser, Jr., is academic
dean and vice president of education
at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School.
His Ph.D. is from Brandeis University,
Waltham, Massachusetts.
hesents
he dramatic true story of
Evanlelist Tom and Pam Williams'
battle with death and their victorv
of love.
7 6mm Motion Picture-Color-79 Minutes-Rental S 75,(M
ffiIOECI [lEN
This moving film is a must for every Christian who desires a
deep, abiding walk with God, for every family member who
wants his family to be a warm and loving unit, and for every mar-
ried couple who longs to experience the ultimate meaning of
true love and intimacy.
Here it is - the inspirational and uplifting story of all-con-
suming trust and of the great provision of God. You cannot help
but watch. . .and weep. . .and laugh. . .and go away changed for
HIS glory.
For more information, write or call: Olive's Film Productions, Inc,
P.O. Box 9, Madison, AL 35758 o (205) 837-4166:
or ca.ll your local Christian film distributor
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coupon lor complete
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The Celebrity Syndrome
by Truman Dollar
few weeks ago I entertained
some friends at a Hyatt coffee
shop in Dearborn, Michigan,
accompanied by -y lS-year-old son,
Devin, a committed baseball fanatic.
Immediately upon entering the
Hyatt, Devin noticed the California
Angels arriving in preparation for
a game the next afternoon at Tiger
Stadium. He located pen and paper,
and set about til obtain some auto-
graphs for his growing collection.
Upon his return to the restaurant,
he proudly displayed the autographs of
Rod Carew and Bobby Gritch. His en-
thusiasm was tempered, however, be-
cause one of the players had not only
refused, but had treated Devin rudely
when he asked for the signature.
That a*rlete did not make any friends
that night. Spoiled baseball players
with multimillion-dollar contracts do
not help their images when they seem
to care little what paying fans think of
their behavior. But I lost no sleep over
this arrogance. These things tend to
right themselves in time-fans are not
stupid. I suspect hat by the time this
player is 50 he will be in the annual old-
timers game, eagerly offering to sign
autographs for fans who cannot quite
remember who this aging athlete is.
What does bother me, however, is
the tendency to see this same celebrity
image applied to the ministry. There is
hardly a time when I finish speaking
as a guest at a church or conference
that I am not approached with requests
to autograph Bibles. The whole concept
is troubling and at times amusing.
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An the signatures have
"nr," in front of them
and look strangely like
they were obtained at a
medical convention.
Bible-signing can be very humbling.
On occasion, when I have spoken at the
same church several times, I have had to
tell a child that my name is already in
his Bible. This is a painful reminder to
us both that he does not really know me.
I am not even sure what these sig-
natures mean. I don't think they are
endorsements. I recently saw Peter
Ruckman's autograph on the flyleaf of
a New International Version.
Interestingly, some signatures are
scrawled on the same page by men who
will not speak on the same program,
or who write critical articles about one
another in religious journals. The auto-
graph seekers probably confuse these
luminaries because they do not under-
stand the finer points of ecclesiastical
separation. I wonder if God considers
this ecumenical Bible-signing a com-
promise. Perhaps the concept of sec-
ondary separation does not extend this
farl Being on a page together must not
be like being on a platform together.
- All the signatures have "Dr." in
front of them and look strangely like
they were obtained at a medical con-
vention. In the Scripture, people are
simply known as Phoebe, Priscilla,
Aquila, Andronicus, Barnabas, John,
Paul, or Jesus. But in the flyleaf they
are always tagged, "Dr."
I am sometimes tempted to sign
some unknown or less-known name
like Tertius or Quartus-slaves whose
names Paul included in Romans 16.
Aren't they important enough to be
there? Are only those with the speak-
ing gifts asked to sign? Why not ask the
janitor who stays behind to lock up to
give his autograph? Pretty important
man, I think.
The truth is, the whole practice
of putting autographs in the flyleaf
of God's Word does not make sense.
It violates what Paul said about the
relative importance of all the body in
1 Corinthians 12:12-28.It also embar-
rasses me.
I always sign Bibles when asked
because I don't want to look like some
reluctant, pompous athlete, but I feel
stupid, and I always want to preach a
sermon to those who ask. I really can't
see Paul autographing a parchment of
Isaiah!
I Truman Dollar, pastor of Temple
Baptist Church, Detroit, Michigan, is a
published author noted for his thought-
provoking and unpredictable insights
on current events. He shares his views
in this column each month.
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